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Abstract
The empirical force field method of Molecular Mechanics with Proton Transfer (MMPT) follows con-
cepts from a QM/MM scheme which treats the proton transfer (PT) process in its full dimensionality
while improving on three important aspects of the problem: speed, accuracy, and versatility. Recent
applications focused on the computation of infrared signatures for the shared proton between a donor
and an acceptor atom. This was complemented and supported by recent experiments. Both conven-
tional molecular dynamics and more advanced ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) simulations
were carried out to characterize the energetics, dynamics and spectroscopy of transferring protons in
systems including formic acid dimer and protonated oxalate. The simulations were found reproducing
infrared spectra in good agreement with experimental results.
Moreover, the primary kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) of intramolecular hydrogen transfer are de-
termined in both classical molecular dynamics (MD) and quantum simulations with the MMPT force
fields. For classical simulations, the parametric potential energy surfaces (PESs) were refined with
zero point vibrational effects (ZPVEs) considered, which effectively leads to the reduction of reaction
barrier heights for the corresponding systems such as malondialdehyde and acetylacetone. With ZPVE
introduced, the effective barrier heights are different between the isotope unsubstituted and substituted
systems. That led to the chemical contributions into the primary kinetic isotope effects. In addition to
classical simulations, the nuclear quantum effects (NQEs) are explicitly included in the path integral
simulations based on the same empirical potential surfaces. With the inclusion of NQEs, simulation
results lead to the increase of KIE values at 250 K by a factor of 2.5 ∼ 3.0 compared to those from
classical MD simulations.
Rather than performing proton transfer within a priori defined reaction motif, in this thesis work,
MMPT was extensively developed to be capable of delocalizing and treating diffusive proton transport
xi
Abstract
in both gas and condensed phases. This became possible by combining the MMPT force field with
multi-surface adiabatic reactive molecular dynamics (MS-ARMD), which leads to the new multi-state
MMPT (MS-MMPT) method. In this method, a global potential energy for proton transports is
built by mixing multiple potential energy surfaces, each of which corresponds to an oscillatory PT
reaction. That enables, for instance, all hydrogen atoms in a water bulk with excess protons to equally
participate into the transfer reactions within the force field framework. The integrated MS-MMPT
method was applied to performing proton diffusion simulations for [H2O]nH
+ clusters at the gas phase
and bulk systems with the periodic boundary condition. Results were compared with both experiments
and simulations using other established methods.
xii
Part I.
Introduction
1

1. Overview
On the azure planet, the earth, water dominates and is the most abundant compound on its surface1.
Water is not only a fundamental substance to constitute a life but also provides suitable living conditions
for organism of all kinds in many aspects, including but not limited to maintenance of temperature,
substance exchanges and participation of biochemical processes. Pure water is considered to be neutral
in terms of acid-base neutrality, with a pH of 7, namely both concentration of hydrogen (H+) and
hydroxide (OH−) ions are 10−1 mol/L. Acids have pH values less than 7 while bases have values
greater than 7. In acidic solution, the excess hydrogen ion is usually accepted by a water molecule and
present in forms of a hydronium ion (H3O
+). However, the hydronium ion is not a long-stable ion but
continuously pass its excess H+ to other water molecules or a hydroxide ion, which forms a neutral
water molecule. Such a process is called proton transfer.
More generally, a proton transfer process involves with simultaneous bond breaking and formation of a
cationic hydrogen atom from its donor and acceptor atoms, such as O, N, S, Cl etc. The proton transfer
(PT) reactions involve with a variety of important chemical and biological processes:2–4, enzymatic
catalysis5 and protein-aided proton transport in membranes6,7 etc. The importance of this reaction
is of great interests in the scientific fields such as spectroscopy8–14, reaction kinetics15–18 and charge
conduction regarding selective permeability and fuel cells.19 In computational studies, the proton
transfer reaction can be classified as oscillatory proton transfer and so-called Grotthuss mechanism.3
An oscillatory PT process stands for forth-and-back proton hops between two acceptive atoms. In
Grotthuss mechanism, on the other hand, a continuous procedure of stepwise PT moves is considered,
which leads to a conduction process of cations. In aqueous systems, the network of hydrogen bonds is
a more predominant factor to the diffusivity of the excess protons, compared to Brownian motions of
proton carriers.20 And the Grotthuss proton transport usually takes place in a picosecond timescale
and ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) methods are one of the most realistic solutions for simulating
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such processes. However, these approaches are limited in high computational costs dealing with large
biomolecular systems.2 Despite of this fact, AIMD provide direct and descriptive insight upon the
mechanism and energetics, which can be useful for approximate methods through parametrization.
The hybrid QM-MM approaches, on the other hand, have a limitation that the QM subsystems are
pre-defined in which proton diffusion is only allowed during the simulations. Moreover, there have been
considerable interests in developing classical MD simulation methods which are capable of simulating
Grotthuss proton transport.21–24
In recent years, Molecular Mechanics with Proton Transfer (MMPT) has been extensively developed
which provides explicit treatment to atomistic systems involved with proton transfer reactions.25,26
This method has been proven a promising technique to perform various types of proton transfer/hops
in both gas and condensed phases. In this approach, multi-dimensional potential energy surfaces
(PES) are modeled with overlapped Morse potential functions to perform sustainable dissociation and
formation of X−H bonds and parametrized to reproduce results from ab initio calculations. In this
thesis, new features are added into MMPT, including a new model for double proton transfer (DPT)
and feasibilities of using resonance structures and charge fluctuation. And more importantly, a novel
method, so called multi-state MMPT (MS-MMPT), is introduced in the current work for simulation
delocalized PT reaction processes, such as Grotthuss proton transport, especially in the condensed
phase. This method focuses on solving technical challenges in several aspects: 1) Proton transport
should be spontaneous and undirected in MD simulations; 2) Grotthuss proton transport leads to
diffusion of the excess charge in the system, which requires a model featuring in charge delocalization
other than using fixed point charges (FPC); 3) The diffusivity of the excess proton (or charge) in an
aqueous system should be comparable between molecular dynamics and experiments; 4) The energy
conservation should be obtained in MD simulations.
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the background methods for studying
proton transport processes. Chapter 3 presents the formulation of the MMPT force field, which
includes a new model for DPT reactions. A fast method of MMPT parametrization is also introduced in
this chapter. Chapter 4 introduces the methodology and implementation of the new MS-MMPT method.
The resonance structure and the charge transfer models are described as a part of the new development.
Applications of MMPT and MS-MMPT methods are given in three chapters. Chapter 5 presents
4
simulated infrared (IR) spectroscopies for formic acid dimer (FAD) and protonated oxalate (p−Oxa)
which are compared to the experimental results. Chapter 6 investigates the kinetic isotope effects (KIE)
of malondialdehyde (Mal) and acetylacetone (AcAc) from classical and quantum simulations using
the MMPT force field. Chapter 7 presents simulations of proton diffusion using the new MS-MMPT
method. And Chapter 8 is the conclusion and outlook.
5

2. Background
2.1. Quantum Mechanical Methods
2.1.1. Quantum Mechanics
The basic concept of ab initio or quantum mechanical (QM) molecular dynamics27–29 is to propagate
particles in the systems according to Newtonian forces applied on the nucleus. In classical molecular
mechanics, the driving force is given by a empirical force field which moves corresponding degrees
of freedom.30,31 For ab initio MD simulation, it is due to solving the approximated Schro¨dinger’s
equation32
Hˆψ = Eψ (2.1)
for a many-particle system. ψ is the wave function which describes the probability distributions (|ψ|2)
of particles corresponding to the energy states. The Hamiltonian, Hˆ, is the sum of the kinetic and
potential energy of the system. Considering an isolated system of n particles with masses mi, Hˆ can
be given in forms of an operator
Hˆ =
n∑
i=1
− h¯
2
2mi
∇2i + U(r), (2.2)
where ∇i is the gradient operator and U(r) is the potential energy of the system. The wave functions
can be generalized to a three-dimensional situation which also creates the difficulties for solving the
equations without simplifications or approximations.
Solving the Schro¨dinger equation for molecular systems is difficult mainly in the potential energy
which is dependent of the geometric positions of all the electrons and nuclei. And in theory they are
correlated to each other. In the regime of ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD), the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation33,34 is a necessary and the most commonly used approximation to separate the treatment
to electrons and nuclei. The theory is based on the observation that an electron is much lighter and
7
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moves much faster than those of a proton/neutron (ca. 1/1800).35 That leads to the assumption that
the kinetic energies of electrons are negligible and they respond instantaneously to any changes in the
positions of the nuclei. Therefore, one electron is considered to be described by a Schro¨dinger equation
under fixed configurations of nuclei, and on the other hand, the effective potential acted on the nuclei
is partially contributed from electrons with their equilibrium electronic configurations. For a next MD
step, the potential energy surface (PES) for the nuclei with changed positions can be re-mapped by
recalculating electronic energies. That leads to Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD).36–39
The Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) is another extensively studied and developed method
for simulating reactive process.27,28 In the CPMD method, electrons are explicitly described using
fictitious dynamics40 and the wave function parameters are propagated as classical degrees of freedom
(DOFs).41
2.1.2. Semi-empirical and Hybrid Quantum Mechanic/Molecular Mechanics Methods
The semi-empirical method are a simplified versions of Hartree-Fock32,42 theory using empirical correc-
tions (from experimental results) so as to reduce the computing costs for systems for which AIMD
methods are too expensive to perform MD simulations.43 Typical methods are AM1,44 PM345 (PM646)
and MNDO.47 To perform reactive simulations such as proton transfer, however, these semi-empirical
methods fail to provide the energetic accuracy compared to ab initio data. To improve this requires
specific reaction parameters48,49 and for proton transfer such efforts were carried out by Wang et al.50
from which the semi-empirical models were parametrized to reproduce key properties from QM calcula-
tions based on density-functional theory. The density functional tight-binding (DFTB)51–53 method
is another approximate method which have been employed for studying proton transfer processes
in biological systems. For proton transfer reactions, such simulations were carried out for studying
double proton transfer54 and protonated water systems.55–57 And the methods have been continuously
developed for performing proton diffusions in good agreement with the experiments.57,58
Computational simulations can be further accelerated by using the hybrid QM-MM approaches,
the quantum and classical regions are defined initially and remain unchanged during the simula-
tions.59–61 That leads to a shortcoming for these approaches which is the difficulty in performing
diffusive processes because e.g. a proton is only allowed in the QM region. That requires the MM
part to be capable of simulating proton diffusion. Jiang et al. used a continuous adaptive QM/MM
8
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approach (DAS62) to simulate a hydroxide migration process toward a methanol molecule in the alkaline
solution.63 For this, a hybrid PM6-DH+46,64 and ReaxFF23 scheme was employed. For this approach,
it also requires the QM and the reactive MM methods to be comparable energetic descriptions for
proton diffusion (e.g. the barrier height of PT) and diffusion constants in both subsystems.65
2.2. Force Field Methods
2.2.1. Empirical Molecular Mechanics
Molecular mechanics is to describe the motion of a molecular system based on classical Newtonian
mechanics. In the classical mechanics, all atoms in the system are treated as particles with masses
and their dynamics are driven by force field66, which is also called empirical force field and does
not perform reactive processes such as bond breaking or formations. The empirical force field are
parametrized to reproduce the quantum mechanical calculations67,68 or experimental observations (i.e.
infrared and Raman spectroscopy).12,69,70 Due to the limitation (or pursuit) to the computational
performance, force field is usually approximated into simple and thus comprehensive forms71. The
inter-atomic bonds are treated as springs with harmonic forces for describing bond stretches and bends.
And the torsions are treated as trigonometric functions and the periodicities are determined from the
characterization of specific bonds. For non-bonded interaction, van der Waals and coulomb forces are
usually used. Thereafter, the total potential energy is given by the sum of all the energy terms from
bonded and non-bonded interactions. The expression for a typical empirical force field can be given
as30,31,71
VFF =
∑
bonds
1
2
kb(li − leq)2 +
∑
angles
1
2
ka(θi − θeq)2
+
∑
torsion
kd(1 + cos(nφi − δ0)) +
∑
improper
1
2
kψ(ψi − ψeq)2
+
∑
vdW
i,j
[
(
rmin,i,j
ri,j
)12 − (rmin,i,j
ri,j
)6
]
+
∑
coulomb
qiqj
4pi0ri,j
(2.3)
In Eq. 2.3, all k values are the force constants to the respective types of bonded interactions. leq and
θeq are the equilibriums of bond length and bending angles. For the energy term of a torsion, n is
the periodicity of the dihedral and δ0 stands for an offset at which the energy reaches its maximum.
The improper terms control the planarity of star-shaped bond topologies (i.e. α−carbon in amide
compound).
9
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The non-bonded energy is given in a form of the sum of all van der Waals (vdW) and electro-
static terms for all non-bonded atom-atom pairs with ri,j as inter-atomic distances. For the van
der Waals term, a Lenard-Jones (LJ) potential is used. i,j =
√
i · j refers to the well depth and
rmin,i,j =
rmin,i + rmin,j
2
is the LJ energy minimum distance between atom i and atom j. For the
coulomb force, qi and qj are the atomic partial charges and 1/(4pi0) is the coulomb constant.
2.2.2. Multi-state Empirical Valence Bond
Based on the empirical valence bond (EVB) theory, originally proposed by A. Warshel and R. Weiss
,72,73 multi-state EVB (MS-EVB)22,74–78 is a force field based approach which has been extensively
developed and applied in bulk and water cluster systems.79,80 The EVB method considers a bond
breaking/forming process as a transition from one conformational state to the other. And these states,
within the MS-EVB formalism, stand for delocalized solvation structures and are alleged as basis states
with their respective wave function |ψi >. The net state function with a given conformation is then
represented by a linear combination of empirical valence bond states.
|Ψ >=
N∑
i=1
ci · |ψi > (2.4)
where N is the number of states and ci is the coefficient. The total potential energy of the system can
be given under a similar fashion to Eq. 2.4. By solving the eigenvalue-eigenfunction problem76, {ci}
can be obtained. That gives
Hˆ c = E0c, (2.5)
where Hˆ is the Hamiltonian matrix which is described by empirical force field, c is the eigen vector
of ci and E0 is the ground-state energy of the system
22. For a water bulk system with one excess
proton, each state refers to a unique hydrogen bonding topology with one H3O
+ ion structure. The
coefficient ci determines how much the i-th state contribute into the total empirical potential energy
and the largest amplitude among {ci} is called a pivot state in which the modeled H3O+ structure is
the most likely hydronium ion in the system76,78. Once the largest ci changes, a proton transfer move
is complete by forming another realistic H3O
+ ion from the current one.
10
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For Hamiltonian matrix – Hˆ , elements of this matrix are divided in two parts: the diagonal {hii}
elements and the off-diagonal {hij}. The diagonal element hii represents for the classical potential
energy of each basis state, given by
hii = V
intra
H3O+
+
NH2O∑
k=1
V intraH2O +
NH2O∑
k=1
V interH3O+···H2O +
NH2O∑
k 6=l
V inter,k ,lH2O···H2O, (2.6)
where V intraH3O+ and V
intra
H2O
are respectively the internal potential energies of H3O
+ and water molecule
with the given bonding topology in the i-th state, and V interH3O+···H2O and V
inter,k ,l
H2O···H2O are correspondingly
nonbonded interactions. With different MS-EVB models, systems can be treated with various types of
force field (e.g. water molecules were treated with either harmonic76 or anharmonic77 water models).
The off-diagonal elements hij , on the other hand, introduce coupling effects for performing proton
transport. Rather than physically meaningful energy terms, hij are partially given by empirical
functions with geometry dependence. In details, if state |i > and state |j > share a common hydrogen
atom (and this one acts as a transferring proton if state |i > changes to state |j >, and otherwise
hij ≡ 0), hij is given by
hij = (V
i,j
coulomb + V
i,j
const) · F (x), (2.7)
where V i,jcoulomb refers to the sum of electrostatic potentials between the H5O
+
2 ion (formed by H3O
+ ions
from state |i > and |j > and the remaining NH2O water molecules). F (x) is a scaling factor and more
details can be found in Ref. 76.
For the MS-EVB method, the dilemma between energy drift and the capability of numerous EVB states
is a longstanding problem (though it has been quite improved in recent developments) and applies such a
reactive simulation under a restricted level. If multiple excess protons are considered, the scaling effects
create computational complexities which evolve exponentially. Regardless of these drawbacks, MS-EVB
is a great and successful method which has been applied in investigating proton transfer/transport
processes not only in water bulks76,78 but also in various chemical79–81 and biomolecular systems.82–84
11
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2.2.3. Two-state EVB
state I state II
Figure 2.1.: A two-state empirical valence bond model for an H5O
+
2 ion
Alternative to MS-EVB, the two-state EVB method has been developed to provide a simplified PT
algorithm, compared to multi-state approaches which require ca. 40∼50 states (per proton) to partici-
pate into calculations for each multi-state cycle. This method has been applied with larger spatial-
and time-scales for several biochemical systems85–87. One of the most representative TS-EVB method
is the WK model, proposed by Walbran and Kornyshev24.
A TS-EVB formulation is similar to a conventional emperical valence bond model.72,73 Focusing
on the current model, an H5O
+
2 ion is defined in two valence bond states: I) H3O
+ · · ·H2O and II)
H2O · · ·H3O+. Thereafter, the global EVB model can be described in a form of Hamiltonian matrix,
shown as the following24:
VI(x ) Λ(Q)
Λ(Q) VII(x )

Here VI(x ) and VII(x ) are the classical potential energies at a given set of coordinates x as a ”water”
molecule interacts with a ”hydronium” ion in their corresponding state representations. Λ(Q) is a
parametric component, taken to be a function of reaction coordinate Q = rO∗H − rOH (O∗ stands for a
12
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H3O
+ oxygen). In details, we have
Λ(Q) =

0 : Q ≤ −Q1
Λ0
[( Q
Q1
)4 − 2( Q
Q1
)2
+ 1
]
: −Q1 < Q < Q1
1 : Q ≥ Q1
(2.8)
where Λ0 and Q1 are the parameters.
From the standpoint of molecular dynamics, one important issue (or challenge) for describing proton
transfer in a force field regime is the conservation of charges of the system with the presence of excess
protons, considering the fact of charge diffusion. One possible solution is to equivalently distribute
the net (or excess) charges into all possible particles (e.g. which play roles as proton carriers). By
doing that, however, the excess charges can not be localized during the simulation which is relatively
unrealistic. Rather than fixed partial charge model, individual formal charges should be defined within
the ion carrier (i.e. an H3O
+ or Zundel ion) for every MD step88,89. Then, the partial charges must
vary in some fashions with either coordinates90 or exchangeable states22,74–76 which may also resemble
a charge transfer (usually at the ground state) in quantum dynamics.
In WK model, the point partial charges for atoms within the Zundel ion can be given by24
qO∗(Q) = (1− f(Q)) · qO∗ + f(Q) · qO
qO(Q) = f(Q) · qO∗ + (1− f(Q)) · qO
(2.9)
where qO∗(Q) and qO(Q) stand for the point partial charges of H3O
+ (O∗) and H2O (O) oxygen atoms
in state I and respectively. qO∗ and qO are parametric and represent for fixed point charges models for
classical H3O
+ and H2O molecules. f(Q) plays a role as a switch function, given as
f(Q) =
1
2
+
α
5
( Q
Q0
)5 − 2α
3
( Q
Q0
)3
+ α
( Q
Q0
)
(2.10)
where α = 15/16 and Q0 is the parameter.
The TS-EVB method does, however, have some deficiencies. To perform a Grotthuss PT process,
13
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the two-state modeling should diffuse and act on different H5O
+
2 ions in bulk systems. For a given
hydronium ion (which can be easily determined by geometric evaluations), only one water molecule,
which is the closest to the hydronium ion, is chosen as a partner H2O molecule to form a Zundel
ion within a TS-EVB framework. Once a proton transfer move is complete (from hydronium ion to
its partner water molecule), this partnering procedure is reactivated again and a new H5O
+
2 ion is
selected and modeled with TS-EVB method. During the proton transfer reaction (when 0 < Λ(Q) < 1),
however, the partner selection stays unactivated no matter whether a solvent H2O approaches closer
to the H3O
+ ion or not. That leads to two problems: First, besides the closest H2O there can be
two additional neighboring water molecules, which gives a possibility of forming an Eigen cation.
Sometimes, an Eigen cation may become more energetically favorable during the transferring process.
Second, a forcible switch of H5O
+
2 models will lead to a discontinuity of the total potential of the
system. Furthermore, this shortcoming restricts a charge delocalization effect beyond the partner
cluster of the Zundel cation. That may lead to inaccurate description of dipole moment surface, which
is particularly important for calculating vibrational spectra.22
2.2.4. Other Methods using Empirical Force Field
Obviously, using approaches with empirical force field methods show great advantages in computational
efficiencies compared to ab initio approaches such as BOMD, CPMD and ADMP91–93 etc. Therefore,
interests were captured, over the decades, for fast simulations of proton transfer or transport, especially
with explicit treatment on atoms which are directly involved with the transferring processes.
As one of the most famous force field solution to perform reactions, ReaxFF has been extensively
developed over the year.23,94–96 Introducing the bond-order, which generalizes inter-atomic interactions
from short to long distance, is essential to this implementation. Using the ReaxFF force field, Doren et
al. studied the proton transfer in glycine with its tautomerization of between the neutral and zwit-
terionic forms.23 Later on, von Duin et al. parametrized ReaxFF for investigating proton/hydroxide
migrations in the bulk phase97 but the fitting qualities remained mediocre to the reference QM energies.
Quantum hopping (Q-HOP) molecular dynamics is another approximate method, which was originally
14
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formulated by M. Lill and V. Helms98,99 and has been continuously developed for simulating proton
transfer in various fields of condensed phases. Based on data from ab initio calculations, this parametric
method calculates the probability of proton hopping events, also determined by coordinate-based
functions (i.e. depending on the donor-acceptor distances)98 or energetic information (i.e. reaction
barriers).98,100 If a proton transfer occurs, determined by a random number, the bonding topology of
the system is thereby modified to adapt to a new location to which the proton hops. Q-HOP has been
proven a very efficient method and its molecular dynamics has been successfully applied to study proton
transfer in various systems at the condensed phase, such as air-water interface,101 green fluorescent
protein (GFP),102 gated proton channels,103 proton pumping proteins104 and fuel cell membranes.105
Other methods were also implemented and employed in various applications related to proton trans-
fer/transport, such as reactive molecular dynamics (RMD, which activates instantaneous proton hops),21
hydrogen dynamics (HYDYN, which uses λ−dynamics to enable the continuous (dis-)appearance of
active protons)106 and many-body representation107,108 (which gives a total potential as a sum of 1-,
2- and 3-body interactions and is accurate in predicting infrared spectra of water clusters with one
excess proton) methods.
2.3. Experimental Measurement for Proton Diffusion in Water
One of the major interests in this thesis is the simulations of proton transport (or diffusion) in aqueous
systems. Beside AIMD, semi-empirical and QM/MM methods, force field methods such as MS-EVB
and TS-EVB are also capable of simulating such continuous processes. Then, it becomes necessary to
the experimental background of how a proton diffusion is measured.
In aqueous solutions the acidic proton exists as hydronium ion, and is further hydrated which forms
H5O
+
2 (Zundel)
109 or H9O
+
4 (Eigen)
110 ion structures. Regarding the mobility of excess proton in acidic
solutions, it was found that the diffusion constant of H+ (0.93 A˚2/ps)111,112 is four-fold faster than that
of water (0.23 A˚2/ps)113 at the room temperature. This high speed mobility (compared with other ions
with similar sizes) is considered attributed to contributions from two kinds of mechanisms: vehicular
mechanism (also called en masse mechanism114) and Grotthuss mechanism (or ”relay” mechanism).
The vehicular mechanism refers to that the H3O
+ ion migrate as a non-reactive entity. The Grotthuss
15
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mechanism, proposed more than 200 years ago,115 leads to a contribution of faster transferring processes,
in which different hydrogen atoms participate and the transfer usually occur through hydrogen bond
network. In Agmon’s explanation to Grotthuss mechanism, proton hops under a concerted fashion
were also considered.116
One typical and comprehensive measurement for self-diffusion coefficient (or diffusion constant) is to
measure the resistance of electrolyte solution.112,117 Then, the conductivity can be easily obtained by
calculating
Λ =
1
ρC
, (2.11)
where Λ is the conductance of solution, r is the resistivity and C is the molar concentration of electrolyte
(which approximately scales with the density of water at different temperature112). Moreover, Λ is also
the sum of individual ionic conductances. For an HCl solution, the conductance of H+ is given by
λH+ = ΛHCl − λCl− . (2.12)
To obtain the conductance of Cl− ion, two approximations were proposed. First, λCl− is that of Cl− ion
(for example) in KCl solution (with the same concentration); Second, in KCl solution the conductance
of Cl− is approximately equal to that of K+ cation. At the final, the diffusion constant of H+ ion can
be finally computed by using Nernst-Einstein equation:
DH+ =
RT
z2
H+
F 2
λH+ (2.13)
where DH+ is the self-diffusion coefficient, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, zH+ is the
charge number of H+ ion (which is +1) and F is Faraday’s constant.
The conductance experiment were carried out by Speedy et al.112 more than 30 years ago. Figure 2.2
shows the inverse temperature dependence of diffusion constant of H+ in HCl solution at a concentration
of 0.01 mol/L. At the room temperature (298.15 K), the diffusion constant for H+ was found 0.919
A˚2/ps at this concentration. Using Arrhenius plot, the energy of activation for the proton diffusion is ap-
proximated 3.6 kcal/mol (Figure 2.2), compared to a lower Ea = 2.1 kcal/mol for water diffusion
113. In
1970s, Roberts et al.111,118 measured and analyzed the diffusion constants of both H+ and D+ in various
16
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Figure 2.2.: logarithmic self-diffusion coefficient of H+ in HCl solution with a concentration of 0.01
mol/L (measured at 20◦C). Data are from Ref. 112.
electrolyte solutions, using polarography techniques. For each of supporting electrolyte (KCl, NaCl etc.),
the diffusion constant of H+ (or D+) was measured at different molar concentrations and extrapolated
to near-zero in concentration. Results for DH+ and DD+ were 0.931 A˚
2/ps and 0.650 A˚2/ps, respectively.
More recently, Licht et al. measured the conductivity of ultra-pure water at a temperature range of 0◦C
∼ 100◦C119. However, there was no new data of λH+ derived from this experiment but instead they
used literature data117 (of λH+) to calculate the conductivity of hydroxide ion (λOH− = Λ0 − λH+).
Choi et al. investigated proton diffusion in Nafion114 and found that surface proton hopping (aided by
SO−3 groups) is considerable slower than H
+ diffusion in water bulk. Hence, proton transport more
likely occurs in bulk water rather than at the surface, which leads to formation of water clusters away
from the water-proof surface.
Regarding the conductance experiment, it is worth to note that the experimental condition is somewhat
away from ideal infinite dilution of a bulk even if extrapolation of concentrations is considered. First, a
high voltage must be applied to obtain sensitivity at the high resistance of electrolyte solutions112.
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Therefore, it is unclear how much the electric field affects the results and directionality of H+ diffusion.
Second, solutions were placed under certain confinement in space (i.e. a U-shape tube), for which the
system lacks some isotropy in y− and z−dimensions. Nevertheless, these experimental efforts had
already successfully provided a meaningful and insightful picture of Grotthuss mechanism.
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Method and Development
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3. Molecular Mechanics with Proton Transfer
In this chapter, the MMPT (Molecular Mechanics with Proton Transfer) force field method is summa-
rized. MMPT has been extensively developed and studied25,120 and contributes into the CHARMM
program30,31. The chapter is organized as follows: First, the basic concept of MMPT force field is
given and the difference between MMPT force field and a classical empirical force field is discussed.
Next, prototype proton transfer (PT) potentials, obtained from high-level ab initio calculations are
introduced and mathematical details are discussed. In addition to PT potentials which had been
previously developed25,26,120, in the current work a specialized model for double proton transfer (DPT)
is proposed by introducing coupling effects upon multiple proton transfer systems. At the final, the
approach for quickly generating MMPT potentials is discussed.
3.1. Molecular Mechanics with Proton Transfer
3.1.1. Ab-initio Based PT Potentials in MMPT Force Field
The basics of a proton transfer process is in fact a reactive process which involves with bond breaking
and formation, like from A − B · · ·C to A · · ·B − C. To perform such a process in MD simulation,
additional energy terms, other than classical terms, are required. Thus, based on Eq. 2.3 the energy
function, containing a PT reaction, can be written into
Vtotal = VFF + VMMPT (3.1)
where VMMPT is given as
25,120
VMMPT = VPT(A− B · · ·C) +
∑
bonded
VCM. (3.2)
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Figure 3.1.: An example of MMPT proton transfer motif.
In Eq. 3.2, VPT(A− B · · ·C) is a specialized energy function (discussed in Section 3.1.1) for describing
the DOFs and (more importantly) reactive process of A, B and C atoms and
∑
bonded
VCM include all
classical bonded terms (bond, angles and dihedral and improper angles) which are switched on and
off along the PT path. Such a switch is controlled by a switch factor (discussed in Section 3.1.2),
depending on the bond formation between atom B and A or atom B and C.
Rather than A− B · · ·C, the triatomic moiety for a complete PT process is defined as D−H∗ · · ·A
(Figure 3.1), in which H* stands for the transferring hydrogen (or D* if it is a deuterium) and D and
A are the electronegative donor and acceptor of the transferring hydrogen (or proton). Therefore, in
MMPT force field the PT involved degrees of freedoms (DOF) are chosen to represent for reaction
coordinates and their energy terms are replaced from classical terms. The reaction coordinates are R –
the distance between D and A, ρ – a unitless coordinate given as ρ = (r− rmin)/(R− rmin), rmin = 0.8
A˚and θ – 6 D−H∗ −A.
Currently, MMPT force field supports a total of five types of PT potential for a single PT mo-
tif for which different potential energy surfaces (PESs) are considered (i.e. if the PT reaction contains
a barrier or is barrier-less, etc.). And all the potential functions are explained in the followings:
1) Symmetric Single Minimum (SSM)
The MMPT potential with SSM model describes a barrier-less PT reaction and the prototype system
22
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for this model is H2O−H · · ·OH2 (namely, a Zundel ion). The potential function is given as
V (R, ρ, θ) = V0(R, ρ) + k · θ2 (3.3)
where V0(R, ρ) is the double Morse function (which are superposed to each other) and detailed as
V0(R, ρ) = Deq(R)[1− e−β(R)(ρ−ρeq(R))]2
+Deq(R)[1− e−β(R)(1−ρ−ρeq(R))]2 −Deq(R) + c
(3.4)
and k · θ2 is the harmonic approximation for describing the bending DOF of the D−H∗ · · ·A motif.
Alternatively, it can be k · d2 where d = r · sin θ (discussed in Sec. 4.1). The parameters for all
components of Eq. 3.4 are given as
Deq(R) = p1(1− e−p2(R−p3))2 + p4 (3.5)
β(R) = p5 + p6R (3.6)
ρeq(R) = p7 · e−p8R + p9 (3.7)
k = p10 (3.8)
c = p11 (3.9)
2) Symmetric Double Minimum (SDM)
The SDM model describes a symmetric PES with two minimums which are equally the global minimums.
The prototype system is the ammonia dimer, NH4
+· · ·H3N. The mathematical expression for the
SDM model and its parametrization is the same to that of a SSM model albeit they are separately
implemented in CHARMM due to the historical reason. It is also noteworthy that the barrier height is
also dependent of the separation of D and A (namely R), as shown in Figure 3.2. When D and A set
apart from each other, the barrier increases. On the other hand, the barrier will disappear when the
two heavy atoms are close enough. In fact, whether a PES is of SSM or SDM mode only depends on
where the global minimum is located in barrier-less or barrier-contained surface in the PES.
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Figure 3.2.: One-dimensioned PES at different separations of H∗-donor and acceptor.
3) Asymmetric Single/double Minimum (ASM)
The ASM model describes an asymmetric PES. The prototype system is NH+4 · · ·H2O.
V0(R, ρ) = Deq,1(R)[1− e−β1(R)(ρ−ρeq,1(R))]2
+Deq,2(R)[1− e−β2(R)(ρeq,1(R)−ρ)]2 − c(R)
(3.10)
And the parameters are given as
Deq,1(R) = p1(1− e−p2(R−p3))2 + p4 (3.11)
β1(R) =
p5
1− e−p6(R−p7) (3.12)
ρeq,1(R) = p8(1− e−p9(R−p10))2 + p11 (3.13)
Deq,2(R) = p12(1− e−p13(R−p14))2 + p15 (3.14)
β2(R) =
p16
1− e−p17(R−p18) (3.15)
ρeq,2(R) = p19(1− e−p20(R−p21))2 + p22 (3.16)
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Figure 3.3.: The non-linear PT path in malondialdehyde with equilibrium de
4) Non-linear Model (NLM)
The NLM model describes proton transfer with a minimum energy path which is non-linear, as
shown in Figure 3.3 and the total potential energy can be given as
V (R, ρ, d) = V0(R, ρ) + Vd(R, ρ, d) (3.17)
where ρ is modified into
ρ = (r · cos θ − rmin)/(R− rmin) (3.18)
and d = r · sinθ. In Eq. 3.17, V0 is given as the same to Eq. 3.4. For the harmonic approximation on
the bending DOF (which now corresponds to d), Vd is formulated with a non-zero equilibrium de(ρ)
and the dependence of R and ρ.
Vd(R, ρ, d) =
1
2
[
p10V0(R, ρ) + p12
] · [d− de(ρ)]2 (3.19)
and
de(ρ) = p14 + p13(ρ− 0.5)2 (3.20)
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5) Legendre Polynomial Expansion (LPE)
The MMPT force field also provides a more sophisticated PES that explicitly couples all three
coordinates (R, ρ and θ) for an accurate description to the PT energy landscape.120 A function of the
total potential energy can be expressed as
V (R, ρ, θ) =
n∑
λ=0
Vλ(R, ρ)Pλ(cos θ) (3.21)
where Pλ(cos θ) is the λth-order Legendre polynomial that can be given in a recursive form
(λ+ 1)Pλ+1(x) = (2λ+ 1)xPλ(x)− λPλ−1(x) (3.22)
with P0(x) = 1 and P1(x) = x. For the zeroth order V0(R, ρ) is given as
V0(R, ρ) = a0(R)[1− e−a1(R)(ρ−a2(R))]2
+ a0(R)[1− e−a1(R)(1−ρ−a2(R))]2
+ a3(R)e
−a4(R)(ρ−0.5)2 − a5(R)
(3.23)
which include the first 24 parameters in ai(R) and i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 5}.
ai(R) = pi,1 ·
{
tanh
[
pi,2(R− pi,3)
]
+ pi,4
}
(3.24)
For higher orders (λ 6= 0), Vλ(R, ρ) is given as
Vλ(R, ρ) = b0,λ +
b1,λ(R)
b1,λ
[
(ρ− 0.5)2 + b21,λ(R)
] (3.25)
and each order includes 9 parameters which gives
b0,λ(R) = f0(λ) (3.26)
b1,λ(R) = f1(λ)
{
tanh[f2(λ)(R− f3(λ))] + f4(λ)
}
(3.27)
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b2,λ(R) = f5(λ) + f6(λ)[R− f7(λ)]2 + f8(λ)[R− f7(λ)]2 (3.28)
For the current implementation the expansion has been cut at n = 10, for which the total energy
function contains 114 parameters. And for Vλ at higher orders, it is not necessary to activate all
the terms and in fact only λ = 0, 1, 3 were tuned on for illustrating the PT PES for a OH3
+· · ·H2O
system.120
Currently, MMPT force field has been implemented in the CHARMM package.30,31,71 First, ab
initio calculations were carried out by scanning the reactive PES using Gaussian-09 program.121 The
parametrization of MMPT potential was continued by using non-linear least squares fitting. A classical
least squares fitting is, mathematically, to solve a minimization problem.122,123
χ2 =
n∑
i=1
[
yobsi − ycalci (p1, · · · , pm)
σi
]2, (3.29)
where m is the number of the parameters and yobs is the n-dimensioned vector of observed values and
refers to the ab initio data in the current work. ycalc is the result of using potential function with
given parameter set, ~p. And σi represents for the uncertainty which can be assigned additionally. The
estimation of the quality of minimization can be expressed as
σ2 =
χ2
n−m, (3.30)
where n is the number of data and m is the number of parameters but usually ignorable when n m.
3.1.2. A Complete Description of MMPT Force Field
Unlike classical MD simulations with empirical force field, using MMPT force field PT reactions
are performed, in which bond breaking and formation are involved (i.e. from D − H to H − A).
Consequently, that also contradicts with the conventional definition of related covalent bonds and their
energy terms. To solve this problem, in MMPT force field it takes account into both bonding topologies
as the transferring hydrogen (H∗) is bonded to D and A atoms. Regarding Figure 3.1 as one example
MMPT picture, H∗ associated angular and dihedral terms such as XA −D−H∗, XB −D−H∗ and
XC −XB −D−H∗ are included as classical energy terms if a D−H bond is formed. When a H−A
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bond is formed, these bonding topologies are not valid anymore but instead terms of YA −A−H∗ and
YB −A−H∗ are taken into account. Thus, a PT reaction should also associate with a process that
these energy terms can be smoothly switched on and off under the dependence of D−H and H−A
formations. This process can be approached by introducing a hyperbolic switch function, which is
geometry-dependent:
γ(R, r, θ) =
1
2
[
tanh[2R · r · cos θ −R2] + 1] (3.31)
In Eq. 3.31, γ = 1 or 0 if H∗ is bonded to donor or acceptor, respectively and γ = 0.5 at the transition
state. Here, ’switch on’ refers to adding a term (e.g. γ · Eangle(YA −A−H∗) in Figure 3.1) in force
field calculation and ’switch off’ amounts to partial removal of a bonded term which is already existent
in standard force field (e.g. (1− γ) · Eangle(XA −D−H∗) for example).
The MMPT module has been implemented in a form of a subroutine which provides and addi-
tive energy in the CHARMM energy calculation. For a standard CHARMM simulation, the classical
bonding network, including D−H∗ bond and relevant angles, is built at the beginning of MD simula-
tions. Hence, MMPT is due to correct the classical energy terms and add all necessary terms which
are missing in the initial session. Eventually, a complete MMPT force field is obtained by re-writing
Eq. 3.2 into
VMMPT = VPT(ρ,R, θ)− Ebond(D−H∗)
+ γ ·
∑
i
[
Eangle(Yi −A−H∗)− Eangle(Xi −D−H∗)
]
+ γ ·
∑
i,j
[
Edihedral(Yj −Yi −A−H∗)− Edihedral(Xj −Xi −D−H∗)
]
+ γ ·
∑
i,j
[
Eimproper(Yj −Yi −A−H∗)− Eimproper(Xj −Xi −D−H∗)
]
(3.32)
where Ebond(D − H∗) is the bonded terms of D−H∗ bond and to be removed and replaced by
VPT(ρ,R, θ).
3.2. MMPT Potential with Double Proton Transfer
The MMPT force field provides a variety of mathematical functions to describe proton transfer reac-
tions within a selected molecular moiety. However, proton transfer in some multi-proton systems, e.g.
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Figure 3.4.: The formic acid dimer (FAD) molecule.
dimerized formic-acid at the gas phase, contain coupling effects. That requires a PT potential which is
able to associates higher dimensions (than three) of reaction coordinate but multiple proton transfer
can only be independently treated in conventional MMPT package.25,120,124 In this section, a modified
MMPT force field has been developed to perform double-proton transfer (DPT) in a concerted reaction
pathway. For this, the reactions of formic acid dimer (FAD) were used as an example system for the
development.
In MMPT model, potential energies of barrier-contained proton transfer can be expressed by SDM
model (See Eq. 3.4) if the reaction system contains a symmetric potential. For FAD, using SDM
potential for both PT motifs will lead to a total of four global energy minimums in the entire potential
surface. That contradicts to QM calculations in which only two minimums are found in FAD. This
suggests a fact that the global energy minimum only appears when the transferring hydrogens are
bonded to oxygen receptors from their respective formic acid groups (Figure 3.4). A complete transfer
move requires the two hydrogens shuttling to the each other side at the meantime.
For a double proton transfer in FAD, the total potential is now given as
VDPT = V (r1, r2, R1, R2) (3.33)
where ri and Ri (i = 1, 2) represent for O−H and O−O distances.
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Figure 3.5.: The one dimensioned cross-section of PES by ab initio scans at the levels of B3LYP/6-
31G(d,p) and MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p), at R = 2.4 A˚, 2.7 A˚ and 3.0 A˚.
In a minimum energy path (MEP) from ab initio calculations, these coordinates are actually associated
to each other, in forms of R = R1 = R2 and r1 = r2. Figure 3.5 gives the QM energies with selected
values of R. The barrier height is dependent on the O−O separation (R) and results show that
the reaction barriers are in general higher using the MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)125–128 level of theory
than using that B3LYP/6-31G(d,p).129–132 In order to simplify the DPT model, we first focus on
dimension-reduced PESs of Eq. 3.33. That gives
VI(x) = V (r1, r2 = r1, R1 = R,R2 = R) (3.34)
and
VII(x) = V (r1, r2 = R− r1, R1 = R,R2 = R), (3.35)
, respectively. To clarify, they are defined as surface I (simplified as V (r1, R)) and surface II (V (r1 =
R− r2, R)). These two potential surfaces should correspond to two diagonal parts of QM potential
surfaces, which are shown in Figure 3.7. Both surface I and II can be completely represented by SDM
(or SSM) model with accurate parametrization but surface I determines the minimum energy path and
the reaction barrier while the anti -diagonal surface II provides additional constrains upon shuttling
protons. For FAD, surface II is a barrier-less PES, which can be parametrized with SSM model in
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MMPT framework. The total potential of double proton transfer is obtained as a sum of the potential
surface for each PT motif. For each motif, the potential is determined by both surface I and II but
also controlled by a two-dimensional switch factor η(r1, r2, R1, R2) ∈ (0, 1) (inspired from γ discussed
in Sec. 3.1.2). The total potential of a DPT reaction is given as
Vtotal =
[
η · VI(r1, R1) + (1− η) · VII(r1, R1)
]
+
[
η · VI(r2, R2) + (1− η) · VII(r2, R2)
] (3.36)
and the switch factor is given as
η(r1, r2, R1, R2) =
1
2
{
1 + tanh[σ · (r1 ·R1 −R21/2)]·
tanh[σ · (r2 ·R2 −R22/2)]
} (3.37)
where σ is the parameter given with 2.639. Compared to the conventional MMPT force field, mixed
surfaces in Eq. 3.36 abandons the axial symmetries of the PES in 2D-panels (See Fig. 3.7), but giving
a diagonal symmetry instead.
All MMPT parameters from the current work for FAD are reported in Table 3.1 and the fitting
qualities are shown in Figure 3.6. Table 3.2 reports ab initio calculations in which the reaction barriers
of DPT in FAD were recorded. As a result, all reported QM methods agree with that the transition
state of FAD features in symmetric reaction coordinate which is shown as r1 = R1/2 = r2 = R2/2.
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Table 3.1.: Parameters for MMPT-MP2 and MMPT-B3LYP PESs.
parameters
MMPT-B3LYP MMPT-MP2
VI VII VI VII
p1, kcal/mol 1338938 1338863 1339070 1338978
p2, A˚
−1 0.707 1.331 0.920 1.292
p3, A˚ -10.603 -5.251 -7.061 -4.872
p4, kcal/mol -1338591 -1338667 -1338459 -1338551
p5, A˚
−1 0.537 -0.792 0.685 -0.645
p6, A˚
−2 0.808 1.134 0.753 1.076
p7, A˚ 76.535 54.564 73.937 42.080
p8, A˚
−1 2.777 2.602 2.817 2.516
p9, A˚ 0.079 0.104 0.076 0.090
p10, kcal/(mol· deg2) 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
p11, kcal/mol 32.85 62.78 51.03 113.38
Table 3.2.: Reaction barriers of double proton transfer in FAD and barriers with the energy correction
of zero-point vibrational effect (ZPVE).
Method
barrier
kcal/mol
barrier (ZPVE)
kcal/mol
barrier
reduction
MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) +8.2 +4.1 -39%
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) +5.4 +1.5 -72%
DFTB51,133 +5.4 +3.6 -33%
CBS-QB3134,135 +7.3 +4.8 -34%
G4136,137 +15.2 +5.0 -67%
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ138–141 +9.4 (n.a) (n.a)
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Figure 3.6.: Correlation between MMPT and MP2 and B3LYP potential energies.
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Figure 3.7.: Two-dimensioned potential surface of Surface I (VI), Surface 2 (VII) and MMPT potentials,
compared to B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) data at R = 2.4 A˚, 2.7 A˚ and 3.0 A˚.
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3.3. Generalization of MMPT Potential Surface
Previous sections provides an empirical solution to simulate PT reaction in force field regime. For the
sake of accuracy, to obtain ab initio based PT potential of one reactive system usually requires ab initio
calculations in which the configurational space is thoroughly explored to the reactively essential degrees
of freedom. Data processing is then followed with mathematical parametrization or fits. Considering
of a situation with high-throughput computing, i.e. to build a library of PT potentials for database
amount of systems. Following the given protocol (ab initio calculations and fitting) to exploring all
PESs could be extremely exhaustive in computing costs. Therefore, it is necessary to find a way to
reduce the computing costs but with acceptable (or ideally negligible) loss of accuracy in energetics for
PT reactions.
3.3.1. Morphing PES for PT Systems
Focusing on the MMPT potential with asymmetric PES (ASM, H3N − H+ · · ·OH2), the empirical
PES of a target system can be constructed by simply adding a multiplier to morph the given PES
of a PT reaction.142,143 In this section, PESs of derivative molecules of H3N − H+ · · ·OH2 (NHO)
were explored and parametrized, including dimers of methylammonium-water (CH3NH2 −H+ · · ·H2O,
MAM), dimethylammonium-water ((CH3)2NH − H+ · · ·H2O, DMA) and chloroammonium-water
(ClH2N−H+ · · ·H2O, CLA).
The energy function of asymmetric MMPT potential surface has been given in Eq. 3.10. The
new PES can be obtained by a linear transformation of its original PES, which is written as
Vtarget(R, ρ, θ) = kV · VMMPT(R′, ρ′, θ) + cV , (3.38)
where kV and cV are the parameters for linear transformation. If (R, ρ) ≡ (R′, ρ′), Eq. 3.38 shows a
simplest form of morphing as only the potential surface is scaled linearly from the original one. In
a more realistic case, the group substitution also changes the equilibriums of energy minimum and
transition states. That also requires linear transformation of those reaction coordinates of concerns, i.e.
R′ = kR ·R+ cR (3.39)
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and
ρ′ = kρ · ρ+ cρ (3.40)
It also needs to be mentioned that linear morphing has been only applied for the 2D potential V0(R, ρ)
and the harmonic approximation to the third dimension (namely k · θ2) was treated and parametrized
externally. With a given topology of PES for PT reactions, in the current work this approach shows
great advantages in reconstructing accurate potential energy surfaces for new systems with considerably
reduced computing costs in ab initio calculations.
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Table 3.3.: MMPT Parameters of asymmetric PESs for MAM, DMA and CLA using complete fitting
to ab initio calculations at the level of MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)
NHO MAM DMA CLA
p1, kcal/mol 10.438 10.272 10.842 16.865
p2, A˚
−1 1.271 1.238 1.269 0.433
p3, A˚ 3.427 3.437 3.386 3.944
p4, kcal/mol 109.957 109.663 107.941 100.665
p5, unitless 5.800 5.879 5.790 8.380
p6, A˚
−1 1.509 1.432 1.457 1.050
p7, A˚ 2.960 2.987 2.963 3.521
p8, unitless -0.109 -0.113 -0.115 -0.192
p9, A˚
−1 1.397 1.366 1.407 1.026
p10, A˚ 2.527 2.496 2.485 1.837
p11, unitless 0.177 0.181 0.185 0.247
p12, kcal/mol 8.077 8.455 9.173 9.856
p13, A˚
−1 1.374 1.297 1.305 3.784
p14, A˚ 3.304 3.301 3.242 -0.562
p15, kcal/mol 69.564 58.749 49.735 63.072
p16, unitless 7.603 9.940 10.694 43.046
p17, A˚
−1 1.483 1.283 1.299 0.755
p18, A˚ 3.044 3.362 3.391 6.147
p19, unitless 0.095 0.109 0.117 0.930
p20, A˚
−1 1.414 1.385 1.449 0.360
p21, A˚ 2.598 2.575 2.568 -2.679
p22, unitless 0.855 0.847 0.839 0.169
p23, unitless 63.560 63.568 63.568 21.892
p24, A˚
−1 0.043 -0.006 -0.004 4.130
p25, A˚ -6.637 -6.409 -6.411 2.375
p26, unitless 52.780 51.671 44.269 41.102
p27, kcal/(mol·deg2) 0.026 0.026 0.026 0.026
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Table 3.4.: Parameters of asymmetric PESs for MAM, DMA and CLA using linear morphing approach.
MAM MAM (CCSD(T)) DMA CLA
kV 1.3583 1.3861 1.6398 0.6987
cV -0.5882 -1.0234 -0.8117 0.7378
kρ 0.9584 0.9560 0.9312 1.0416
cρ 0.0214 0.0215 0.0350 -0.0238
kR 0.7516 0.7448 0.6412 1.3988
cR 0.6582 0.6892 0.9415 -1.0784
Table 3.5.: Root mean squares errors (RMSE) of MMPT parametrization using linear morphing
approach and complete fitting. (kcal/mol)
PT motif morphing fitting
NHO (n.a.) 0.12
MAM 0.43 0.08
MAM
(CCSD(T))
0.52 (n.a.)
DMA 0.68 0.09
CLA 0.70 0.11
3.3.2. Results and Discussion
The asymmetric PES for H3N− H+ · · ·OH2 model system was obtained by parametrizing ab initio
calculations at the level of MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p). Fitted parameters were used as reference pa-
rameters for linear morphing. In the present work, rigid scans were performed and a total of 297
grid points were sampled in a two-dimensioned range of R ∈ [2.4, 3.4] A˚ (with an increment of 0.1
A˚)and r ∈ [0.8, (R − 0.8)] A˚ (with an increment of 0.05 A˚). Parametrization of MMPT potentials
was performed by using the ALGLIB software. For each of target system of MAM, DMA and CLA,
complete ab initio scans were carried out for validation. MMPT parameters from complete fitting can
be found in Table 3.3.1 for all systems.
For using the morphing approach, 23 (out of 297) grid points, distributed at R = 2.7, 3.0 and 3.3
A˚ and r sparsely between 0.8 A˚ and R− 0.8 A˚, were chosen as training data for and remaining grids
were regarded as test data. Parameters of linear coefficients were presented in Table 3.3.2 for all target
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systems. The assessment of fitting quality for using linear morphing approach was given by calculating
root mean square errors (RMSEs) between the ab initio data and data reproduced by morphed PES
(in complete grid points) and results were shown in Table 3.3.2. For MAM, using complete fitting
yields with empirical PES with an almost perfect agreement with ab initio calculations (RMSE= 0.08
kcal/mol). In spite of relatively increased deviation to 0.43 kcal/mol, the theoretical PES given by
linear morphing is in general of good agreement with the ab initio results. Furthermore, it is also highly
of interests in whether a given MMPT PES can be morphed into a new PES with reference energies
based on QM calculations at the different level of theory. Hence, for MAM ab initio calculations were
carried out at the level of CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ upon the same grid points. The result shows with
RMSE= 0.52 kcal/mol. Similar to the results in MAM, in DMA and CLA systems the deviations of
0.68 and 0.70 kcal/mol were given, compared to RMSE= 0.09 and 0.11 kcal/mol from complete fitting,
respectively.
The ’morph-ability’ between two PESs is based on a theory that two systems with similar chem-
ical environments (i.e. MAM only differs to H3N−H+ · · ·OH2 with one CH3 substituent) must have
the same reaction process and thus may result in similar topologies on the PESs. As such topologies
are described with dimensions of energy and reaction coordinates, morphing can be achieved by some
transformations (which are mathematically simple but not necessarily linear) upon these dimensions.
From Table 3.3.2, it can be found that all kV values are somewhat different to 1. That suggests various
curvatures of the potential surfaces in PT reactions of target systems and more importantly, the barrier
heights of PT process under certain separations of N and O atoms. For kρ and cρ, in all studied cases
the key reaction coordinates were not significantly transformed. And to some extent, using ρ′ = ρ could
be a decent approximation if further simplification is in demand. But the transforming parameters
acted upon the geometric coordinates, e.g. {kR, cR}, significantly differ from {1,0}.
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Figure 3.8.: One-dimensioned asymmetric PESs for MAM, DMA and CLA at R = 2.7 A˚ (blue), 3.0
A˚ (red) and 3.3 A˚ (orange) from ab initio calculations (dots) and MMPT potentials
complete fitting (solid lines) and linear morphing (dashed lines).
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The MMPT force field has been developed for describing proton transfer systems with energetics at the
QM quality. For multiple PT reactions, efforts were attempted since this method was developed. A
typical example of multiple PT reaction is double proton transfer, for which both sequential124,144 and
concerted10 pathway have been investigated using MMPT force field. Nevertheless, there is obviously
a limitation in the current method that a PT reaction only takes place within a predefined triatomic
moiety which contains a transferring hydrogen (H∗) and its donor and acceptor atoms (D−H∗ · · ·A).
It is not possible for MMPT to delocalize the reaction site and perform a continuous PT reaction
or a diffusion process of excess protons in MD simulations. Such reaction process is also called as
Grotthuss mechanism. In order to implement Grotthuss mechanism in MMPT force field, the method
of multi-state MMPT (MS-MMPT) is discussed in this chapter. The new development focuses on
several technical challenges: 1) Continuous proton transports should be spontaneous and undirected in
MD simulations; 2) Diffusion of excess protons in the condensed phase also leads to the diffusion of
charge, hence modeling charge transfers is required; 3) The diffusivity of the excess proton (or charge)
in an aqueous system should be comparable between molecular dynamics and experiments.
In this chapter, the context is organized as follows: 1) The improved MMPT force field for de-
scribing an H5O
+
2 structure in the gas and the condensed phases; 2) The method of MS-MMPT for
proton transports and 3) the implementation of MS-MMPT in CHARMM program.
4.1. A QM-like H5O
+
2 ion with MMPT force field
Prior to simulations of Grotthuss proton transports, it is important to refine the current MMPT force
field which describes an H5O
+
2 ion in the gas phase. The aims is to build an overall potential energy
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of H5O
+
2 in good agreement with ab initio calculations at the level of MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p). To
distinguish between the previous and developmental version of MMPT force field, in the following text
”current MMPT” refers to the published version of MMPT program from the previous works25,120 and
”MS-MMPT” stands for the developmental version in the current work.
4.1.1. Resonance Structures
Figure 4.1.: Resonance representation for [H2O]2H
+.
For studying H5O
+
2 with the current MMPT force field, the PT potential is slightly modified from Eq.
3.3 and given as
V (R, ρ, d) = V0(R, ρ) + k · d2, (4.1)
where V0(ρ,R) is the same to Eq. 3.4 but the angular term has been transformed to k ·d2 = k(r · sinθ)2
for the bending mode of H∗. The parametrization of PT potential was carried out using ALGLIB
fitting toolkit.123 All parameters are recorded in Table 4.1 and the overall root mean square error
(RMSE) was reported ±0.22 kcal/mol (Figure 4.2).
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Table 4.1.: Parameters of MMPT potential for PT reactions in H5O
+
2 , fitted to ab initio calculations at
the level of MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p). Parameters are in accordance from Eq. 3.5 to Eq. 3.9.
parameter values
p1 1.8337×106 kcal/mol
p2 1.104 A˚
−1
p3 -6.952 A˚
p4 -1.8335×106 kcal/mol
p5 -0.6763 A˚
−1
p6 1.232 A˚
−2
p7 41.77 A˚
p8 2.4648 A˚
−1
p9 0.0882 A˚
p10 49.28 kcal/(mol·A˚2)
p11 0.917 kcal/mol
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Figure 4.2.: The fitting quality of MMPT PT potential (V0(R, ρ), see Eq. 3.4), parametrized to ab
initio scans at the level of MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p). The RMSE is 0.22 kcal/mol.
Figure 4.1 shows a typical structure of a [H2O]2H
+ complex, which is well known as a Zundel complex.
From a classical standpoint, a Zundel complex can be modeled as a hydronium molecule interacts
with a water molecule which shows as H3O
+ · · ·H2O. In MMPT force field, the potential energy for a
Zundel complex can be written as
VH5O+2
= VH3O+ + VH2O + VMMPT−H5O+2 ,
(4.2)
where VH3O+ and VH2O include all classical energy terms (bond stretches and bends) for describing
H3O
+ (H2O1H3H
+
1 ) and H2O (H4O2H5), respectively. VMMPT−H5O+2 , on the other hand, introduces
Eq. 4.1 as a replacement of the harmonic constrain on bond O1–H
∗
1
VMMPT−H5O+2 = VPT(R, ρ, d)− Ebond(O1 −H
∗
1)
− γ · [Eangle(H2 −O1 −H∗1) + Eangle(H3 −O1 −H∗1)]
+ γ · [Eangle(H4 −O2 −H∗1) + Eangle(H5 −O2 −H∗1)].
(4.3)
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In Eq. 4.3, Ebond(O1 −H∗1) is the bond stretching terms with the classical force field representation.
Along with the bond dissociation and formation between O1 −H∗1 and O2 −H∗1 during a PT process,
Eq. 4.3 also takes account into the transformation of classical bending terms by introducing the switch
factor – γ (mentioned in Eq. 3.31).
In the previous study, using a switch function has been found a simple but valid solution to simulate
resonance forms of reactive systems.69 In the case of a Zundel ion, the resonance representation is given
as [H3O]
+ · · · [H2O] ←→ [H2O]· · · [OH3]+, including bond interactions for internal DOFs of H5O+2 and
non-bonded interactions between the Zundel ion and the environment. For the modified MMPT force
field, the energies of the resonance representation can be given by
Vbonded =
∑
(i,j)∈{(1,2),(1,3)}
Gbond(Oi −Hj)−
∑
(k,l)∈{(2,4),(2,5)}
Gbond(Ok −Hl)
+Gangle(H2 −O1 −H3)−Gangle(H4 −O2 −H5).
(4.4)
In Eq. 4.4, Gbond refers to an energy term with mixed H3O
+ and H2O OH bonding terms, which is
shown as
Gbond(Oi −Hj) = (1− γ)kH3O+b (l − lH3O
+
eq )
2 + γ · kH2Ob (l − lH2Oeq )2 − Ecorr(γ) (4.5)
where l is the bond length of Oi −Hj , [kH3O+b , lH3O
+
eq ] is the OH bond force field for a hydronium ion
and [kH2Ob , l
H2O
eq ] is that for a water molecule. Ecorr(γ) is a correction term for Gbond(Oi − Hj) to
obtain a zero minimum if the energy is minimized. Between any two pairs of parameters for harmonic
potentials, i.e. [k1, leq,1] and [k2, leq,2], the correction term can be given by
Ecor(γ) =
(leq,1 − leq,2)2
1
(1− γ) · k1 +
1
γ · k2
.
(4.6)
If
[
k1, leq,1
]
=
[
k2, leq,2
]
, Ecor(γ) ≡ 0 and Gbond(Oi − Hj) is simply a classical harmonic bond term.
For Gangle the same fashion is applied.
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Figure 4.3.: The MD snapshot of an H5O
+
2 ion from MD simulations using the current MMPT force
field. Point charges were assigned to all atoms in H5O
+
2 using SPC water model.
145,146
In current MMPT force field, within H5O
+
2 the non-bonded terms are deactivated for all inter-atomic
interactions. However, non-bonded interactions are not negligible between solute and solvent molecules
during MD simulations. From ab initio calculations, a Zundel molecule shows a symmetric configuration
especially with rO1−H+1 = rO2−H+1 when it is stabilized both in the gas phase and with a first solvation
shell (i.e. [H2O]6H
+). However, in the condensed phase a Zundel molecule can be easily polarized by
solvent molecules, for which the configuration can not retain as it is in the gas phase. That is because
a gas-phase Zundel structure is neutral in dipole (if modeled with partial point charges in force field
language) which is unstable with polarizable environment. A typical picture for this problem in current
MMPT force field is shown in Figure 4.3, in which the partner H2O molecule flips its hydrogen atoms
towards the H3O
+ ion. That requires additional constrains which is also considered to compensate the
missing inter-molecular interactions within the H5O
+
2 molecule. These extra terms can be also given
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in hybrid forms and by re-writing Eq. 4.3 into
VMS−MMPT−H5O+2 = VPT(R, ρ, d)− Ebond(O1 −H
∗
1)
+ (1− γ) · [Gangle−H∗(H2 −O1 −H∗1) +Gangle−H∗(H3 −O1 −H∗1)]
+ γ · [Gangle−H∗(H4 −O2 −H∗1) +Gangle−H∗(H5 −O2 −H∗1)]
+
∑
i,j
Etorsion(γ,Ψi,j)
(4.7)
where Gangle−H∗ is given with
Gangle−H∗(Hi −Oj −H∗1) = (1− γ) · kH3O
+
a · (φ− φH3O
+
eq )
2 + γ · kSPa · (φ− φSPeq )2 − Ecorr(γ) (4.8)
with φ as the angle of Hi −Oj −H∗1 and (kSPa , φSPa ) as the force field of angular bends of H∗ · · ·O–H
for the transferring hydrogen H∗ with its hydrogen bonded H2O molecule. The isotropic potential
– V (R, ρ, d) also contains a constrain upon O1–O2 which implies O1–O2 has a bond-like character.
Configurations of H5O
+
2 structures were also improved by introducing a torsion constrain for each of
[Hi–O1–O2–Hj ] dihedral angles (i = {2, 3} and j = {4, 5}), which gives
Etorsion(γ,Ψi,j) = kd · (1 + cos(Ψi,j)) (4.9)
where kd is the force constant and Ψi,j refers to the dihedral angles of [Hi–Ox–Oy–Hj ]. For a brief
conclusion, in MS-MMPT the total potential energy for a Zundel molecule in the gas phase is obtained
by combining Eq. 4.4 and Eq. 4.7
V intra
H5O
+
2
= Vbonded + VMS-MMPT−H5O+2 ,
(4.10)
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Table 4.2.: Force field parameters of bonded interactions in H3O
+ and H2O representations in MS-
MMPT force field.
H3O
+ H2O
kb, kcal/mol·A˚−2 552.9 592.2
leq, A˚ 0.973 0.966
ka, kcal/mol·rad−2 31.1 59.3
φeq 112.7
◦ 106.6◦
kSPa , kcal/mol·rad−2 11.0
φSPeq 128.4
◦
kd, kcal/mol 0.22
Figure 4.4.: The binding energies of arbitrary MD frames from MMPT simulations for H5O
+
2 , compared
to ab initio calculations at the level of MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p). MD frames were collected
from simulations at 300 K (black) and 750 K (brown).
The parameters for the internal potential energy surface within a Zundel ion (Eq. 4.10) were determined
with respect ab initio calculations at the level of MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p). The parameters are given
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in Table 4.2 and the fitting quality shown in Figure 4.4. The RMSEs were given as ±0.57 kcal/mol
and ±1.10 kcal/mol for MD frames from simulations at 300 K and 750 K, respectively. The fitting
procedure consists of a total of nine fitting iterations when the convergences of parameters were seen
(Figure 4.5).
Figure 4.5.: Force field parameters for describing bonded terms in [H2O]2H
+ framework. At N ≤ 5,
for each iteration 1000 random configurations were generated from MD simulations at 300
K and the energies were calculated at the level of MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p); Starting from
N = 6, 2000 random configurations were obtained by MD simulations at 300 K and 750K
for each fitting iteration. Configurations for force field parametrization were 1) obtained
from each iteration at N ≤ 5 and 2) accumulatively collected at N ≥ 6.
Figure 3.2 gives a proton transfer picture which undergoes a reaction barrier with the dependence of
O−O separation distance (R). In Figure 4.6, the similar potential surfaces were compared among ab
initio scans (orange in Figure 4.6), PT potential (which is directly fitted to ab initio calculations and
shown in red) and force field PES scans using MS-MMPT with given parameters for H5O
+
2 which are
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mentioned above. This comparison validate the current work of force field refinement for H5O
+
2 in the
other aspect. Introducing force field does not affect the PT potential surface on the the transferring
path.
Figure 4.6.: One dimensioned cut of PT PES for H5O
+
2 , with R in a range of 2.2 ∼ 3.2 A˚. For each
panel, the x−axis stand for the transferring reaction coordinate ρ (∈ [0, 1]).
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4.1.2. Charge Transfer Model
In the last section, proton transfers within a H5O
+
2 ion has been successfully modeled at gas phase.
In this section, the point charge model is introduced. For simulations in the condensed phase with
periodic boundary condition (PBC), non-bonded interactions (including electrostatic and van der
Waals interactions) are not negligible. And the proton transport process requires the excess charge to
drift throughout the whole system. That brings the difficulty in using fixed point charge model.
Following the concept of resonance structure of an H5O
+
2 ion, a proton transfer move should also
involve with a charge transfer process. Depending on the positioning of H* along O−O, the partial
charges of all atoms within H5O
+
2 can be represented in a mixed form:
QO = (1− γ) ·QO∗ + γ ·QOw , (4.11)
where QO∗ and QOw stand for fix partial charges for O atoms in H3O
+ and H2O. Charges of non-
transferring hydrogen atoms (or H atoms on the water side) in H5O
+
2 are treated in the same fashion.
For H∗ atom, the charge is fixed during the transfer process. That is because the H∗ atom is regarded
as a hydrogen atom of a hydronium from the both side in the resonance picture, which leads to
QH = (1− γ) ·QH∗ + γ ·QH∗ = QH∗ . Using fixed charge model for H∗ is also supported by its natural
bond orbital (NBO) charge from ab initio calculations. Figure 4.7 shows the variance of NBO charges
for the H3O
+ ion within a H5O
+
2 molecule from ab initio scans. Results show that the charge of H
∗
remains almost unchanged through most of the range of γ ∈ (0, 1).
In the current work, the charge of H∗ was modeled the same the other two hydrogens in H3O+.
The charge of water molecules were taken from SPC water model.145,146 The Lennard-Jones parameters
were treated in the same fashion and all parameters for non-bonded interactions are given in Table 4.3.
For the interests of ab initio-based charge fitting, the H∗ charges at the invariant region (e.g. γ = 0.5)
were computed with variance of R. Figure 4.8 shows such results. With R increased, QH∗(R) trends to
converge into +1, which is also the net excess charge of an H5O
+
2 ion. That suggests a comprehensive
fact that H∗ appears as a single (and only) cation in a full dissociation picture of H2O· · ·H+ · · ·H2O.
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Figure 4.7.: Natural bond orbital charges for atoms of the H3O
+ ion with H∗ moving along the
transferring path in a H5O
+
2 framework. The switch factor, γ, is used as progression
coordinate with R = 2.4 ,2.7 and 3.0 A˚.
Therefore, QH∗(R) can be expressed with an exponential function, which is written as
QH∗ = 1− eb−a·R (4.12)
where a = 0.44643 A˚−1 and b = 0.20430 are the parameters. And the remaining charge from excess
charge is redistributed into other atoms. Both fixed charge and R−dependent charge models for
H3O
+ ion were implemented in the MS-MMPT development. In the current work, the simpler fixed
charge model was used.
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Table 4.3.: Force field parameters of non-bonded interactions of H3O
+ and H2O model in MS-MMPT
force field.
H3O
+ H2O
O, kcal/mol -0.1980 -0.1554
rmin,O, A˚ 1.734 1.777
H, kcal/mol 0.0 0.0
rmin,H, A˚ 0.0 0.0
qO, e -0.98 -0.82
qH*, e 0.66 N.A.
qH, e 0.66 0.41
Figure 4.8.: NBO charges of H∗ at γ = 0.5 with fits.
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4.2. Multi-state MMPT Method for Performing Grotthuss Proton
Transports
Figure 4.9.: OH bond network of exemplary PT states in MMPT-ARMD scheme. From top to bottom:
a) the primary state with a ’seed’ motif of OA−H+A −OB and the candidate states with b)
OA −H+B −OC, c) OB −H+D −OE and d) OE −H+b −Ob. The first and second solvation
shells of the representative Zundel complex from the primary state are shown in red and
blue as background colors.
Unlike simulations of oscillatory proton transfers between donor and acceptor atoms, MS-MMPT aims
to determine where the PT reaction takes place (namely reactive sites) in aqueous systems. Such
reactive sites should be delocalized with thermodynamics. For each selected reactive site, a state is
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defined and determined with a H5O
+
2 ion which contains a PT motif and the bond topology assigns
the rest of atoms as environmental molecules accordingly.
Figure 4.9 shows the representative states together with PT motifs handled in the MS-MMPT
framework. For each state, the potential energy Vj(x) is determined by the current geometry under
individually defined bonding topology and PT motifs which are tracked by MS-MMPT. The total
potential energy of one such state is written as
Vj(x) = V
intra
H5O
+
2
+ V intrasolv + V
inter
H5O
+
2 −solv
+ V intersolv−solv (4.13)
Here, V intra
H5O
+
2
is that given in Eq. 4.10, V intrasolv includes all intramolecular (bonded) energies of solvent
molecules and V inter
H5O
+
2 −solv
and V intersolv−solv refer to the intermolecular interactions of H5O
+
2 –solvent and
solvent–solvent pairs. In particular for V inter
H5O
+
2 −solv
, the charge transfer model was introduced for the
H5O
+
2 ion, which is discussed in Sec. 4.1.2.
The total potential energy for a given geometry is then a linear combination of energies of selected
states. It can be given by
Vtot(x) =
m∑
j=1
wj(x) · Vj(x), (4.14)
where
wj(x) =
w0j (x)
m∑
j=1
w0j (x)
w0j (x) = exp(−
Sj(x)− Smin(x)
∆E
)
(4.15)
In Eq. 4.14, wj(x) is the normalized weight.
147 w0j (x) is determined by a geometry-based scoring
function Sj(x), which evaluate whether and how much a state is appropriate to describe a proton
transfer reaction (lower the score is, more favorable the state is) and Smin(x) is the minimum score of
all states. In the current work, the internal potential of a H5O
+
2 structure was chosen as the scoring
function
Sj(x) = V[H5O+2 ]j
(x) (4.16)
where [H5O
+
2 ]j corresponds to the H5O
+
2 structure for the j-th state. ∆E is the only parameter which
controls how much those selected states contribute into Vtot(x). The gradient of total potential energy
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is readily available from
∇Vtot(x) = ∇
[ m∑
j=1
wj(x) · Vj(x)
]
=
1
∆E
· 1m∑
j=1
w0j (x)
·
m∑
j=1
{
w0j (x) ·
[
∆E · ∇Vj(x)
+ (Vtot(x)− Vj(x)) · ∇V[H5O+2 ]j(x)
]}
(4.17)
which is needed for MD simulations. The detailed deduction to Eq. 4.17 can be found in the Appendix.
For Eq. 4.15-4.16, it is understood that a state with a minimum potential energy among all candidate
states is the primary state which contributes the most to the total potential energy. Because the force
field is fully reactive, it is possible for other low energy states to become the minimum energy state
during dynamical simulations. That eventually comes out with a surface cross between candidate
states and then the location of oscillatory PT reactions is changed. From a chemical standpoint, that
refers to Grotthuss proton transports.
In order to explain the construction of MS-MMPT states, there is an explicit example shown in
Figure 4.9. In this example, the primary state is that with OA − H+A −OB PT motif (Figure 4.9a).
And based on this motif (as a ’seed’ motif) the first solvation shell is built and shown in the red and
shaded area. The first solvation shell is defined by two spherical regions with radius of 4 A˚around
OA and OB from the seed motif. Within the first solvation shell, in Figure 4.9 four additional water
molecules are found (with oxygen labels from OC to OF). For this, new candidate motifs and the
corresponding states are generated. Figure 4.9b and c show examples of new motifs within the first
solvation shell: OA −H+B −OC and OB −H+D −OE. For the later, in Figure 4.9c the HA atom changes
its bond connection from OA − HA to OB − HA. For MS-MMPT, it is also optional to extend the
search of states into the second solvation shell which is constructed (in this example) by searching
4 A˚ radius spheres based on atoms OC −OF. In Figure 4.9d, the bond network is further changed
from OB −HD to OE −HD (compared to Figure 4.9c) and a PT motif with OE −H+b −Ob has been
identified. Moreover, all candidate motifs should suffice the geometric criteria that the angle of 6 DH∗A
in a D−H∗ −A motif should be no larger than 90◦. In MS-MMPT simulations, the selection box of
states with the corresponding PT motifs is updated on every MD time step and a detailed protocol for
MS-MMPT method is given in Figure 4.10. In the present work, for all simulations the state search
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underwent within the second solvation shell unless other situations were specifically mentioned.
The ’seed’ {D,H,A} motif from the previous MD step
Find all potential proton acceptors {A1, A2, · · · , Al} in the first solvation shell
Find all hydrogens bonded to D or A, which gives {H1 = H,H2, · · · , Hk}
Find all potential proton acceptors
{A′′1, A′′2, · · · , A′′m} in the second solvation shell
Find all hydrogens bonded to {A1, · · · , Al}, which gives {H ′′1 , H ′′2 , · · · , H ′′n}
Seek all candidate motifs from all possible combinations: {Di, Hj , Ak}
and {Ai, H ′′j , A′′k}, which are finally collected as {Dα, Hβ, Aγ}
Select motifs from geometric cutoffs
Evaluate the potential energy for each se-
lected state and the global potential energy
go
to
th
e
n
ex
t
M
D
step
Figure 4.10.: The flowchart of motif search in MS-MMPT.
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4.3. Implementation of MS-MMPT in CHARMM program
For the implementation of MS-MMPT in CHARMM,31 similar to the current MMPT scheme, the
MS-MMPT potential Vtot (Eq. 4.14) is given in a form of a correction term into the potential of a
system using classical force field. That writes
VMS−MMPT(x) = Vtot(x)− VCM(x), (4.18)
and Eq. 4.13 is a one-state situation under the MS-MMPT framework. For each MD step, the state
generation (see Section 4.2) is based on the ’seed’ motif (with a label of [D−H−A], standing for the
state as well) which belongs to the minimum energy state (or the primary state) from the previous
MD step. Assume that there is a candidate PT state with [D′ −H′ −A′] which is other than the
’seed’ [D−H−A]. The potential energy of the primary state [D−H−A] can be easily given by the
one-state MMPT framework. The state [D′ −H′ −A′] may involve with a rearrangement of bonding
topology from the one given by the previous MD step, according to MS-MMPT method. Nevertheless,
its state energy can be given with a similar correction term in an MMPT language:
V D
′−H′−A′
MS−MMPT(x) = V
D′−H′−A′
PT (x)− V D−H−ACM (x). (4.19)
Here, V D
′−H′−A′
PT (x) is that given by Eq. 4.13. Then, Eq. 4.19 is re-written in a variant form which
gives
V D
′−H′−A′
MS−MMPT(x) =
[
V D
′−H′−A′
PT (x)− V D
′−H′−A′
CM (x)
]
+
[
V D
′−H′−A′
CM (x)− V D−H−ACM (x)
]
,
(4.20)
where V D
′−H′−A′
CM is the classical potential for a bonding topology which includes a D
′ −H′ bond and
an H′ −A′ hydrogen bond. In Eq. 4.20, the term of V D′−H′−A′PT (x) − V D
′−H′−A′
CM (x) is the conven-
tional MMPT interpretation as if [D′ −H′ −A′] is computed as the one-state model. V D′−H′−A′CM (x)−
V D−H−ACM (x) is the difference of classical energies between two bonding topologies. For more details,
in the first-solvation shell mode a change of such topology only occurs when A = D′ which requires
a bond change from D−H to H−A (and multiple bond changes should be expected using the
second- or possibly higher- solvation shell modes). If no bond change is applied (e.g. when D = D′),
V D
′−H′−A′
CM (x)− V D−H−ACM (x) = 0.
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The MS-MMPT method can also be generalized to a system with multiple excess protons, which
considers all possible combinations of PT states for each excess proton. A valid combination should
suffice the following rules: 1) One donor or acceptor can not contribute or receive two protons at
the same MD step; 2) One hydrogen atom can not represent for two different excess protons at the
same MD step; 3) It is possible for oxygens atoms to play a role of both donor and acceptor atoms
simultaneously but in different PT motifs. The validation and applications of the MS-MMPT method
with multiple excess protons can be expected in the future works.
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5. Application I: Intramolecular PT reactions and
IR Spectroscopy
5.1. Formic Acid Dimer
In hydrocarbons and in the vapor phase, formic acids appear with a dimerized for rather than individual
molecules.148,149 That is due to the strong double hydrogen-bond and the gaseous formic acid does not
obey the ideal gas law.149 The dimerized formic acid, or formic acid dimer (FAD), is a system highly
of interests and has been extensively studied from both experiments (spectroscopy mainly)150–153
and computational efforts.154–156 In this paper (Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2016, 18, 24654),10 the
molecular dynamics of formic acid dimer was studied using MMPT force field with the double proton
transfer (DPT) model. The aim was to predict the reaction barrier height of the DPT reaction, using
a combined approach of MD simulations and spectroscopy experiments. The morphing technique
was employed obtain the effective PES, based on which the simulated infrared spectra from MMPT
simulations were found in good agreement with experimental data, especially for the proton transferring
region near 3000 cm−1. This paper was written together with the group of Prof. H. G. Kjaergaard and
Dr. K. Mackeprang contributed the experimental results.
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Spectroscopy and dynamics of double proton
transfer in formic acid dimer†
Kasper Mackeprang,a Zhen-Hao Xu,b Zeina Maroun,a Markus Meuwly*b and
Henrik G. Kjaergaard*a
We present the isolated gas phase infrared spectra of formic acid dimer, (HCOOH)2, and its deuterated
counterpart formic-d acid, (DCOOH)2, at room temperature. The formic acid dimer spectrum was
obtained by spectral subtraction of a spectrum of formic acid vapor recorded at low pressure from that
recorded at a higher pressure. The spectra of formic acid vapor contain features from both formic acid
monomer and formic acid dimer, but at low and high pressures of formic acid, the equilibrium is pushed
towards the monomer and dimer, respectively. A similar approach was used for the formic-d acid dimer.
Building on the previous development of the Molecular Mechanics with Proton Transfer (MMPT) force
field for simulating proton transfer reactions, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out to
interpret the experimental spectra in the OH-stretching region. Within the framework of MMPT, a
combination of symmetric single and double minimum potential energy surfaces (PESs) provides a good
description of the double proton transfer PES. In a next step, potential morphing together with
electronic structure calculations at the B3LYP and MP2 level of theory was used to align the computed
and experimentally observed spectral features in the OH-stretching region. From this analysis, a barrier
for double proton transfer between 5 and 7 kcal mol1 was derived, which compares with a CCSD(T)/
aug-cc-pVTZ calculated barrier of 7.9 kcal mol1. Such a combination of experimental and computational
techniques for estimating barriers for proton transfer in gas phase systems is generic and holds promise
for further improved PESs and energetics of these important systems. Additional MD simulations at the
semi-empirical DFTB level of theory agree quite well for the center band position but underestimate the
width of the OH-stretching band.
1 Introduction
Aerosols play an important role in atmospheric and health
sciences, and organic acids have been investigated as possible
precursors to the formation of aerosols.1–5 The simplest organic
acid, formic acid, is among the most abundant trace gases in
the atmosphere, with a concentration on the order of 10 parts
per billion by volume detected in urban areas and slightly lower
concentrations in rural areas.6–11 Formic acid also serves as a
useful model system for larger carboxylic acids, especially in
theoretical studies, in which calculations on larger organic acids
quickly become unfeasible. For this reason, numerous studies
on formic acid exist in the literature.12–18 In the gas phase,
organic acids primarily exist in their dimeric form. These dimers
are characterized by a cyclic form and are held together by two
hydrogen bonds (see Fig. 1). The ability of the organic acids to
form these strong dimers influences their atmospheric impact
significantly, as it changes the amount of organic acid available
to form precursor complexes with e.g. water.
Infrared spectroscopy is a powerful tool to detect, investigate
and characterize hydrogen bonded systems, XH  Y, where the
donor atom X is more electronegative than H, and Y is the
acceptor atom or group of atoms.19–37 The gas-phase infrared
spectra of formic acid monomer and dimer have been studied
extensively.16,38–49 Upon hydrogen bond formation a redshift,
intensity enhancement, and line broadening of the XH-stretching
transition usually occur.19,20 These hydrogen bond characteristics
are often used to detect and identify hydrogen bonded systems.
However, for formic acid these characteristics complicate the
spectrum and its interpretation, as the OH-stretching transition
a Department of Chemistry, University of Copenhagen, Universitetsparken 5,
DK-2100 Copenhagen Ø, Denmark. E-mail: hgk@chem.ku.dk; Fax: +45 35320322;
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shifts and broadens, such that it overlaps with bands in the
CH-stretching region. Additionally, the monomer and dimer
equilibrium is shifted towards the strongly bound dimer with
an equilibrium constant for formic acid dimerization, K, ofB300
at room temperature (values in the range 135–405 have been
reported in the literature).13–16,39,50–55 As such, features from both
the monomer and the dimer will be present at all sample
pressures in the gas phase infrared (IR) spectrum, which further
complicates band interpretation in the CH- and OH-stretching
region.
Previously, the line shape and broadening of the fundamental
OH-stretching band in formic acid dimer were simulated using
first-principles anharmonic couplings.45 In that study, a cubic
force field was calculated along the internal coordinates of
the dimer and projected onto a normal mode basis. Mixed
vibrational states were generated and the line shape and broadening
in the OH-stretching region were predicted, assuming Gaussian line
shapes for the calculated vibrational transitions. The experimental
broadening and line shape in the OH-stretching region was
reproduced reasonably well. The line shape of vibrational
transitions depends on several elements such as the transition
dipole moment, but it is also related to the dynamics of the
system, especially the proton transfer (PT) of formic acid dimer.43
Previously, the line shape of the HCl-stretching transition in the
HCl–acetonitrile complex and the OH-stretching transition in the
deuterated and undeuterated single proton embedded oxalate
anion have been modelled using a combination of ensemble
averaging and normal mode harmonic oscillator calculations.56,57
In the former, the ensemble averaging is based on an MD
simulation, and in the latter, the averaging is based on a Monte
Carlo simulation. MD is often used to study dynamic systems
and has been used to determine that the two PT motifs in
formic acid dimer are coupled.58–60 With the advantages of low
computing costs, the force field methods have been extensively
developed to perform proton transfer reactions in simulations.
An early example is the empirical valence bond (EVB) method61
which treats a reactive system with resonance forms of ionic
and covalent states. Themultistate(MS)-EVBmethod is an extension
of EVB which allows simulations with multiple excess protons.62–65
More recently, proton transfer reactions have been studied
using ReaxFF66 and Hydrogen Dynamics,67 a method in which
a proton moves by morphing between a hydronium ion and a
water molecule.
The MMPT force field is more akin to a mixed quantum
mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) formulation. It has been
shown to provide QM qualities at much reduced computational
cost.68–71 Recently, MMPT has been used to study the molecular
dynamics and infrared spectrum of the enol form of acetylacetone
(AcAc).72 The spectral features of AcAc were satisfactorily reproduced
and the MD simulations were compared with the measured
OH-stretching region to estimate the proton transfer barrier
height to be 2.4 kcal mol1. Furthermore, double proton transfer
(DPT) was investigated in a Pt-containing organometallic complex
by independent treatment of NH  N and OH  O as PT motifs,
but not including the coupling between the individual PT motifs.73
In the present study, we have successfully obtained the
isolated infrared spectrum of formic acid dimer (FAD) and the
dimer of the deuterated species, DCOOH (d-FAD), in the funda-
mental OH- and CH-stretching region by spectral subtraction of a
low pressure infrared spectrum of formic acid vapor from a
spectrum recorded at a higher pressure. These spectra have
been compared with those obtained fromMD simulations using
a modified MMPT force field generalized to DPT and on-the-fly
MD simulations, where the potential energy surface (PES) is
calculated using the semi-empirical DFTB method.74–78 From
the comparison of the experimental and simulated spectra, the
barrier height for DPT is estimated.
2 Methods
2.1 Experimental
Formic acid (HCOOH, Aldrich, 98%) and formic-d acid (DCOOH,
Aldrich, 98% D, 95% in H2O) were purified with several freeze,
pump and thaw cycles. The IR spectra were recorded with a
VERTEX 70 (Bruker) Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectro-
meter with a 1 cm1 resolution and 500 scans at room temperature
(296  1 K). The spectrometer was fitted with a mid-infrared (MIR)
light source, KBr beamsplitter and a liquid nitrogen cooled MCT
(Mercury Cadmium Telluride) detector. The spectra of formic acid
and formic-d acid were recorded with a 10 cm and 19 cm cell,
respectively. The samples were introduced in to the cell through a
glass vacuum line (J. Young) equipped with valves to control the
sample pressure, which was measured with a Varian PCG-750
pressure gauge. The sample was left to equilibrate until the
pressure was stable before the spectrum was recorded. The
spectral subtractions were performed with OPUS 6.5.
Spectral subtraction. The infrared spectra of FAD and d-FAD
were measured in the region from 600 to 4200 cm1. The
equilibrium constant for formic acid dimer formation is large
(B300),13–16,39,50–55,79 and is expected to be of the same order of
magnitude for formic-d acid. This is confirmed by calculation
of equilibrium constants of complex formation for FA and d-FA
at the wB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory using Gaussian09,80
as the calculated equilibrium constants for FA and d-FA differ
by onlyB5%. As a consequence, spectroscopic signatures from
Fig. 1 Structure of formic acid dimer (FAD) with the definition of bond
lengths.
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the dimer are observed even at low sample pressures. The formic
acid monomer transitions have a clear rotational structure, and
these sharp rotational lines, in combination with a vapor pressure
of formic acid that is not sufficiently large to push the equilibrium
entirely towards the dimer, mean that features from the monomer
are observed even at the highest sample pressures. Consequently,
it is difficult to obtain an isolated spectrum of FAD and d-FAD at
room temperature, and it has to our knowledge not been reported
previously. Careful considerations were necessary in the spectral
subtraction in order to obtain the spectrum of the dimer. The
spectral subtraction was performed using two spectra, one
recorded at high pressure, where the equilibrium is pushed
towards the dimer, and the other recorded at a lower pressure,
where the equilibrium is pushed towards the monomer. To
obtain the spectrum of the dimer, the low-pressure spectrum
was scaled and subtracted from the high-pressure spectrum.
The low-pressure spectrum was scaled appropriately so that
a flat baseline was obtained in the OH-stretching region of
the monomer and the rotational lines from the monomer
transitions disappear, which indicates that we have obtained
the isolated spectrum of pure dimer (see the ESI,† pages S2, S3
and Fig. S1 for details).
2.2 Molecular dynamics simulations
MMPT for double proton transfers. Molecular Mechanics
with Proton Transfer is a parametrized method to simulate
bond breaking and formation between a hydrogen atom (or a
proton) and its donor (X) and acceptor (Y), respectively.68–71 The
total interaction energy for the system with coordinates Q is:
V(Q) = VMM(q) + VPT(R, r, y), (1)
where the proton transfer motif XH–Y is described by VPT(R, r,
y). This contribution is determined from quantum chemical
calculations. Here, the coordinates are R (the distance between
the X and Y atoms), r (the distance between the X and H atoms),
and y (the angle between the unit vectors along R and r, see
Fig. 1). The dependence of the total potential energy on the
remaining degrees of freedom (DOF) of the system (q) is given
by a conventional force field VMM. The implementation adds,
modifies, and removes force-field terms that include bonded
and non-bonded interactions, in a smooth and energy conserving
fashion by using switching functions whenever the migrating H
transfers from donor to acceptor.69
MMPT treats the proton transfer process in its full dimension-
ality while addressing three important aspects of the problem:
speed, accuracy, and versatility. While speed and accuracy
are rooted in the QM/MM formulation, the versatility of the
approach is exploited by using the morphing potential method.81
To this end, it is important to realize that a wide range of proton
transfer processes can be described based on three prototype
model systems: (a) symmetric single minimum (SSM, the
optimized structure of the system has equal sharing of the
proton between X and Y), (b) symmetric double-minimum
(SDM, the optimized structure of the system has unequal
sharing of the proton between X and Y but is symmetric with
respect to the transition state), and (c) asymmetric single
minimum (ASM, the optimized structure of the system has
unequal sharing of the proton and is asymmetric with respect
to the transition state).69 The PES of these three model systems
(SSM, SDM, or ASM), can be morphed into a suitable PES to
reproduce important topological features of the target PES by a
transformation of the type
Vmorph(R0, r0, y0) = l(R, r, y)Vorig(R, r, y), (2)
where l can either be a constant or a more complicated
function of one or more coordinates.81 In the present work,
l was a scalar throughout. The morphing approach not
only avoids recomputing a full PES for the PT motif but also
reduces the rather laborious task of fitting an entirely new
parametrized PES.
Standard MMPT, as described above, treats proton transfers
independently and is not necessarily suitable to describe double
proton transfer (DPT).73 Therefore, a modified MMPT approach
is required. Such an extension is aﬀorded by working with a DPT
potential, VDPT, which explicitly couples both X–Y distances (R1,
R2) and both donor-hydrogen distances (r1, r2) (see Fig. 1) in the
following fashion:
VDPT(r1, r2, R1, R2, y1, y2)
= [VSDM(r1, R1, y1)g + VSSM(r1, R1, y1)(1  g)]
+ [VSDM(r2, R2, y2)g + VSSM(r2, R2, y2)(1  g)] (3)
where
g r1; r2;R1;R2ð Þ ¼ 1
2
1þ tanh s  r1  R1  R12

2
  
 tanh s  r2  R2  R22

2
  
(4)
The explicit coupling between the DOFs is in the mixing
coeﬃcient, g(r1, r2, R1, R2) A (0, 1), acting on VSDM and VSSM.
For double proton transfer in FAD, the PES is centrally-
symmetric as predicted by the modified MMPT formulation
and its QM reference (see Fig. S2, ESI†). Using standard MMPT
with two independent VSDM potentials for each of the PT motifs
yields an unrealistic PES with four global minima. Mixing VSDM
and VSSM as in the VDPT potential leads to two isoenergetic
minima while eliminating the two other minima, see Fig. S2C
(ESI†). The details of the mixing are determined by g which
depends on one free parameter s that can be tuned to reproduce
particular reference data.
Force field parametrization. Fitting of VDPT was carried out
with respect to reference calculations at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)82,83
and MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)84–87 levels of theory. The minimum
energy conformation of FAD and the transition state for DPT have
been obtained for the two methods and are summarized in
Table 1. The corresponding CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ values have
been included for comparison. At the MP2 level, the minimum
energy conformation of FAD has an O–H bond length of 0.9924 Å,
slightly longer than that of the formic acid monomer (FAM) of
0.9675 Å due to the hydrogen bonds, and the O–O distance is
2.6868 Å. B3LYP gives a slightly longer O–H bond length and a
shorter O–O distance. The CCSD(T) results generally lie in
between those of B3LYP and MP2, but closer to the MP2 results.
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The transition state for DPT in FAD suggests a symmetric
conformation with the transferring hydrogens between the
two oxygens. Additionally, for the calculated minimum energy
conformations of FAD at all the levels of theory, the OH–O PT
motif is almost but not exactly collinear.
Starting from the minimized structures, PES scans along
R = R1 = R2, ranging from 2.2 Å to 3.2 Å with an increment of
0.1 Å and r = r1 = r2 from 0.8 Å to R  0.8 Å with an increment of
0.05 Å were carried out for both methods in order to parametrize
VSDM. For parametrizing VSSM similar PES scans were carried out
for r1 = R  r2. Next, the parameter s in eqn (4) has been fitted to
best reproduce the target data at the B3LYP level, which yields
s = 2.639 Å2. The quality of this fit is r2 = 0.999 for B3LYP as
the target energies, and r2 = 0.998 for MP2. Given this good
agreement, no further optimization of s was considered for the
MP2 reference data. The two PESs are labelled as MMPT-B3LYP
and MMPT-MP2 in the following, respectively (see Fig. S3, ESI†).
The fitted MMPT-MP2 PES has an optimized O–H bond
length of 0.9871 Å which differs by B0.005 Å from the MP2
reference calculations, and the O–O distance differs even less.
On the other hand, B3LYP gives a slightly longer O–H bond
length and a shorter O–O distance. For the TS structures, both
MMPT-MP2 and MMPT-B3LYP yield results close to their
respective QM references. Moreover, the reaction barriers were
well reproduced to within o0.1 kcal mol1, which further
establishes the quality of the parametrized PESs.
Simulation details. All NVE MD simulations were performed
with CHARMM88–90 in the gas phase at 300 K, following heating
and equilibration (1 ps for each trajectory with Dt = 0.1 fs).
Since DPT involves an appreciable barrier (7.9 kcal mol1 at the
CCSD(T) level), 100 ns production runs have been carried out.
For direct comparison, on-the-fly molecular dynamics at the
semi-empirical DFTB77,91,92 level (MD-DFTB) have been carried
out for 10 ns with the same simulation conditions as for the
force field simulations described above.
Infrared spectra. The infrared spectrum is computed from
the total dipole moment,
-
M(t), obtained from each step in the
MD trajectory. The dipole–dipole correlation, C(t), is given by
C(t) = h -M(0) -M(t)i, (5)
where
-
M(t) is the total molecular dipole moment at time t along
the MD trajectory determined from the charge model given in
Table S3 (ESI†). The angular brackets denote an average over
the time origins. If C(o), the Fourier transform of C(t), is weighted
with the Boltzmann distribution, the classical infrared spectrum,
A(o), is obtained:93,94
A(o) = o{1  exp[ho/(kBT)]}C(o) (6)
where o is the transition frequency, kB is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the temperature. Such an approach does
not satisfy detailed balance I(o) = exp(ho/kBT)I(o) because it
is derived from a classical correlation function for which Icl(o) =
Icl(o).95 To remedy this, various quantum correction factors
(qcf) have been proposed.95,96 On the other hand, it has been
found that diﬀerent qcf yield results of diﬀerent quality for
formaldehyde.97 Hence it is not a priori clear which of the qcf to
choose for a particular problem. Furthermore, in the classical
limit lim
T!1
exp ho=kBTð Þ ¼ 1. Therefore, the spectra reported
here are all determined from eqn (6). It is also possible to
determine power spectra corresponding to specific internal
coordinates, q, from the MD trajectory. This is particularly
useful to assign spectroscopic features to the motion along
these coordinates and identify couplings between internal
degrees of freedom. For this purpose, the correlation function
hq(0)q(t)i is Fourier transformed and weighted with the Boltzmann
distribution to yield the power spectrum.
3 Results and discussion
We have obtained isolated gas phase spectra of the pure FAD
and pure d-FAD at room temperature as described in the
Experimental section, and show these in Fig. 2. The spectral
signatures for the two systems are very similar, especially the
structure of the band associated with the OH-stretching transition.
As expected upon deuteration, the fundamental CH/CD-stretching
transition is shifted from 2939 cm1 in the FAD spectrum to
2210 cm1 in the spectrum of d-FAD. The OH-stretching
transition in both spectra is very broad and the transition
assigned to the OH-stretch is observed in the region from
2600–3400 cm1 in agreement with previously recorded spectra
that contain a mixture of formic acid monomer and dimer.40,48
Broad OH-stretching transitions are very common in hydrogen
bonded complexes72,98,99 and have also been observed for
overtone transitions of the intramolecular hydrogen bond in
pyruvic acid.100 It is the spectral features in the OH-stretching
region that are of particular interest here as these features are
ideally suited to relate experiment, proton transfer energetics
and dynamics, and computed IR spectra. Typically, such spectral
features are not readily explained by standard static vibrational
Table 1 Selected internal coordinates (in Å) of the energy minimum (MIN)
and transition state (TS) structure of FAD and its monomer (MON),
calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) and MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of
theory and from their parametrized MMPT force fields. Additionally, the
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ calculated internal coordinates are presented for
comparison
B3LYP MMPT-B3LYP
MON MIN TS MIN TS
O–H 0.9738 1.0075 1.2093 1.0035 1.2089
O–O 2.6509 2.4183 2.6574 2.4178
MP2 MMPT-MP2
MON MIN TS MIN TS
O–H 0.9675 0.9924 1.2042 0.9871 1.2031
O–O 2.6853 2.4074 2.6868 2.4062
CCSD(T)
MON MIN TS
O–H 0.9701 0.9957 1.2040
O–O 2.6741 2.4070
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models such as the harmonic oscillator normal mode model,
anharmonic local mode theory, or second-order vibrational
perturbation theory (VPT2).101–103
The MD simulated IR-spectra of FAD with the diﬀerent PESs
are compared in Fig. 3. In the region near 3000 cm1, spectral
features arise from a very broad OH-stretching band and
a sharp CH-stretching peak near 2900 cm1. The OH- and
CH-stretching power spectra are compared with the measured
IR-spectrum in Fig. 3. The position of the CH-stretching peak
predicted by the MD simulated spectra compares well with that
of the experimental spectrum. However, the broad OH-stretching
band is blue shifted compared to that of the experiment in all
three simulations in Fig. 3. Recently, it was shown that the center
frequency of the broad OH-stretching band in acetylacetone
was aﬀected significantly by the height of the proton transfer
barrier.72 This is not surprising, as a change in the barrier
height inevitably aﬀects the shape of the PES in the region near
the two global minima. In order to investigate the correlation
between the OH-stretching peak position and the DPT reaction
barrier, the height of the reaction barrier was changed in the
MMPT-MP2 force field by morphing with the parameter l (see
the Methods section). The MMPT-MP2 force field has a DPT
barrier height of 8.2 kcalmol1 and features from theOH-stretching
transition were observed centered around 3300 cm1. If the barrier
height is lowered to, for example, 5.2 or 2.2 kcal mol1 the
center of the OH-stretching transition red shifts significantly to
B2700 or B1700 cm1, respectively, compared to the original
spectrum (see Fig. 4). All remaining transitions are more or less
unaﬀected.
The unmorphed barrier height of the MMPT-B3LYP force
field is 5.4 kcal mol1, which is similar to the morphed MMPT-
MP2 barrier height (5.2 kcal mol1). However, the centers of the
OH-stretching bands in the two infrared spectra diﬀer substantially
(see Fig. 3 and 4), despite the fact that the barrier heights only
diﬀer by 0.2 kcal mol1. Hence, factors other than the barrier
height alone, such as the local curvature of the PES, influence the
position of the OH-stretching band position. We found that if the
proton transfer reaction barriers are morphed to 5.1 kcal mol1
and 7.2 kcal mol1 for the MMPT-B3LYP and MMPT-MP2 force
field, respectively, the position of the simulated OH-stretching band
fits well with the experimental OH-stretching band position.
Fig. 2 Experimentally recorded IR spectra of FAD (upper dashed trace)
and d-FAD (lower solid trace).
Fig. 3 Spectra obtained from MD simulations with diﬀerent energy
functions. From top to bottom: MD-DFTB (DPT barrier of 7.5 kcal mol1)
and its OH and CH power spectra (green); MMPT-MP2 (DPT barrier of
8.2 kcal mol1) and the OH and CH power spectra (green), and MMPT-
B3LYP (DPT barrier of 5.4 kcal mol1). The experimentally recorded
spectrum of FAD has been included for comparison (bottom).
Fig. 4 MD simulated spectra with the MMPT-MP2 force field of FAD, with
morphed barrier heights of 2.2 kcal mol1 (top), 5.2 kcal mol1 (middle) and
8.2 kcal mol1 (unscaled, bottom). The experimental spectrum has been
included for comparison.
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In other words, the barrier to proton transfer can at best be
determined to within 1 kcal mol1. In comparison, the
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ calculated barrier is 7.9 kcal mol1 using
MOLPRO,104 which is close to the barrier of 7.2 kcal mol1
found with the morphed MMPT-MP2 force field, but is higher
than the barrier obtained with the MMPT-B3LYP force field.
Up to this point the parameters in the conventional force
field (see VMM(q) in eqn (1)) were those of the C36 force field
105
and the only modifications of the MMPT-force field concerned
the height of the barrier for DPT. Considering Fig. 3 and 4
slight adjustments in the force field may improve in particular
the position of the CH-stretching band. Hence, in order to
improve the simulated spectra the harmonic force constant for
the CH/CD-stretch was rescaled from 330 to 340 kcal mol1 Å2.
Furthermore, ab initio calculations at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level
along the bending potential of the transferring hydrogen (HOO-
bend) in FAD suggest that the bending force constant from the
SSM and SDM model potentials (k = 33 kcal mol1 rad2, see
eqn (S3) in ESI†) should be decreased to k = 17.5 kcal mol1 rad2
to match the reference calculations. With these adjustments the
IR spectra for FAD and d-FAD were recomputed and are reported
in Fig. 5. For the simulated spectra with the modified DPT
barriers and force constants the agreement in the fundamental
OH-stretching region compared to that of the experimental
spectrum has improved (see Fig. 5). For the B3LYP-MMPT force
field, the CH-stretching frequency for FAD shifts from 2910 to
2950 cm1 as the arrow around 2900 cm1 in the left hand panel
of Fig. 5 indicates. Also, the H-transfer band shifts its maximum
from 3200 cm1 to 3100 cm1 upon morphing the barrier
height from 5.4 to 5.1 kcal mol1. The signal at B2700 cm1
for d-FAD with k = 33 kcal mol1 rad2 shifts to 2900 cm1 for
k = 17.5 kcal mol1 rad2 and can be associated with the
unbound H–O stretch frequency from analysis of the power
spectra, however, the mode is heavily mixed. The width and
position of the OH- and CH-stretching band depend only
little on the bending force constant, k, (see dashed and solid
lines in Fig. 5) and are satisfactorily reproduced compared to
previous line shape studies on formic and acetic acid dimer.45,106
Depending on the force constant k, the fundamental COH-bend
is located at B1400 cm1 and B1500 cm1 for k = 17.5 and
k = 33 kcal mol1 rad2 for FAD, respectively. Experimentally this
transition is observed at 1220 cm1.
It is also of interest to comment on the clearly discernible
and almost equally-spaced progressions (B125 cm1) in the
experimental spectra. Most of the sub-structure in the OH-stretching
region have previously been attributed the coupling between the
OH-stretch and the symmetric and anti-symmetric COH-bend.45
Giese et al. observed a similar progression in the OH-stretching
region of the simulated stick spectrum of malonaldehyde.107
They found that the progression was a result of strong mixing of
the intramolecular hydrogen bound OH-stretching vibration
with the in-plane OH-bending vibration. As such, we conclude
that the progressions in the OH-stretching spectra of FAD and
d-FAD is due to the coupling between the OH-stretching vibration
and vibrations that partially break the hydrogen bond such as the
COH-bending and in-plane OH-bending vibration.
During 250 ns of MD simulations with the MMPT-B3LYP
(with the morphed barrier height of 5.1 kcal mol1) 25 proton
transfers were observed, i.e. corresponding to a DPT rate of
0.1 ns1. Test calculations show that irrespective of the number
of DPT events the IR spectra are all very similar. For this, IR
spectra were determined over several separate 50 ns intervals
and compared. In the 250 ns simulations with the MMPT-MP2
PES (with the unmorphed barrier of 8.2 kcal mol1) and in the
10 ns MD-DFTB simulation no DPT was observed. Previously,
PT has been explicitly been linked to the spectra features of the
OH-stretching band,43 but we find here that the actual occurrence
of DPT is not necessarily required for observing a broad
OH-absorption in the IR spectrum.
One increasingly important aspect of current force field
development is the issue of transferability, i.e. the question
how easily a given parametrization can be adapted to a chemically
related situation. For halogenatedmolecules this has recently been
assessed and it was found that scaling van der Waals parameters
can lead to largely transferable parametrizations.108 For single-
and double proton transfer the overall shape (symmetric single
minimum, symmetric double minimum, asymmetric double
minimum) of the potential energy surface is usually known a
priori. Hence, starting from a correct topology, morphing trans-
formations between the correct topology and the target PES,
characterized by the barrier height and the relative stabilizations
of the two minima (for asymmetric double minimum), morphing
transformations will be an eﬃcient means to develop appropriate
force fields for a new system. As an example, for derivatives
RCOOH–HOOCR of FAD (e.g. acetic acid dimer) it is reasonable to
assume that the general topology of the PES is related to that of FAD.
Fig. 5 Comparison of experimental spectra (black traces) with simulated
spectra (average over 10 independent MD simulations of 100 ns each) for
FAD (left panel) and d-FAD (right panel). Red and blue traces for the MMPT-
B3LYP andMMPT-MP2 parametrizations, respectively, withmorphed barriers
of 5.1 kcal mol1 and 7.2 kcal mol1 and the CH-stretching force constant
adjusted to reproduce the experimentally observed value. Solid traces
for simulations with k = 33 kcal mol1 rad2 and dashed traces for
k = 17.5 kcal mol1 rad2 (see text). The orange line in the left panel is
for the unmorphed DPT barrier height (MMPT-B3LYP) and the original CH
force constant (330 kcal mol1 Å2) with the arrows indicating in which
direction the bands shift upon changing the force field.
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Depending on the chemical identity of the R-group (e.g. CH3,
halogen) the height of the DPT barrier will change, though. This
can be accounted for by suitable linear or nonlinear morphing
transformations. Hence, with a limited number of electronic
structure calculations the necessary information about the target
PES can be obtained and the morphing parameters which
describe DPT in RCOOH–HOOCR can be determined.
4 Conclusion
The vibrational spectroscopy of FAD has been investigated
experimentally and by computer simulations. Spectra at low
pressures of formic acid, HCOOH, and formic-d acid, DCOOH,
vapor were recorded to push the equilibrium towards the
monomer. These spectra were scaled and subtracted from the
corresponding spectra recorded at higher pressures of formic
acid and formic-d acid vapor, where the equilibrium is pushed
towards the dimer. Successful subtractions of the monomer
from the high pressure spectra were achieved, and the isolated
gas phase spectra of formic acid and formic-d acid dimer (FAD
and d-FAD) at room temperature were obtained. A modified
version of the MMPT force field was developed and successfully
applied to FAD and d-FAD to facilitate interpretation of the
isolated dimer spectra in the OH-stretching region. After rescaling
the proton transfer barrier of the MMPT force field and changing
the CH/CD-stretching and HOO-bending force constants, the
computed infrared spectra of FAD and d-FAD favorably agreed
with those from experiment in the OH-stretching region. The
scaled proton transfer barrier of 7.2 kcal mol1 in the MMPT-
MP2 force field was found to be comparable to the barrier
height of 7.9 kcal mol1 obtained at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ
level of theory. However, the scaled barrier height includes
entropic contributions as it involves dynamics on the full-
dimensional PES from which the spectroscopy was determined.
The T = 0 K calculation at the higher CCSD(T)/aug-cc-PVTZ level
of theory does not include such entropic contributions. It is
reassuring that the T = 0 K value is an upper bound to the
barrier height from finite-temperature MD simulations, as it
should be. The scaled barrier height in the MMPT-B3LYP force
field that provided a good fit of the central OH-stretching
frequency was lower by 2 kcal mol1 compared to that of the
MMPT-MP2 force field which is considered to be the more
realistic value. The present work shows that MMPT can be
extended to treat DPT in a meaningful fashion which is also
applicable to larger carboxylic acids where more computationally
demanding on-the-fly MD simulations are not feasible.
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5.2. Protonated Oxalate
The second case of spectroscopic prediction using MMPT simulations is the protonated oxalate. Ox-
alate is one of the smallest molecules which form intramolecular hydrogen bond and is important to
biochemical cycles. Infrared and Raman spectroscopies were experimentally observed and studied for
oxalate in various forms: anion157,158 (C2O
2−
4 ), deprotonated oxalic acid
11 (HC2O
−
4 , or protonated
oxalate, p−Oxa) and natural oxalate159. For natural oxalates, interestingly, they were considered
as a potential marker for the pre-existence of life159 (on the surface of Mars160) because low-leveled
organisms like lichen and fungi can control the intakes of metallic atoms through expulsion of metal
salts like oxalate minerals.161
In this paper (J. Phys. Chem. A, 2017, 121, 5389-5398),69 The dynamics and infrared spectroscopy
of intramolecular hydrogen bonding in p−Oxa was studied from classical and quantum molecular
dynamics. For both simulations, the MMPT force field was used as the energy engine and the infrared
spectra were computed. For the classical simulations, the quantum mechanical ground state probability
distribution of the proton transfer within the O · · ·H · · ·O motif was obtained from MDs at 600 K.
That best reproduced the experimentally observed proton transferring band and its half maximum
full width (HMFW). Comparison with the experimental spectra successfully estimated the barrier
height for the proton transfer reactions which can not be easily and directly observed. The barrier
height of 4.2 kcal/mol was determined which agrees with the ab initio calculations at the level of
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ. In addition to the classical MDs, quantum simulations were carried out using
ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD),162–166 which has been implemented in Python-based i-PI
software.167 Quantum simulations lead to further broadened spectral patterns with respect to proton
transferring bands.
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ABSTRACT: The dynamics and infrared spectroscopic signatures of proton transfer in
protonated oxalate (p−Oxa) are studied using classical and quantum dynamics. The
intermolecular interactions are described by a force ﬁeld suitable to follow proton transfer.
This allows to carry out multiple extended classical molecular dynamics (MD) and ring
polymer MD simulations from which the infrared spectrum is determined. Simulations at
600 K sample the quantum mechanical ground state probability distribution and best
reproduce the experimentally observed maximum absorption wavelength and part of the line
shape. Comparison with the experimentally measured spectrum provides an estimate for the
barrier height for proton transfer which can not be determined directly from experiment. A
barrier of 4.2 kcal/mol is found to best reproduce the position and width of the infrared
absorption of the transferring proton in p−Oxa and also leads to an infrared (IR) spectrum
in good agreement with experiment for the deuterated species d−Oxa. A novel means to
capture the two resonance forms of oxalate depending on the localization of the excess
proton on either CO moiety is found to yield improved results for the spectroscopy in the framework region between 1000 and
2000 cm−1.
1. INTRODUCTION
The energetics and dynamics of proton and hydrogen transfer
(PT/HT) is of fundamental importance in biology and
chemistry.1−3 Such processes are primarily governed by the
height of the barrier for proton/hydrogen transfer which is,
however, diﬃcult to determine reliably through direct
experimentation. Possibilities include high resolution spectros-
copy where the splitting of spectral lines can provide
information about the barrier height,4 or nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) experiments.5,6 On the other hand, kinetic
isotope eﬀects or shift of vibrational bands in the infrared alone
can not be used directly to determine the energetics for PT.
Proton transfer in systems containing X−H*···Y motifs
where X and Y are the donor and acceptor atoms, respectively,
and H* is the transferring hydrogencan lead to character-
istically broadened features in vibrational spectra.7 This
broadening reﬂects strong coupling between the X−H stretch
and other framework modes of the environment and structural
heterogeneity.8 The broadening even persists down to low
temperatures and cooling the species does not lead to sharper
bands.9,10
In experiments, the broadening of spectral lines in X−H*···Y
species has been extensively observed and reported in the liquid
and gas phase.11 For example, in liquid water, the maximum in
the OH-stretching spectrum shifts to the red as the temperature
decreases from +47 °C to −6 °C, with concomitant increase of
the intensity by 16%12 even without hydrogen or proton
transfer to take place. In the high-density liquid, the line shapes
in the OH stretching spectra of supercritical methanol was
found to be sensitive to the hydrogen bonding network which
depends on temperature.11
Spectral shifts and their broadening are even more
pronounced in systems where a transferring proton H* is
shared by a donor and acceptor moiety and potentially provides
information about the proton transfer energetics. An empirical
relationship between the position of the infrared (IR)
absorption and the height of the proton transfer barrier has
been recently found in combined computational/experimental
investigations of acetylacetone13 and formic acid dimer.14
Earlier studies of the infrared spectroscopy of protonated
ammonia dimer have also established that the IR-signatures are
broad and correlated with the barrier height for proton
transfer.15
Protonated oxalate ([C2O4H]
−), which is an oxalate dianion
to which an extra proton has been added, is an ideal system to
investigate the dynamics and ensuing spectroscopic signatures
of a transferring proton coupled to framework modes of the
surrounding molecular scaﬀold.8 Previous computational work
concerned the kinetic isotope eﬀects from electronic structure
calculations16 and the solution dynamics of hydrated p−Oxa.17
Studying the dynamics and spectroscopy of a transferring
proton requires an energy function that allows to describe
bond-formation and bond-breaking. One such way is aﬀorded
by molecular mechanics with proton transfer (MMPT) which
was designed as a way to combine accuracy for a small
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subsystem (the transferring proton bound to a donor and an
acceptor) and a lower-level empirical force ﬁeld for the
remaining degrees of freedom.18 This is similar in spirit to a
mixed quantum mechanical/molecular mechanics treatment
(QM/MM) with, however, the added value that energy and
force evaluations can be carried out at the speed of empirical
force ﬁelds and in an analytical fashion which allows long MD
simulations.19,20
The accuracy of the underlying potential energy surface is
that of the parametrized ﬁt to the reference energy from
quantum chemical calculations which is Møller−Plesset second
order perturbation theory (MP2) for MMPT. The 3-dimen-
sional PES describing the proton motion can be represented
with high accuracy (fractions of a kcal/mol)18 and together
with potential morphing21 provides ﬂexibility for adapting
important characteristics, such as the barrier height and
position of the minima, to the chemical nature of the donor
and acceptor moieties. More recently, alternative ways to
represent high-dimensional potential energy surfaces have been
explored. One of them is based on neural networks and was
applied to bulk silicon or the H+HBr reaction.22−24 The
evaluation of the neural network, once trained, is orders of
magnitude faster than the underlying reference density
functional theory calculations with a typical accuracy of
0.2 kcal/mol per atom22 which can be, however, further
improved.24 Another method based on machine learning
concepts are representations based on reproducing kernel
Hilbert space (RKHS) interpolations.25 They have demon-
strated their utility for high-accuracy studies as they are capable
of exactly reproducing the reference data.26−29 Finally,
exploiting the high symmetry of malonaldehyde and formic
acid dimer, fully dimensional PESs have been constructed using
Morse variables.30,31
The present work is concerned with the infrared spectros-
copy of the oxalate ion. The spectral signature of the PT-band
is particularly sensitive to the H-transfer energetics. Both
classical and ring polymer MD simulations are used together
with reactive proton transfer potentials from which the infrared
spectra are computed and compared with available experiments.
From this, inferences about the eﬀective barrier height for
proton transfer can be made. Because of the relatively small size
of the system, the dynamics can also be studied using
semiempirical and density functional theory-based techniques
which provides a useful benchmark for simulations using
reﬁned empirical force ﬁelds in the present work.
2. METHODS
2.1. Intermolecular Interactions and Reactive Force
Fields. Protonated oxalate (p−Oxa) consists of a characteristic
ﬁve-membered ring consisting of the CA−OA−H*−OB−CB
motif (see Figure 1). For parametrizing the necessary force
ﬁeld, bonded parameters for the nonreactive part were based on
those from CGenFF for carboxylic acid.32 These parameters
were then further reﬁned to better reproduce structural and
spectroscopic data from experiment and reference calculations
at the MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory, as explained
further below.
For the reactive part, the MMPT force ﬁeld to describe the
motion of a transferring H* between a donor (D) and an
acceptor (A) was used. Contrary to model systems such as
[H2O−H+···H2O] or [NH3−H+···NH3]
18 where the H* moves
on a linear path between D and A, the PT path in p−Oxa is
curved. This is similar to the situation in malondialdehyde
(MA)20 and acetylacetone (AcAc).13 Hence, this parametrized
form is also used in the present case.
A proton transfer motif consists of a donor and an acceptor
atom which share a transferring hydrogen atom/proton (H*)
and the corresponding potential energy surface (PES) can be
expressed as
ρ ρ ρ= +V R d V R V R d( , , ) ( , ) ( , , )dNLM 0 (1)
Here R is the distance between D and A, ρ is a transformed
H*-coordinate, ρ = (r cos θ − 0.8 Å)/(R − 1.6 Å) (see Figure
1) and d is the distance of H* from the linear path. The two-
dimensional isotropic PES V0(R, ρ) is represented as a sum of
two Morse functions for a PT potential surface with symmetric
double minimum. In addition, the nonlinear proton transfer
path is represented by Vd(R, ρ, d), and its explicit form is
described in the Supporting Information.
The force ﬁeld parameters were determined by ﬁtting the
barrier height to quantum chemical calculations and the
vibrational spectroscopy known from experiment.8 The
isotropic part V0 in eq 1 was ﬁtted to reference energies at
the MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory,33−36 by using
nonlinear least-squares ﬁtting.37,38 Reference energies were
calculated on a grid along the minimum energy path at each
value of R ∈ [2.2, 3.0] Å in increments of 0.1 Å. The nonlinear
part of the PES, Vd, was parametrized to reproduce the
minimum energy (MIN) and transition state (TS) structures
and the vibrational frequencies of OH* bending modes. All
force ﬁeld parameters are summarized in Table S1.
Upon proton transfer, the nature of the neighboring carbon−
oxygen bonds changes from single to partial-double bond or
partial-double bond to double bond character. Figure 1
illustrates the two possible resonance forms. Speciﬁcally, in
Figure 1 the CA−OB bond changes from a single-bond to a
partial double-bond character upon H*-transfer. If H* is
bonded to a donor (OA, or an acceptor as OB), its neighboring
C−O is formally a single bond; once H* transfer occurs, a
carboxylated structure [COO]− is formed. This can be expected
as the multiple bonds between two atoms with large diﬀerence
in electronegativity are more strongly aﬀected by their
neighboring bonds.39 Hence, a coupled representation is
introduced to describe the change between two bond types
as a superposition of two energy terms Ebond,a and Ebond,b for a
same chemical bond, depending on whether H* is bound to
OA or OB, respectively. (See Figure 1)
γ γ γ= − +E l E l E l( , ) (1 ) ( ) ( )bond,0 bond,a bond,b (2)
Here, l is the bond length and Ebond,i(l) = ki(l − leq,i)2 (i =
{a, b}) are the two diﬀerent types of bonds (e.g., single and
Figure 1. Resonance form of a proton transfer in a protonated oxalate.
Oxygen atoms are labeled OA through OD and carbons are CA and
CB. The transferring hydrogen is H*. Important coordinates are
labeled.
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partial double bonds or partial double and double bonds). A
switch function
γ θ θ= − +R r R r R( , , ) 1
2
[tanh[2 ( cos 0.5 )] 1]1 1 (3)
controls the mixing of Ebond,a and Ebond,b depending on the
position of H* along the OA−OB coordinate. At the TS
geometry, γ = 0.5, and at the minimum energy geometries,
γ ≃ 0 or γ ≃ 1, when H* is bound to OA or OB, respectively.
Along the minimum energy path for an H* transfer, all
bonding energies for the remaining degrees of freedom are
minimized. However, unless leq,a = leq,b eq 2 introduces an
artiﬁcial contribution to the energetics along the PT path. This
is accounted for by using a term Ecor(γ) such that the total
contribution for describing the electronic eﬀects upon proton
transfers reads
γ γ γ= −E l E l E( , ) ( , ) ( )bond bond,0 cor (4)
and
γ
γ
= − +
γ−
E
l l
k
( )
( ) 1
k
cor
eq,a eq,b
2
1
(1 ) ba (5)
In the present work, the [CA−OA, CB−OB] pair (single and
partial double bond) and the [CA−OC, CB−OD] pair (double
and partial double bond) are treated in such a fashion.
Moreover, the parameters {ki, leq,i} were parametrized (see
Table S1) to give good agreement with experimental
frequencies of corresponding modes and equilibrium bond-
lengths at the MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) level. The resulting
structural parameters at the minimum energy and TS
geometries are given in Table 1.
In the previous MMPT simulations,14,18 no partial atomic
charges were used in the parametrization due to the small size
of the system. This is also the case here as nonbonded
interactions are only evaluated between atoms more than three
bonds away from each other. This only leaves the H*−OC and
H*−OD pairs which, however, contribute less than 0.05 kcal/
mol to the total interaction energy. As all simulations were
performed in the gas phase, intermolecular interactions are of
minor interest in the present work.
2.2. Classical MD Simulations. All classical40 and
DFTB41−45 MD simulations were carried out in the gas
phase using CHARMM.46 Starting from the energy minimized
structure, heating and equilibration was run for 20 ps with a
time-step of Δt = 0.1 fs. Then, 10 ns production simulations
were carried out for both, p−Oxa and deuterated d−Oxa.
Snapshots for analysis were collected every 2 fs. During the
analysis, the ﬁxed point charge model (FPC, ﬁtted to natural
bond orbital47−50 charges) was used for calculating the dipole
moments for every frame (Table 1). The classical infrared
spectrum is obtained from the Fourier transformed dipole−
dipole autocorrelation function C(t) = ⟨u(0)·u(t)⟩.13,20,51 MD
simulations were performed at temperatures ranging from 50 to
600 K. For each combination of input parameterssuch as the
MMPT potential used, temperature, transferring H* or D*
the results of 10 independent trajectories were averaged. For
both molecules, respectively, one trajectory using semiempirical
DFTB was run at 300 K for 10 ns. In addition to classical and
semiempirical simulations, Atom-centered density matrix
propagation (ADMP) molecular dynamics52−54 was also
employed to perform atomistic simulations at the B3LYP/6-
31G level (abbreviated as B3LYP in the discussion below) with
10 ps equilibration and 100 ps production at 300 K. For each
sampled frame, the dipole moments were calculated by using
the CHelpG charge model55 and the current FPC model for
classical MDs, respectively.
2.3. Ring Polymer Molecular Dynamics Simulations.
Ring polymer MD (RPMD) simulations allow to include
quantum eﬀects (zero point energy and tunneling) by
representing each physical particle by a necklace consisting of
a number n of ﬁctitious particles.56 The path integral
representation of the partition function of an N−particle
system is ∫ ∫=
π
β
ℏ
−Q d dp ren
f f H P R1
(2 )
( , )
f
n n where f = 3Nn, n is
the number of beads per particle and r and p are {r1,···,rn} and
{p1,···,pn}, respectively.
Hn(p,r) is the classical Hamiltonian of beads connected by a
harmonic spring
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with r0 = rn (“ring polymer”), βn = β/n = 1/(nkBT), ωn =
1/(βnℏ), and V(rj) is the external potential acting on each
bead.56 The Hamiltonian in eq 6 is employed to generate the
classical trajectories according to Hamilton’s equations of
motion
̇ = − ∂ ∂ ̇=+
∂
∂
H H
p
p r
r
r
p r
p
( , )
and
( , )n n
(7)
from which μ μ= ∑ =r r r( ) ( , ..., )n n jn j Nj1 1 1( ) ( ) at every time step t is
available and the correlation function
∫ ∫
π
μ μ̃ = ℏ
β−C t
Q
d dp r r r( )
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e ( ) ( )f
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n n
p r( , )
0 t
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Table 1. Optimized Geometries of p−Oxaa
MIN TS
MP2 PES V1 MP2 PES V1
atomic distance, Å
ROA−OB 2.49 2.48 2.33 2.34
rOA−H* 1.00 1.01 1.22 1.23
rOB−H* 1.69 1.67 1.22 1.23
d 0.49 0.49 0.37 0.37
rCA−OA 1.35 1.36 1.31 1.30
rCB−OB 1.28 1.27 1.31 1.30
rCA−OC 1.21 1.21 1.22 1.22
rCB−OD 1.24 1.24 1.22 1.22
rCA−CB 1.58 1.57 1.58 1.57
angle, deg
∠OA−H*−OB 133.4 133.8 144.7 145.0
∠H*−OA−CA 98.2 96.6 90.9 90.3
∠H*−OB−CB 88.0 89.3 90.9 90.3
∠OA−CA−CB 109.4 111.0 106.7 107.3
∠OB−CB−CA 110.1 109.4 106.7 107.3
∠OC−CA−CB 127.7 122.5 124.9 124.9
∠OD−CB−CA 118.3 123.5 124.9 124.9
aThe reference calculations are carried out at the MP2/6-311+
+G(2d,2p) level of theory (abbreviated as MP2) and compared with
the MMPT PES V1 which was ﬁtted to the reference points at the
same level of theory.
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can be computed. Then, the infrared spectrum is again
computed from the Fourier transform of the correlation
function in eq 8.56−59
In the present work, RPMD simulations were carried out
with the Python-based i-PI software,60 interfaced with an
external routine that provides the MMPT energy and forces for
given positions of all particles. For spectroscopic applications
thermostated RPMD simulations are recommended.59 In the
production simulations, each atom was represented by 128
beads. To remove spurious contributions from the internal
vibrations of the beads, the elements of the friction matrix were
multiplied with a damping factor λ = 0.5.59 For each run of the
simulations, a 2 ps equilibration simulation was performed,
followed by an 80 ps production run with a time step of
Δt = 0.2 fs at 50 and 300 K, respectively. Snapshots were
collected every 4 fs. All spectra from RPMD simulations were
obtained by averaging the results from 40 independent
trajectories.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Optimized geometries and Potential Energy
Surface. The PT reaction of p−Oxa involves a double well
potential with a barrier between the two minimums of
3.3 kcal/mol at the MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory.
This compares with a 3.5 kcal/mol barrier for the parametrized
MMPT force ﬁeld. The ﬁtting quality of V0 in eq 1 is reported
in Figure S1 and shows an average error of ±0.2 kcal/mol. The
minimum energy structures from MP2 and MMPT optimiza-
tions show that all bond lengths and most bond angles are
reproduced to within ±2%, see Table 1. Hence, the
parametrization of the MMPT force ﬁeld is of good quality
and should provide a meaningful basis for dynamics
simulations.
3.2. Classical MD Simulations. In the following classical
MD simulations on three PESs are described. Surface V1 is that
ﬁtted to the MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) reference energies with a
barrier height of 3.5 kcal/mol. For surface V2 the barrier height
is scaled (see below) to the value obtained from CCSD(T)/
aug-cc-pVTZ calculations, which is 4.2 kcal/mol. Finally, V3 has
an even higher barrier of 4.5 kcal/mol, which will be motivated
further below.
In the following, a spectroscopic band is characterized by the
maximum absorption ωmax and its full width at half-maximum δ
(fwhm, see Figure 2f). Figure 2 (left column) reports the
spectra from simulations for p−Oxa. In Figure 2a the simulated
spectra for PES V1 at 300 K (black) and 600 K (orange) is
shown. At 300 K, the spectrum exhibits a prominent peak at
ωmax = 2675 cm
−1 with a fwhm of δ = 150 cm−1. This compares
with a center position at 2945 cm−1 and an estimated fwhm of
455 cm−1 as found in experiments,8 see Figure 2f (left and in
black). Obviously, neither the position nor the width of the
OH-band is well captured by classical MD simulations at 300 K
using V1.
Previous work13,14 has found an empirical correlation
between the position of the OH-absorption peak and the
barrier height for proton transfer. Therefore, potential
morphing of V0(R, ρ) was considered whereby the barrier for
proton transfer was changed according to
ρ ρ= ΔΔV R
E
E
V R( , ) ( , )b
b
0
new
new
0
(9)
in order to better describe the experimentally observed center
position of the spectroscopic band. The overall topology of the
PES was not modiﬁed because this was considered to be
captured correctly by the reference MP2 calculations. As
mentioned above, V2 is the PES with a barrier height of
4.2 kcal/mol which is the value found from higher-level
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations. However, it must be
emphasized that the physical meaning of these two barrier
heights is diﬀerent. The electronic barrier is that determined
from electronic structure calculations (at T = 0) whereas the
scaled barrier of the reference PES which correctly describes
the ﬁnite-temperature dynamics is an eﬀective barrier, strictly
valid at the conditions of the simulations. Hence, these two
values can not be compared directly.
After inspection of the results from MD simulations using V2,
a third PES (V3) with a barrier of 4.5 kcal/mol was considered.
The results from these simulations are reported in Figure 2,
parts b and c. Compared to the results from simulations with
PES V1, with V2 the OH band peaks at 2850 cm
−1, closer to the
experimental position at ωmax = 2945 cm
−1, and gives a width of
155 cm−1 whereas with V3 the simulated spectrum shifts the
peak further to 2980 cm−1 but with the same width. Hence, the
previous empirical relationship13,14 between barrier height and
its eﬀect on the position of the PT band is conﬁrmed. However,
the width of the band is clearly underestimated. This point will
be considered further below.
It is also of interest to consider the results from
semiempirical (DFTB) and DFT MD simulations which are
reported in Figure 2, parts d and e. DFTB simulations15,44 are
often a satisfactory and computationally eﬃcient alternative to
Figure 2. Simulated IR spectra of p−Oxa (the left panel) and d−Oxa
(right) from classical MD simulations by using diﬀerent PESs and
methods: (a−c) simulations with V1 to V3 at 300 K (black) and 600 K
(orange, p−Oxa) or 450 K (orange, d−Oxa), (d) DFTB simulations at
300 K, (e) B3LYP simulations at 300 K with dipole moments
calculated by using CHelpG (black) and FPC (blue) charges, and (f)
experimental spectrum8 (red) compared with computed spectrum
from panel b (orange). Panels a−c show averaged spectra over 10 runs
with 10 ns simulation for each run whereas for the spectra in panels d
and e one run of 10 ns and 100 ps was carried out, respectively. In
panel f, δ is deﬁned as full width at half-maximum.
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more expensive QM/MD simulations. However, for the present
case, the main peak appears at 2500 cm−1 at the DFTB level
which is considerably shifted to the red compared to the
experiment. Using density functional theory at the
B3LYP/6-31G level yields better agreement (2880 cm−1)
with experiment. In order to probe to what extent the charge
model used to compute the IR spectrum from the
conﬁgurations, (a) the dipole moment for the DFT MD
snapshots was also computed using the FPC model and (b) the
molecular dipole moment calculated at the B3LYP level of
theory. These spectra are reported in Figure S2 and show that
they are almost independent of the particular charge model
used. Concerning the width, DFTB clearly yields a much
broader spectrum whereas the one from B3LYP simulations is
too narrow. The barrier for proton transfer is 3.4 kcal/mol at
the B3LYP/6-31G level but only 0.4 kcal/mol using DFTB.
Additional simulations were carried out for d−Oxa (right-
hand column in Figure 2) which can also be compared with the
experiments. The OH-band is considerably red-shifted (Figure
2a−c) and narrower than for p-Oxa. The maximum absorption
ωmax ranges from 2000 to 2205 cm
−1 for simulations with PESs
V1 to V3. Again, the widths are underestimated. Simulations
were also carried out at the DFTB and B3LYP levels of theory
(Figures 2d to e, the right column). As for p−Oxa the spectrum
from DFTB simulations is shifted far too much to the red and
the width is considerably overestimated whereas for the B3LYP
simulations the band position agrees well with the experiment
but the width is clearly underestimated.
In none of the classical MD simulations analyzed so far the
width of the OH-transfer absorption band was close to that
observed experimentally. Also, it should be remembered that
the estimated temperature of the experiments8 was approx-
imately 30 K and all simulations reported so far were run at a
considerably higher temperature. The concept of “temperature”
in small molecular systems in the gas phase is, however,
debatable. Hence, it is not a priori evident what temperature is
most meaningful to be used in MD simulations to directly
compare with experiment.
As an alternative to choosing a particular temperature a
priori, the classical and quantum probability distribution
functions along the proton transfer coordinates were
considered. First, the 1-dimensional Schrödinger equation was
solved and the ground state probability distribution |Ψ(Δr)|2
was determined where Δr = r1 − r2 (see the deﬁnition in Figure
1). Figure 3 shows the quantum mechanical ground state
probability distribution function (solid red line) for V2 which is
delocalized, as expected. Next, MD simulations at diﬀerent
temperatures were carried out and the classical distribution
function P(Δr) was computed. Simulations at 50 and 300 K
show that the transferring H* remains either localized in one
well or the width of P(Δr) is smaller than that of |Ψ(Δr)|2.
Only when the MD simulation is run at 600 K the classical
density approaches the quantum probability distribution
(orange line in Figure 3).
Hence, in order to arrive at representative sampling, another
set of MD simulations at 600 K was carried out for p−Oxa such
that the P(Δr) sampled is representative of |Ψ(Δr)|2. The
spectra from these simulations are shown as orange traces in
Figure 2. For PES V2 and compared to simulations at 300 K the
OH band broadens to a width of 265 cm−1 and ωmax shifts to
2980 cm−1. Hence, it is found that the widths of the infrared
spectra corresponding to the transferring H atom are strongly
aﬀected by the simulation temperature which is attributed to
the increased sampling along the PT coordinate. Similar to PES
V2, a temperature of 600 K was also found to be most
representative for PES V1 and V3. Simulations with these two
PESs yield widths of 325 and 215 cm−1 and shift the peaks to
2800 and 3060 cm−1 from those at 300 K. Among the three
PESs, PES V2 gives the closest ωmax to the experimental result
whereas the OH band given by PES V3 shifts to the blue as the
temperature increases. Corresponding simulations were also
carried out for d−Oxa (see Figure 2 right-hand column) at 300
and 450 K, respectively, which was again chosen to best
reproduce the quantum density. The infrared spectrum
computed with V2 is an almost quantitative agreement with
experiment without further adjustment of the PES.
3.3. Results from RPMD Simulations. In order to directly
assess the inﬂuence of quantum eﬀects, RPMD simulations
were carried out. Convergence studies at T = 50 K established
that with n = 64 beads convergence of the spectrum for the
transferring hydrogen atom is obtained, see inset in Figure 4a.
The simulated spectra at 50 K from RPMD simulations with
n = 128 beads per particle are reported in Figure 4. Figure 4a
shows the IR spectra from simulations using PESs V1 to V3. As
for the classical MD simulations, ωmax the OH band shifts to
the blue as a consequence of the increased barrier height for
PT. For V1 the simulations give the averaged spectrum with a
maximum absorption at ωmax = 2845 cm
−1 which coincides with
the results from classical MD simulations carried out at 600 K
using V1. The width of the band is 910 cm
−1, signiﬁcantly
increased from those found by classical MD simulations. Using
V2, the maximum absorption is at 3005 cm
−1, which is closest
to the experimental data, and the width is 530 cm−1. With PES
V3, ωmax = 3025 cm
−1 and δ = 535 cm−1. Overall, including
quantum eﬀects increases the width of the spectra compared to
classical MD simulations. Figure 4b compares the computed
spectra from RPMD simulations using V2 at 50 and 300 K. For
the simulations at 300 K, the spectrum is broadened to a width
of 575 cm−1, with ωmax shifted to 3055 cm
−1.
Parts b and c of Figure 4 also allow to compare the computed
spectra from RPMD and classical MMPT/MD (CMMD)
simulations using V2 at 50 and 600 K, respectively. The
positions of the absorption maxima ωmax for the two methods
Figure 3. 1-Dimensional potential energy curves for V1 to V3 along the
proton transfer coordinate. For V2, the 1-dimensional Schrödinger
equation was solved to obtain the ground state density |Ψ(Δr)|2 (red).
The classical densities from simulations at 50 K (blue), 300 K (green),
and 600 K (orange) are shown for comparison. The progression
coordinate is the diﬀerence r1 − r2; see Figure 1.
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using the same PES agree well, but their widths and the
lineshapes on the red edge diﬀer appreciably. In particular, the
RPMD-computed spectra lead to a largely symmetric line shape
which is neither found for the classical MD simulations nor for
the experimental data. With both, classical MD and RPMD
simulations, the maximum peak frequency shifts to the blue as
the barrier height increases, see inset in Figure 4c. This is a
consequence of the increasing curvature when morphing the
barrier height by a factor >1. Also, the inﬂuence of
anharmonicity can be seen when considering harmonic
frequencies from a normal-mode analysis using PESs V1 to
V3. However, for formic acid dimer it was found that factors
other than the barrier height, e.g., the equilibrium position and
curvature along the proton transfer path, also aﬀect the location
of ωmax.
14
3.4. Framework Modes. Figure 5 compares the simulated
spectra from classical, DFTB/MD and RPMD simulations for
the frequency range from 1000 to 2000 cm−1. Spectral features
are labeled A to F and the experimental assignments are given
in ref 8. Independent of the PES used (V1 to V3), the spectra
from classical MD simulations closely agree, see Figure 5b (red,
green, and blue traces). Also, the simulation temperature does
not aﬀect the spectroscopy in this region contrary to the OH
stretch. Comparison of the computed spectra with the
experimental line positions shows that lines A−F in Figure 5
are well reproduced. It should be emphasized that the overall
force ﬁeld was ﬁtted to ab initio reference data and further
improvements would, in principle, be possible through explicit
ﬁtting to the experiment. The small feature around 1810 cm−1
(indicated by a star in Figure 5a) has been assigned to a Fermi
resonance8 which we do not expect to be captured by classical
MD simulations. Some of the relative intensities are not
particularly well reproduced which can, however, be accom-
plished with an improved dipole moment surface going beyond
the point charge representation used in the present work.61,62
The RPMD (Figure 5d), DFTB/MD (Figure 5e) and
B3LYP/MD results (Figure 5f) do not capture the
experimentally observed spectra particularly well in this
wavelength region. The RPMD spectra for the framework
modes are generally broad and the maximum absorption is
shifted relative to the experimental line positions. This has
already been found in earlier work.59 Despite the 10 ns
trajectory, DFTB/MD simulations with dipole moments
computed from the ﬁxed point charge model lead to broad
absorption features. Such broad features are also found when
considering the power spectra. Finally, B3LYP/MD simulations
Figure 4. From top to bottom: (a) simulated IR spectra of p−Oxa
from RPMD simulations with 128 beads per particle at 50 K with PES
V1 (green), V2 (blue), and V3 (red); (b) RPMD spectra at 50 K (blue,
see panel a) and 300 K (black) with PES V2; (c) spectrum from
classical MD (CMMD) simulations at 600 K with PES V2 (also see in
Figure 2b); (d) experimental data.8 The inset in panel a reports the
convergence of the H-transfer peak position ωmax and its width with
increasing number of beads n in the RPMD simulations. With n = 64
the simulations appear to be suﬃciently converged. The inset in panel
c reports the shift of ωmax depending on the PT barrier height for
classical MD (black for 300 K, orange for 600 K) and RPMD
simulations at 50 K (blue) and from normal modes (red).
Figure 5. From top to bottom: (a and g) IR spectra in the 1000−2000
cm−1 range from experiment; (b) MMPT simulations with PESs V1 to
V3 (green, blue and red); (c) MMPT simulations with PES V2 and
force ﬁeld with independent representation for CO bonds; (d) RPMD
simulations (128 beads per particle) with PES V1 to V3 (colors as in
panel b); (e) DFTB; (f) B3LYP.
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with CHelpG charges computed on every snapshot give a
meaningful spectrum above 1600 cm−1 but the region around
1300 cm−1 is not particularly well described.
Upon proton transfer, the bonding characteristics of the CO
bonds change; see Figure 1. Such changes in the electronic
structure (single to partial double bond or double to partial
single bond) aﬀect the vibrational spectroscopy because the
bond strength and hence also the force constants of these
bonds change dynamically. Usual force ﬁeld parametrizations
do not capture such eﬀects.63 The coupled representation used
for the CO bonds, see eq 2, can account for these changes. It is
of interest to assess to what extent such a more detailed force
ﬁeld is capable of capturing speciﬁc eﬀects for the CO-stretch
vibrations. For this, exploratory simulations in which the
CA−OA and CB−OB were treated as single bonds (stretching
force constant k = 594 kcal/mol and equilibrium separation re =
1.32 Å) and CA = OC and CB = OD were double bonds
(stretching force constant k = 660 kcal/mol and equilibrium
separation re = 1.22 Å) were carried out. The corresponding
infrared spectrum is reported in Figure 5c. Both, the spectral
pattern between 1300 and 1500 cm−1 and between 1700 and
1800 cm−1 changes appreciably compared to the pattern in
panel b. Instead of the experimentally found triplets (around
1400 cm−1, label B−D) and doublets (1750 cm−1, E and F),
simulations without eq 2 are unable to correctly describe these
splittings. This diﬀers from simulations including this term and
highlights that it is possible to incorporate such electronic
eﬀects into empirical force ﬁelds in a meaningful fashion.
In order to assign the CO stretching modes in the IR spectra,
the power spectra of the CA−OA and CA−OC bond distances
were determined (see Figure S3). The power spectrum of
CA−OA from the present MMPT simulation (black trace in
Figure S3c) gives a C−O band at 1100 cm−1 (label A)
compared with 1091 cm−1 from experiment (low intensity8).
From simulations with the independent (and conventional)
representation for describing CO bonds, this feature appears at
1220 cm−1 in both the power spectrum and the IR spectrum
(red traces in Figure S3, panels b and c). Concerning the
absorption features between 1700 and 1800 cm−1 the
simulations including and excluding the resonance term show
both excitations in the power spectra (Figure S3, panels c and
d). Despite using the same charge model, the IR spectra
(Figure 5 panels b and c) diﬀer in that the high-frequency peak
is absent if a conventional force ﬁeld is used. Close inspection
reveals, however, that the high-frequency feature (label F) is
present but with low intensity. Simulations with isotopically
substituted oxygens at positions OC and OD allow assignment
of label F to the CO stretch whereas label E corresponds to
the CO2
− asymmetric stretch (Figure S4). It is worthwhile to
point out that the double-peak structure between 1700 and
1800 cm−1 for the CO stretch vibrations is also found in the
simulations for d−Oxa, see Figure 2a−c.
The most signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the two force ﬁeld
representations concerns the region between 1300 and
1500 cm−1 (labels B−D). All assignments are based on
power spectra as reported in Figures S3, S4, and S5. For the
MMPT simulations with coupled representations for the CO-
bonds, the CO2
− symmetric stretch occurs at 1330 cm−1
compared to 1320 cm−1 from experiment (Figure 5b). The
spectral signatures (label C) to the blue of label B are
associated with HOC bending vibrations. This is expected
because the transition between the two structures in Figure 1
involves signiﬁcant displacement along the HOC-coordinate.
Such an assignment is also consistent with previous work in
that this region of the spectrum is mixed due to mode coupling.
The HOC bending vibration is coupled with spectral signatures
at 1400 and 1470 cm−1 (label D), which is also veriﬁed from
the power spectrum of HOC (Figure S3e) and test simulations
with mass perturbation on H* (Figure S5). Earlier assign-
ments8 suggested that the 1470 cm−1 band is a combination
band of C-out-of-plane and OH-out-of-plane motions.
Next, the simulation for the independent CO oscillators
(without eq 2) are described, see Figure 5c. The CO2
−
symmetric stretch appears at 1330 cm−1 (label B, Figure 5c)
which agrees with experiment (1320 cm−1) and the simulations
with coupled representation. The HOC bending vibration
(label C*) occurs at 1525 cm−1 which is, however, blue-shifted
by 120 cm−1 relative to that in the coupled representation. This
is a consequence of the stretch−bend coupling between the CO
stretch and the HOC bend which is shown in the red trace in
Figure S3e. Contrary to the coupled representation, no band D
is found when the independent representation for CO-bonds is
applied in the simulations.
RPMD simulations with coupled CO-stretches (i.e., the
equivalent to Figure 5b) do not lead to a particularly realistic
spectrum in the 1300 and 1500 cm−1 range (see Figure 5d) and
hence no detailed analysis was carried out. Similarly,
DFTB/MD simulations (Figure 5e) are not able to describe
the spectroscopy in this frequency range; the CO2
− symmetric
stretches and HOC bends overlap and appear as a broad feature
around 1290 cm−1. In B3LYP/MD simulations the CO2
−
symmetric stretching band is red-shifted by 70 cm−1 (label B,
Figure 5f) from the experimental data but the HOC bend was
found at 1360 cm−1 (label C) which is close to the experimental
data.
Finally, the present results can also be compared with earlier
simulations.8 These calculations were carried out at the
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory using second order
vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) and superpositions of
bright and doorway states in the harmonic approximation. Such
an approach allowed assignments of the framework modes in
the region between 1000 and 2000 cm−1. The computations
also suggested that the structure of oxalate is asymmetric which
is conﬁrmed by the current simulations, see Figure 6. The
transferring proton is localized for several vibrational periods on
either of the two oxygen atoms OA and OB. For the
spectroscopy in the OH-stretch region, an adiabatic separation
between the OH vibration and the environmental modes
similar in spirit to earlier adiabatic separation techniques64 had
been used.8 The line shape from analyzing 2000 conformations
sampled from the ground state quantum probability distribu-
tion function is qualitatively similar to the present spectrum
reported in Figure 2c. In other words, the main peak at
3000 cm−1 is captured realistically whereas the plateau
extending to the red of the main peak is not. It is worthwhile
to mention that for d−Oxa the experimentally measured line
shape does not exhibit such a plateau (see Figure 2f) and the
computed lineshapes from the previous8 and the present work
are quite realistic. In contrast to the earlier work8 the present
simulations do not invoke additional approximations such as an
adiabatic separation between the PT and the framework modes.
On the other hand, a force ﬁeld, as accurate as it may be, is
always a compromise between speed and accuracy because it is
only an approximate representation of the intermolecular
interactions and only comparison with experiment establishes
its validity.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, through comparison of the IR spectrum for p−
and d−Oxa calculated from MMPT potentials with exper-
imental data, the eﬀective barrier height for proton transfer is
found to be 4.2 kcal/mol which is consistent with CCSD(T)/
aug-cc-pVTZ calculations. However, the physical meaning of
these to barrier heights diﬀers. Without further adjustment, the
same PES also gives an IR spectrum for d−Oxa in very good
agreement with experiment. The barrier for proton transfer
from semiempirical DFTB simulations is very low and the IR
spectra in the region of the proton transfer mode are shifted
too far to the red. On the other hand, B3LYP AIMD performs
quite well for the high-frequency part but is less good for some
of the framework modes. RPMD simulations with the diﬀerent
MMPT PESs lead to rather broad spectra but the maximum
absorption for the proton transfer mode is generally well
captured.
As for other systems exhibiting proton transfer between
donor and acceptor atoms connected by a molecular framework
(acetylacetone)13 or not (formic acid dimer)14 the barrier
height for proton transfer is found to sensitively aﬀect the
position of the main OH-stretch absorption in the infrared
region. Conformational sampling at a temperature which yields
a proton distribution function corresponding to the quantum
ground state wave function along the OH-coordinate leads to a
realistic width of the spectrum determined from classical MD
simulations. Together with what was learned about previously
investigated systems13,14 estimation of the proton transfer
barrier height from a combined computational/IR spectroscopy
approach is likely to be a generic way forward for better
characterizing this important quantity for a range of donor−
acceptor pairs.
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MMPT Potential with Non-linear Proton Transfer
In the following, the parametrizations for the MMPT potentials used in the present work
are given. The PES for non-linear proton transfer (transferring proton in a strained envi-
ronment) within MMPT is1
V (R, ρ, d) = V0(R, ρ) + Vd(R, ρ, d). (1)
V0(R, ρ) is the summation of two Morse potentials with symmetric double minimums
V0(R, ρ) = Deq(R)[1− e−β(R)(ρ−ρeq(R))]2 +
Deq(R)[1− e−β(R)(1−ρ−ρeq(R))]2 −Deq(R)− p11
(2)
where
Deq(R) = p1[1− e−p2(R−p3)]2 + p4, (3)
β(R) = p5 + p6R (4)
∗To whom correspondence should be addressed
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Table 1: Parameters used in MMPT force fields for PESs V1 to V3 with reaction barriers of
3.5 kcal/mol (V1), 4.2 kcal/mol (V2) and 4.5 kcal/mol (V3), respectively. Among p1 to p14,
only p1, p4, p10 and p11 need to be modified for morphing the barrier height to the desired
value.
In V (R, ρ, d) V1 V2 V3
p1, kcal/mol 357.821 432.288 463.166
p2, A˚
−1 1.937 1.937 1.937
p3, A˚ 1.622 1.622 1.622
p4, kcal/mol -76.859 -92.854 -99.487
p5, A˚
−1 -0.855 -0.855 -0.855
p6, A˚
−2 1.016 1.016 1.016
p7, A˚ 325952 325952 325952
p8, A˚
−1 7.040 7.040 7.040
p9, A˚ -0.0638 -0.0638 -0.0638
p10, A˚
−2 64.0 53.0 49.4
p11, kcal/mol 49.7 60.1 64.3
p12, kcal/mol·A˚−2 74.0 74.0 74.0
p13, A˚ 1.235 1.235 1.235
p14, A˚ 0.357 0.357 0.357
Force Field for Coupled Representations upon CO Bonds
kC−OA,I, kcal/mol· A˚2 770 lC−OA,eq,I, A˚ 1.21
kC−OA,II, kcal/mol· A˚2 310 lC−OA,eq,II, A˚ 1.36
kC−OC,I, kcal/mol· A˚2 640 lC−OC,eq,I, A˚ 1.24
kC−OC,II, kcal/mol· A˚2 580 lC−OC,eq,II, A˚ 1.28
Charges
qC 0.653 e qH∗ 0.356 e
qOA and qOB -0.633 e qOC and qOD -0.698 e
3
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Table 2: Vibrational frequencies (cm−1) of minimum energy (MIN) and transition state (TS)
geometries of p-Oxa from the calculations by using MMPT force field with PES V3 (MMPT-
V3) and the MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) level (MP2), compared with MMPT-MD (using PES
V3 at 300 K) simulated and experimental spectra (ν8 to ν15 were not further analyzed).
2
a) MIN
Vibration MMPT-V3 MP2 MMPT-MD Experiment
2 Description
ν1 2835 3206 2860 2600∼3400 OH stretch
ν2 1706 1792 1765 1770∼1820 C=O stretch
ν3 1650 1709 1715 1675∼1700 CO2 asymmetric stretch
ν4 1385 1454 1410 1380∼1430 OH bend
ν5 1282 1316 1335 1250∼1330 CO2 symmetric stretch
ν6 1057 1125 1095 1090 C-O stretch
ν7 929 968 920 940 H, out of plain
ν8 850 852 - - C, out of plain, symmetric
ν9 697 828 - - OCO bend, symmetric
ν10 590 702 - - OCO bend, asymmetric
ν11 389 567 - - OCC bend, asymmetric
ν12 521 492 - - C, out of plain, asymmetric
ν13 542 434 - - C-C stretch
ν14 285 301 - - OCC bend, symmetric
ν15 97 103 - - C-C bond rotation
b) TS
vibration MMPT-V3 MP2 Description
ν1 2088 2105 OH bend
ν2 1759 1768 C=O stretch, asymmetric
ν3 1658 1722 C=O stretch, symmetric
ν4 1288 1305 C-O stretch, symmetric
ν5 884 1289 H, out of plain
ν6 1171 1282 C-O stretch, asymmetric
ν7 602 862 OCO bend, asymmetric
ν8 854 857 C, out of plain, symmetric
ν9 828 753 OCO bend, symmetric
ν10 709 707 C-C stretch
ν11 420 605 OCC bend, asymmetric
ν12 545 498 C, out of plain, asymmetric
ν13 294 334 OCC bend, symmetric
ν14 184 143 C-C bond rotation
ν15 -1305 -1116 Imaginary frequency
4
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Figure 1: Comparison of the isotropic part V0(R, ρ) between reference MP2/6-
311++G(2d,2p) and the MMPT data. The weighted RMSE is 0.2 kcal/mol.
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Figure 2: Analysis of IR spectra for p−Oxa from MD-B3LYP simulations by using different
charge models: a) CHelpG charges; b) fixed point charges (in classical MD simulation) and
c) from self-consistent calculation. They are also compared with d) experimental data.
6
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Figure 3: IR and power spectra of p−Oxa between 1000 and 2000 cm−1 from the simulations
by MMPT force field with PES V2 at 600 K with a) coupled (black) and b) independent (red)
representation for CO-bonds. Power spectra of c) CA-OA and d) CA-OB bonds and e) HOC
bend with the black and red traces corresponding to infrared traces a and b respectively; f)
Experimental data.
7
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Figure 4: Analysis for assignments of CO2 asymmetric and CO2 symmetric stretching modes:
a) IR spectra of p−Oxa from the simulations with PES V2 at 600 K; Power spectra of b) the
sum and c) the difference of the bond lengths of CA−OA and CA−OC; d) Experimental
data.
8
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Figure 5: Test simulations with decreased mass for H∗ (0.8 mH): IR spectra of p−Oxa from
the simulations with PES V2 at 600 K with a) standard H
∗ and b) lighter H∗; c) Power
spectra of HOC bends with the black and red traces corresponding to infrared traces a and
b respectively; d) Experimental data.
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Additional graphs
Figure 5.1.: From top to bottom: a) The simulated IR spectra of deuterated oxalate (d−Oxa) from
RPMD simulations with 128 beads per particle at 50 K with PES V1 (green, Eb = 3.5
kcal/mol), V2 (blue, Eb = 4.2 kcal/mol) and V3 (red, Eb = 4.5 kcal/mol); b) The RPMD
spectra at 50 K (blue, the same to panel a) and 300 K (black) with PES V2; c) The spectrum
from classical MD (CMMD) simulations at 600 K with PES V2; d) The experimental
data.11 The MMPT force field is the same to what had been used for MD simulations of
protonated oxalate (p−Oxa), namely no further parametrization was specifically carried
on for simulating both classical and quantum spectra for d−Oxa.
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6. Application II: Kinetic Isotope Effects of
Malondialdehyde and Acetylacetone
In this chapter, MD simulations of non-linear proton transfer reactions for malondialdehyde (MAL)
and acetylacetone (AcAc) were revised with the MMPT force field. Both simulations using MMPT
force field (with the non-linear transfer model) had been carried out for computing reaction kinetics
and spectroscopy.12,18,26 In these previous studies, the force field parameters were determined and
spectroscopies were compared to the experimental data, especially in OH-stretching frameworks. In
the current work, the reaction kinetics for MAL and AcAc was continued and simulations in the gas
phase were studied, in addition with primary isotope effects. In order to include quantum effects to
the systems, MMPT force field has been integrated into a path-integral approach in the CHARMM
program.168–170
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6.1. Classical MD simulation
Figure 6.1.: Intra-molecular PT reactions of malondialdehyde (R1 = R2 = H) and acetylacetone
(R1 = R2 = CH3) in enol forms.
As previously mentioned in Sec. 3.1.1, the model systems for PT reactions with non-linear paths
were parametrized to reproduce the results from ab initio calculations and to be spectroscopically
accurate.12,26 To revise the formulation of MMPT, a PES for describing a non-linear proton transfer
model (NLM) can be given as a sum of double Morse functions and a harmonic approximation to the
angular degree of freedom (DOF) with respect to the H∗ atom (See Eq. 3.17). The isotropic part
V0(R, ρ) is obtained by morphing a barrier-contained SDM potential (Eq. 3.4, H3NH
+ · · ·NH3) which
provides two symmetric energy minimums. Vd(R, ρ, d) is a harmonic approximation to the bending
degree of freedom. A detailed explanation for Eq. 3.17 was provided in Ref. 26.
Up to here the MMPT force field makes it possible to understand the reaction kinetics (in par-
ticular the chemical contribution) of a non-linear PT reaction by doing classical but reactive MD
simulations. A thorough investigation of such barrier-contained reactions requires the inclusion of
quantum effects which include but are not limited in zero point energies and tunneling effects. Currently,
there have been several methods which are able to simulate tunneling effects171–173 but all of them
are time demanding quantum simulation methods. Zero point vibrational effects (ZPVE) are one
of the most important quantum which had been extensively studied.174–176 The zero point energy
(or ground state energy) is the lowest possible energy of a quantum mechanical system. Unlike the
interpretation from classical mechanics, quantum systems constantly fluctuate in their lowest energy
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states (which never vanish) due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.177–179 Within classical MD
simulations, Fernandez-Serra et al.180 introduced a selective mode thermostatting scheme, which
combines generalized Langevin equation (with suppressed noise) and Nose-Hoover thermostats and
can easily include quantum zero-point vibrational effects. For MMPT force field, there gives an
alternative and straightforward way to include ZPVE, which is to morph the electronic potential
surface until a desired barrier is reached. This approximate approach can be justified by the fol-
lowings: Regarding the degree of freedom for the reaction coordinate, around the energy minimum
region the transition mode vibrates with a high energy (or frequency) which is, however, missing in
the transition state. Therefore, the ZPVE usually influence the effective potential of motion with
respect to the reactive process181 and the effective barrier is usually decreased from the barrier from
the electronic structures. And such reduction captures the difference of reaction kinetics between
a molecule and its isotopologue whereas only mapping the electronic potential surface can not achieve it.
In practice, to introduce zero-point effects into classical MD simulations with MMPT force field,
V (R, ρ, d) (Eq. 3.17) was further modified as:
VZPVE(R, ρ, d) = V (R, ρ, d) + EZPVE(q) = V0(R, ρ) +
n∑
i=0
h¯ · ωi(q)
2
(6.1)
where q stands for configurations of the molecule and ωi(q) is the non-imaginary frequency of a
non-transrotational vibration mode. To obtain the ZPVE correction to the given PT PES, config-
urations were generated in dimensions of R, ρ and d (R ∈ [2.2, 3.0] A˚ with an increment of 0.1 A˚,
r ∈ [0.8, (R − 0.8)] A˚ with an increment of 0.05 A˚ and d ∈ [0.1, 0.5] A˚ with an increment of 0.1
A˚). Using MMPT force field, these configurations were energy minimized and based on optimized
structures normal mode frequencies were calculated which finally resulted in EZPVE(q).
For the malondialdehyde (CHOCHCHOH) and its isotopologue of deuteration (CHOCHCHOD),
the classical MD simulations were carried out in the gas phase at 250 K ∼ 1500 K using MMPT
force field with ZPVE correction.26,31 Starting from energy minimized structures, the heating and
equilibration were run for 60 ps in total with a time-step of ∆t = 0.1 fs. Then, 50 ns NVE productions
were followed and configurations were collected every 1 fs in analysis. For calculating the reaction rates
of hydrogen/deuterium transfer (HT/DT), the cumulative hazard plots (or survival analysis182,183)
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were employed. In details, each trajectory was divided in nk residence times (k = 1, 2, · · · , nk). The
length of a residence time was determined by a period in which H∗ is either bonded to H∗−donor (D)
or acceptor (A). In the other word, the residence stops as the either of the O-H* bonds is broken,
given by a criterion of rD−H∗ − rH∗−A = 0. The residence times were further sorted in ascending order
as {t1 < t2 < · · · < tnk}. For the j-th residence the cumulative Hazard function can be defined as
Hj =
j−1∑
i=0
hi, where hi = 1/(nk− i). Finally, the reaction rate is given by the slope of hazard plots which
also suggests the probability expectation of a next occurrence of HT/DT reactions is independent of the
residence time184,185. All recorded reaction rates were resulted from 10 independent MD simulations
(10× 50 ns). Simulations and analysis were repeated for acetylacetone and the isotopologues for both
molecules.
6.2. Path Integral Simulations
The path integral (PI) simulation method is a description of quantum theory that generalizes the
principle of classical mechanics into a regime of quantum mechanics. In this method, the classical
concept of a unique and deterministic classical trajectory for a system is replaced with a functional
integral of quantum mechanically possible trajectories to compute physical quantities.186 In the
discrete Feynman’s path integral method, a quantized particle can be represented by a number of N
quasi-particles (beads), connected as a string with harmonic forces acted on each pair of neighboring
beads. The coordinates denote as r = {r1, r2, · · · , rN ; rN+1 = r1}187, where ri (i = 1, · · · , N) is the
coordinates of the i-th bead and the centroid is defined as
r¯ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
ri (6.2)
For a centroid path integral simulation, the quantum mechanically corrected partition function of a
system in the example case with one quantized atom can be expressed as follows169,170,187,
QN =
∫
dS
∫
ds(
N
2piλ2
)3N/2
∫
dRe−βV (r,S), (6.3)
where S and s represent for the coordinates of classical (e.g. solvents) and quantized particles, and
∫
dR
denotes as
∫
dR =
∫
dr1 · · ·
∫
drnδ(r¯ = s) which indicates the averaged coordinates of all quasi-particles
exactly correspond to the classical position of the quantized atom. The effective potential, V (r), is
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given by
V (r) =
N
2βλ2
N∑
i=1
(ri − ri+1)2 + 1
N
N∑
i=1
U(ri) (6.4)
where the first component is the sum of harmonic potentials between the beads, with λ2 = βh¯2/µ
denotes as the square of the de Broglie thermal wavelength of a particle with a mass of µ and h¯ is
Plank’s constant. U(ri) refers to the external potential, acted on the i-th bead, given by the MMPT
force field.
In CHARMM program, Gao et al. provided a path integral scheme which calculates the contri-
butions of quantum effects in a free energy surface from classical reactive trajectories. This method
is called path integral with bisection quantized classical path sampling (PI-BQCP)168 and employed
to study proton transfer reactions with the correction of quantum effects. In that work, calculations
of kinetic isotope effects (KIE) was especially of interests. The value of KIE can be obtained by
calculating quantum corrections to the free energies of activation:
KIE = kHT/kDT = e
−β(∆F ‡H−∆F ‡D) (6.5)
where kHT and kDT are the reaction rates of HT and DT reactions and ∆F
‡
H and ∆F
‡
D are the energy
corrections to free energies of activation.
Later on, the integrated path integral-free energy perturbation/umbrella sampling (PI-FEP/UM)
method was developed for reducing statistical errors.169 Here, it needs to be stressed that error
reduction can be fundamentally important if the difference in reaction kinetics between unsubstituted
and isotopically substituted systems is too small to be observed (KIE ' 1). This can happen in
calculating reaction rates of a reaction which involves with 12C-13C or 14N-15N isotope substitution.
For example of primary 12C/13C kinetic isotope effects for the decarboxylation of N-methyl picolinate
in water,169 PI-BQCP gives KIE = 1.0346± 0.8773 (±85%) and the error was considerably decreased
to ±0.3% using PI-FEP/UM method (KIE = 1.0345± 0.0028). In the PI-FEP/UM method, the value
of KIE can be factorized as
KIE =
QH(z¯
6=
H)
QD(z¯
6=
D)
/
QH(z¯
R
H)
QD(z¯RD)
· e−β(FR(z¯RH)−FR(z¯RD)) (6.6)
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where z¯R and z¯ 6= stand for the centroid reaction coordinates at reactant and transition states, respec-
tively. QH and QD are the quantum mechanical partition functions with the transferring H* treated
as hydrogen (H) and deuterium (D), and FR(z¯RH/D) is the vibrational free energy of the mode at the
reactant state that correlates with the progress coordinate.170 All technical details for PI-BQCP and
PI-FEP/UM method can be found in Ref. 168–170.
For HT/DT reactions in MAL, path-integral simulations was first carried out with conventional
umbrella sampling simulations using the MMPT force field (to note that here ZPVE is not needed
for correction). For each selected temperature between 250 K and 1500 K, heating and equilibration
simulation were run for 20 ps. Then, harmonic constraints (k = 50 kcal ·mol−1 · A˚−2) were applied to
the reaction coordinate z = r1−r2 (see Figure 6.1) between z = −0.9 and z = 0.9 A˚. The equilibrations
were further extended by 50 ps with the constraint applied for each UM window and production
simulations were then run for 1 ns at the NVT ensemble. For every recorded configuration (every 10
ps), the quantum mechanical partition function was calculated with N = 256 beads for both HT and
DT reactions.
6.3. Results and Discussion
6.3.1. Classical MMPT Simulations and Kinetic Isotope Effects
For HT/DT reactions of Mal, using MMPT force field simulations were carried out for selected tem-
peratures from 250 K ∼ 1500 K at the gas phase. Figure 6.2 shows examples of hazard analysis for
50-ns simulations at 300 K for both HT and DT, in which the x−axis refers to the residence period
between two neighboring transfer events while the y−axis stands for the cumulative hazard function
(discussed in Section 6.1). For HT reaction, approximately 33000 residence times were found from
MMPT simulations and ∼80% of all data were found at t < 0.5 ps. For data points with low residence
time, these corresponds to fast hops which across the transition state regions forth and back.188 And
that is attributed to recrossing effects189,190 for a barrier-contained reaction, which is not considered of
real contributions into reaction rates. Therefore, only long residence times tk were taken into account.
As a result, the cumulative hazard function leads to that the data agree with a linear relationship with
the residence time and the slope of the plot should correspond to reaction rates. For HT reaction at 300
K, the reaction rate is 0.047 ps−1 while for DT reaction the rate decreased to 0.012 ps−1. Moreover in
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Figure 6.2.: Hazard plots of classical MMPT simulations using ZPVE corrected force field. Simulations
were run at 300 K for HT and DT. The fitting lines record fits of data above t = 5 ps and
data with extraordinarily lone residence time were removed from fitting as well.
Figure 6.2, for those data with the longest residence periods it was found that they are not accurately
located on the fitted lines which eventually give the reaction rate. For the example of the rightmost
point in the hazard plot for DT reaction, it refers to a extremely long residence time (445 ps) in which
there was no reaction occurred. The expect hazard value for this residence time is 6.4 but the data
yield with a lower 5.2. That is due to the limitation with the given length of MD simulations so such
rare events have yet to be statistically meaningful unless long enough MD simulations are run.
The computed reaction rates of HT and DT reactions from MMPT-MD simulations are given in
Table 6.3.1 for both malondialdehyde and acetylacetone. Starting with the case of Mal, for the
ZPVE-corrected PESs the barriers for H- and D-transfer were reduced to 2.1 and 2.8 kcal/mol (from
4.3 kcal/mol with the original MMPT parameters without ZPVE correction26), respectively. The
simulations yield with reaction rates ranging from 0.020 ps−1 to 2.6 ps−1 for temperatures from
250 K and 1500 K. As expected, DT reaction rates are lower than those for HT reactions due to
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Table 6.1.: The kinetic isotope effects from classical MD simulations using MMPT force field with
zero-point energy correction for malondialdehyde and acetylacetone. Results from MD
simulations with ZPVE uncorrected MMPT force field are shown only at 300 K for Mal. The
statistical errors are given in brackets and correspond to the last digits for each calculated
value.
Mal
T (K) kH, ps
−1 kD, ps−1 KIE
1500 2.6(1) 1.6(1) 1.6(1)
750 0.96(3) 0.47(2) 2.0(2)
500 0.30(1) 1.2(1) 2.5(2)
375 0.12(1) 0.035(3) 3.3(4)
300 0.047(1) 0.012(1) 4.1(4)
250 0.020(1) 0.0033(4) 5.9(10)
300
(w/o ZPVE)
0.009(2) 0.010(3) 0.9(5)
AcAc
T (K) kH, ps
−1 kD, ps−1 KIE
1500 8.1(3) 5.4(2) 1.5(1)
750 4.5(3) 2.5(2) 1.8(2)
500 2.3(2) 1.2(1) 1.9(2)
375 1.5(1) 0.66(2) 2.2(2)
300 0.98(6) 0.39(2) 2.5(3)
250 0.69(2) 0.23(1) 2.9(2)
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the increased mass. Results range from 0.0033 ps−1 to 1.6 ps−1 at the same range of temperatures.
It was also obviously found that with the increase of temperature the reaction rates of DT evolved
faster and approached closer to that of HT reaction. This can be analyzed by calculating kinetic
isotope effects. At the low temperature (e.g. 250 K) the KIE value gives 5.9± 1.0 while at the high
temperature (1500 K) KIE was found equal to 1.6± 0.1. That suggests the mass effect becomes less
significant at high temperatures and the rate differences between HT and DT tend to be zero at an
infinite high temperature. Test simulations were also carried out at 300 K, using the original MMPT
parameters (with ZPVE not considered) for Mal. The averaged reaction rates were 0.009 ± 0.002
ps−1 and 0.010± 0.003 ps−1 for HT and DT respectively. From the simulation standpoint, the isotope
effects are due to the change of mass and PES in which the reactive simulations were performed.
The current results may imply that the change of mass may not be the main reason that attributes
into the difference of reaction rates between HT and DT. The previous study calculated rates for
HT/DT in malondialdehyde by using conventional transition state theory (CTST).191 For a comparison,
the CTST method gives rates of 0.540 ps−1 and 0.080 ps−1 for HT and DT reactions at 300 K, re-
spectively, which are around 11- and 7-fold larger than those from the rates obtained by MD simulations.
For acetylacetone, similar analysis was carried out. Within MMPT modeling the reaction barrier of the
transfer reactions is 2.1 kcal/mol using original MMPT parameters (without ZPVE correction). With
zero-point energy correction, the force field gives reduced barriers of 1.0 and 1.8 kcal/mol for HT and
DT respectively. Compared to the results for Mal, for AcAc the reaction rates were found all higher
than those from simulations for Mal with equivalent input conditions (i.e. temperatures, HT/DT etc.).
For MD simulations of AcAc, the KIE values range from 2.9±0.2 (250 K) to 1.5±0.1 (1500 K), which
implies the deuteration effects are also less significant if the barrier of a reactive potential surface is
reduced.
6.3.2. Umbrella Sampling Based Path Integral Simulations
From classical MMPT simulations, only the chemical contribution of KIEs were considered and com-
puted. In order to introduce quantum effects into the systems, the path integral simulations were
carried out for malondialdehyde and all results were reported in Table 6.2. As mentioned in Sec 6.2,
there are two schemes for obtaining KIEs. One is the PI-FEP/UM scheme which refers to Eq. 6.6 and
the other is the BQCP scheme which directly calculates the difference of free energies of activation.
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Table 6.2.: The kinetic isotope effects from PI-BQCP and PI-FEP/UM simulations169 using MMPT
potential for malondialdehyde. All contributing components are given for computing the
overall KIE values, according to Eq. 6.5 and Eq. 6.6. The statistical errors are given in
brackets and stand for the last digits for each calculated value. KIEFR = e
−β(FR(z¯RH)−FR(z¯RD))
T (K)
QQMH (z¯
6=
H)
QQMD (z¯
6=
D)
QQMH (z¯
R
H)
QQMD (z¯
R
D)
KIEQ KIEFR KIEFEP/UM
1500 0.9907(9) 0.7711(11) 1.285(3) 0.9611 1.235(3)
750 0.9395(30) 0.4488(19) 2.093(16) 0.9235 1.933(15)
500 0.8493(47) 0.2219(19) 3.827(54) 0.8915 3.412(48)
375 0.7123(75) 0.1082(8) 6.583(118) 0.8595 5.658(101)
300 0.5513(54) 0.04318(51) 12.77(28) 0.8238 10.52(23)
250 0.3969(62) 0.01603(19) 24.76(67) 0.7235 17.91(48)
T (K) ∆F ‡H ∆F
‡
D KIEBQCP
1500 4.581(11) 5.281(6) 1.26(1)
750 2.851(12) 3.828(5) 1.93(4)
500 1.987(17) 3.144(9) 3.20(15)
375 1.439(17) 2.680(9) 5.29(38)
300 1.018(15) 2.293(10) 8.48(69)
250 0.624(13) 1.976(8) 15.2(14)
Table 6.2 reports all necessary components for calculating KIE values. Using the FEP/UM scheme,
with the evolution of temperatures KIE values decreased from 17.91 ± 0.48 to 1.235 ± 0.003. Figure
6.3 shows the ratios of quantum corrections to the partition functions of given UM trajectories with
the free energy profile along with the reaction coordinates. From UM simulations, the classical free
energies of activation evolve from 4.8 to 6.3 kcal/mol from 250 K to 1500 K. Using the BQCP scheme,
the quantum corrected free energies of activation were also given in Table 6.2. The barriers for HT
reactions were from 0.624 ± 0.013 kcal/mol at 250 K to 4.581 ± 0.011 kcal/mol at 1500 K, while for
DT reactions they are slightly higher which are from 1.976 ± 0.008 kcal/mol at 250 K to 5.281 ± 0.006
kcal/mol at 1500 K. Compared to the classical free energies of activation, introducing the quantum
effects in fact reduced the effective barriers in all range of selected temperatures. The kinetic isotope
effects yield with a range of 1.26 ± 0.01 ∼ 15.2 ± 1.4 from 1500 K to 250 K. Compared to the result
from the FEP/UM scheme, using the BQCP scheme led to larger statistical errors into KIE values, of
which the maximum error is up to ± ∼10% (< 3% in the FEP/UM scheme at 250 K). That is due to
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error propagation during the calculating Eq. 6.5, whereas the FEP/UM scheme shows an advantage
in avoiding of such error amplifications by calculating direct ratios of partition function. KIE values
from malondialdehyde simulations using both classical MMPT MDs and path integral methods were
summarized in Figure 6.4. For the current work, all results suffice the linear relationship between 1/T
and KIE values in a logarithmic form, which also agrees with the previous studies18.
It needs to note that the current path integral approach could be only suitable for reactive sys-
tems with relatively high barrier heights. Literatures168,169 reported studies using the current path
integral approach for reactive systems which give the barrier heights in a range of 6 to 25 kcal/mol.
And no systems with lower barriers were studied. In this approach, all quantum simulations were
based on the given classical trajectories from UM samplings. Based on the given potential of mean
force, quantum corrections were applied in forms of free energy correction. If the barrier is too low,
such correction may change the fundamental topology of the potential surface and consequently the
equilibrium geometries will be shifted along the reaction coordinate. Thereby, FR can not be easily
determined. Hence, path integral simulations for AcAc were not reported because of the low barrier.
And it would be more meaningful that direct MD simulations can be performed by other techniques
like centroid molecular dynamics192,193 and ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) is another
useful approach (i.e. RPMDrate194,195) to calculate reaction rates.196–202
6.4. Summary
To sum up, the kinetics isotope effects were computed from MD simulations using classical MMPT
force field and the path integral approaches. For the classical MMPT simulations of Mal and AcAc,
ZPVEs were introduced into the effective PESs. For these unimoleuclar reactions, the barrier heights
were reduced to 2.1 and 2.8 kcal/mol for HT and DT reactions in Mal and to 1.0 and 1.8 kcal/mol for
HT and DT reactions in AcAc, respectively. That leads to differentiations of reaction rates between the
non-substituted molecule and its deuterated isotopologue. The KIE values ranges from 1.6 to 5.9 for
Mal and 1.5 to 2.9 for AcAc at selected temperatures from 1500 K to 250 K. Different KIEs between
Mal and AcAc in the simulations at the same temperature are due to the different barriers. In addition
to the classical MD simulations, using path integral technique introduced the nuclear quantum effects
into the systems. For the reaction in Mal, KIEs were found between 1.235 (1500 K) and 17.91 (250
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K) using the PI-FEP/UM scheme and between 1.26 (1500 K) and 15.2 (250 K) using the PI-BQCP
scheme which led to relatively larger statistical errors. For both classical and quantum simulations,
results were compared to those from previous studies and similarly sufficed linear correlation to 1/T.
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(a) T=250K (b) T=300K
(c) T=375K (d) T=500K
(e) T=750K (f) T=1500K
Figure 6.3.: 1) Blue data points: the ratio of quantum corrections to partition functions for [O1-H
∗ · · ·
O2] hydrogen transfer reaction of Mal and its deuterated isotopologue; 2) Black curves:
classical potentials of mean force of this reaction (HT). The reaction coordinate is defined
as rO1H∗ − rO2H∗
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Figure 6.4.: Temperature dependence of KIEs for malondialdehyde by using different methods: 1) MD
simulations using MMPT force field with ZPVE corrected PT potential (blue solid) and 2)
path integral simulations with PI-BQCP (red solid) and PI-BFEP (red dashed) schemes.
The data of other plots (gray) are Ref. 18 which correspond to 3) conventional transition
state theory using MMPT force field (solid and dashed with diamonds) and MP2 method
(solid and dashed with squares)191 and 4) quantum instanton path integral Monte Carlo
simulations (solid lines with round dots).
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7.1. Simulation Details
All MD simulations were performed using the MS-MMPT force field for water clusters ([H2O]nH
+,
n = 6, 10, 21, 31, 50 and 100) in the gas phase and water bulks with one excess proton, using the
CHARMM-c39b1 package.31 In order to avoid water molecules from diffusing to the vacuum, for
water clusters all atoms are constrained to the center of mass with a weak force constant of k = 0.001
kcal·mol−1·A˚−2. Starting from the energy optimized structure, heating and equilibration (NVT, 300
K) simulations were respectively run for 105 MD steps with a time-step of ∆t = 0.1 fs because bonds
involving H-atoms are flexible. For water clusters, 1 ns production simulations were carried out in
micro-canonical ensembles (NVE ) and the entire procedures (from heating to production) were repeated
to collect 10 independent trajectories. For bulk systems, 16 MD trajectories were collected in the
same way (500-ps for each production). The solvent water molecules were modeled by SPC/fw water
model145,146 but with MP2 equilibrium in bonded energy terms. Snapshots for analysis were collected
every 5 fs.
7.2. Results I: MD Simulations of [H2O]nH+ Water Clusters
7.2.1. Minimum energy structures of [H2O]nH+ water clusters
Minimum energy structures were calculated for [H2O]nH
+ (n = 2, 3, 4, 6). Results were compared with
optimized structures from MP2/6-311++G(d,p) calculations. In general, the results from MS-MMPT
are in good agreement with those from MP2 references. Table 7.1 records important internal coordinates
of water clusters and the deviation from MS-MMPT data to the reference MP2 calculations is lower
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Figure 7.1.: The minimum energy conformations of [H2O]nH
+ (n = 2, 3, 4, 6) using the MS-MMPT
force field and the MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory.
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Table 7.1.: Geometric values for optimized [H2O]nH
+ conformations in Figure 7.1.
[H2O]nH
+ MMPT MP2
n = 2
r 1.179 A˚ 1.196 A˚
R 2.395 A˚ 2.389 A˚
φ 117.0◦ 114.4◦
ψ -137.7◦ -113.3◦
n = 3
r 1.019 A˚ 1.029 A˚
R 2.514 A˚ 2.499 A˚
φ 110.4◦ 114.1◦
n = 4
r 1.008 A˚ 1.005 A˚
R 2.536 A˚ 2.566 A˚
φ 108.4◦ 112.0◦
n = 4, ring
r 1.025 A˚ 1.038 A˚
R1 2.485 A˚ 2.488 A˚
R2 2.830 A˚ 2.851 A˚
φ 108.4◦ 106.2◦
n = 6
r1 1.233 A˚ 1.195 A˚
R1 2.464 A˚ 2.389 A˚
r2 0.986 A˚ 0.983 A˚
R2 2.611 A˚ 2.678 A˚
than 4 % in average. It is also worth to mention that in MP2 calculations those energy-minimum
structures show different symmetries with the number of water molecule (n). To detail more, at
n = 3 and 4 the central part – H3O
+ of the respective cluster molecules has a typical Eigen structure
that the bond lengths of hydrogen-bonded OH bonds are identical to each other. To explain it in
an MS-MMPT language, the symmetric Eigen structures can be formed at n = 3 and 4 due to the
equi-distribution of two and three local states, respectively. In the other word, these two (or three)
states are both the energy minimum states and equally contribute to the total potential energies of
the systems. As the other local minimum in energy, the loop conformations of [H2O]4H
+ were both
captured using MS-MMPT and MP2 methods. However, compared to the Eigen conformation the loop
conformer gives with an energy higher by 11.2 kcal/mol for MS-MMPT but the energy difference is 3.8
kcal/mol for MP2 calculations. This gap of energy estimation is attributed to the deficiency of the force
field model for describing water-water interactions which are not specifically parametrized in the current
MS-MMPT development. For n = 6, however, a Zundel ion is formed by energy minimization. That
means among all candidate states only one of them is the energy minimum state which is considerably
more stable than other candidate states and weighs most in describing the energetics of a system.
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Figure 7.2.: The binding energies of arbitrary MD frames from MMPT simulations for [H2O]3H
+,
compared to ab initio calculations at the level of MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p). MD frames
were collected from simulations at 300 K.
In prior to massive simulations for obtaining and analyzing the proton diffusivity, test simulations
were first carried out for validating parametrization of non-bonded parameters, similar to Figure 4.4 .
Figure 7.2 shows the arbitrary MD frames from MS-MMPT simulations for n = 3 and the RMSE is
1.2 kcal/mol.
7.2.2. Energy conservation of MS-MMPT simulations
For validating the current MS-MMPT development, the investigations were first carried out for finding
whether MD simulations are energy conserved or not. Thereby, the total energies of the simulations
(potential + kinetic energy) were recorded from MS-MMPT simulations using both first-shell and
second-shell modes. The results are shown in Figure 7.3 for [H2O]10H
+. Using the first-shell mode, the
energy has been found well conserved at ∆E = 5 kcal/mol but drifts were seen with ∆E = 10 and 15
kcal/mol with rates of +1.2 and +180 kcal/mol·ns−1 , respectively. Using the second-shell mode for
MDs for n = 10, the energy conservation has been significantly improved for all selected ∆E. Similar
to the results for n = 10, in other water clusters and water bulks no obvious energy drifts were found
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Figure 7.3.: Energy fluctuations from MS-MMPT simulations with n = 10, using first- (A) and second-
shell (B) modes. For each panel, traces stand for simulations with ∆E = 5 (black), 10
(blue) and 15 kcal/mol (red). For ∆E = 10 kcal/mol, the numbers of included states (blue)
and effective states (green, with w > wcutoff) were shown in the bottom panels.
in MD simulations using the second-shell mode.
The improvement of energy conservation from simulations using first-shell mode to using second-
shell mode is mainly attributed to the fact that in a larger solvation shell more PT states can be
included. Given with the example simulations from Figure 7.3, for simulations with n = 10, the average
number of PT states is 11.8 (with ∆E = 10 kcal/mol) if the first-shell motifs are considered. When the
second-shell mode is considered, the average number of states increases to 60.2. Within the MS-MMPT
framework, Eq. 4.13 specifies all necessary terms to constitude a state energy. Practically, V intra
H5O
+
2
(Eq 4.10) for all selected states (which suffice the geometric criteria) were first computed (fast) and
the weights {wi} were calculated (Eq. 4.15-4.16). Next, V interH5O+2 −solv (slow) were only computed for
states with wi > 10
−11 (called as effective states). After all, the total MS-MMPT energy was in fact
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calculated by re-writing Eq. 4.14 into
Vtot(x) =
meff∑
j=1
wj(x) · V effj (x) (7.1)
If only these effective states are counted, the average numbers of states are 5.3 and 7.2 for first- and
second-shell modes (see green traces in Figure 7.3), respectively. That substantiates the meaningfulness
of introducing the second shell mode because the first-shell mode fails to include sufficient states which
are necessary for converging the total potential energies of the system. Failure to do so leads to energy
jumps during the simulation, especially when the identity of minimum energy state (with the ’seed’
PT motif) is changed. This, in fact, leads to non-conservation of the total energy.
7.2.3. Proton Hops in Water Clusters with One Excess Proton
In order to measure the reactivity of a proton transport process, the analysis was carried out to
calculate a time-course accumulation function which probes hopping events with the evolution of time.
Hereby, h(t) is given as76
h(t) = h(t− δt) + δh(t) (7.2)
where t is the simulation time and δt is the step size between collected frames (δt = 5 fs). Initially,
h(t = 0) = 0, and for each new MD frame δh(t) assumes one of three values: 0, 1 and −1. δh(t) = 0 if
the proton does not hop; δh(t) = +1 if the proton hops to a new donor atom and δh(t) = −1 if the
proton hops backward to the donor from the previous frame.
Figure 7.4 shows such a plot using the time-course accumulation function. In this figure, MD simulations
for n = 6 and n = 10 with δE = 10 kcal/mol were reported and the identities of H∗-carrying oxygen
(determined by a geometric criterion203 (to be discussed in Sec. 7.2.4) and indexing from 1 to n)
were recored as a function of simulation time (see the inset of Figure 7.4). The index plot for n = 10
appears with a denser pattern which suggests ’busy’ proton hopping activities. For n = 6, PT events
occurred much less frequently. From literatures57,58, h(t) was found sufficing a linear relationship to
the simulation time - t. Hence, to quantify the hopping activities h(t) was computed with the slope
standing for the average hopping rate at the long time-scale. For these MD simulations, the hopping
rates are 10 ± 2 ns−1 and 42 ± 2 ns−1 for n = 6 and n = 10, respectively. In previous studies2, the
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Figure 7.4.: Time accumulation functions of proton hopping from MS-MMPT MD simulations for n = 6
(black) and 10 (red) at ∆E = 10 kcal/mol. For each of n, one representative trajectory (of
which the hopping rate is the closest to trajectory averages) was chosen. The insets show
the index profiles of H*-carrying oxygens.
PT behaviors were identified with burst and rest behaviors. A ’burst’ behavior (or hopping mode –
OA → OB → OC) refers to the proton hops through several donor atoms within a short simulation
time (< 10 ps), which leads to rapid increases of h(t) rates (see red circle in Figure 7.4). A ’rest’
behavior, on the other hand, corresponds to localization of the excess proton in a relatively long period.
Furthermore, the ’rest’ behavior can be recognized as a proton retains captured by the same hydronium
oxygen (for which h(t) stays unchanged – OA → OA → OA, see the blue circle) and a proton oscillates
between two oxygens (h(t) jumps up and down – OA → OB → OA, see the black circle). Among the
three modes, only the OA → OB → OC mode contributes to the increase of hopping rates.
Hop rates from all MD simulations of water clusters (from n = 6 to n = 100) were recorded in Table
7.2. Besides the results for ∆E = 10 kcal/mol, for n = 6 the averaged hopping rates reduced to 2 ns−1
for ∆E = 5 kcal/mol and to complete no hops with ∆E = 15 kcal/mol. Similar in MD simulations for
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Table 7.2.: Hopping rates from MS-MMPT simulations with ∆E = 5, 10, 12 and 15 kcal/mol. Results
were averaged from 10 1-ns MD simulations for each data.
∆E,
kcal/mol
rhop,
ns−1
n = 6
5 2 ± 2
10 10 ± 2
15 0
n = 10
5 3 ± 1
10 38 ± 8
12 42 ± 6
15 4 ± 2
n = 21
5 2 ± 1
10 38 ± 8
12 104 ± 14
15 26 ± 8
n = 31
5 2 ± 1
10 43 ± 8
12 101 ± 6
15 18 ± 5
n = 50
5 3 ± 2
10 44 ± 6
12 97 ± 10
15 21 ± 5
n = 100
5 3 ± 1
10 47 ± 11
12 109 ± 12
15 18 ± 4
n = 10, MDs with ∆E = 10 kcal/mol leads to a faster hopping activity than those from MD simulations
with ∆E = 5 and 15 kcal/mol for which the rates were 3 to 4 hopping events per ns. The highest
hopping rate for n = 10 was found at ∆E = 12 kcal/mol, which gives 42 ns−1 in rate. In addition to
n = 6 and 10, MD simulations were also carried out for water clusters at the sizes of n = 21, 31, 50
and 100. For n = 21 and 31, hopping rates are obviously increased compared to results from MDs with
n = 10 with most of values of ∆E. That is attributed to the presence of more partner water molecules
near to the H3O
+ ion, which provide more potential proton receptor and lead to higher probabilities
of proton hopping events. For n = 21 and 31, the maximum hopping rates was found with ∆E = 12
kcal/mol, which gives 104 ns−1 and 101 ns−1, respectively. With ∆E = 5 kcal/mol the lowest rate (2
ns−1 for both MD simulations) is given. For MD simulations with n = 50 and 100, the hopping rates
were found not noticeably different to those from MDs with n = 31 at all selected values of ∆E. As
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results of trajectory averaging, the statistical errors were also recorded in Table 7.2. For simulations
which give slow proton hops, the relative errors are up to ± 100%, which implied that for some MD
trajectories no hopping event was found. For simulations which maximize the hopping rates for their
respective water clusters (n = 21 ∼ 100), the relative statistical errors were given from 6% to 15%.
7.2.4. Free Energy Calculations and Proton Transport Mechanism
Figure 7.5.: The number of hopping occurrences in 10 ns MS-MMPT simulations of water clusters at
the sizes of n = 10 (red), 31 (green) and 50 (orange).
Learning from the data in Table 7.2, the hopping rates of proton transport were found depending on
the values of ∆E. Then, it became necessary to work out the relation between ∆E and reaction rates.
Figure 7.5 shows such results for clusters with n = 10, 31 and 50. For n = 10, the highest PT hopping
rate is 53 ns−1 at ∆E = 11 kcal/mol, which is approximately twenty-fold and tenfold increased from
the results at ∆E = 5 and 15 kcal/mol. Results were also compared between n = 31 and n = 50 and
similar rates were found with all selected values of ∆E. The maximum rates of 101 ns−1 and 97 ns−1
were respectively given for n = 31 and n = 50 at ∆E = 12 kcal/mol.
For analyzing the dynamics of proton hop simulations, the free energy calculations were carried out by
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Figure 7.6.: Free energy profile of proton transfer moves for n = 10 (red) and n = 50 (orange) at
∆E = 12 kcal/mol and for n = 31 (green) with i) ∆E = 5, 10, 12 and 15 kcal/mol (from
top to bottom). The x−axis refers to the difference between the two largest MS-MMPT
weights. Region Z corresponds to Zundel structures whereas region E stands for Eigen
structures. For each trace, 2× 106 MD frames were sampled.
calculating the population probabilities with given coordinates,. The free energy surfaces (FES) are
given in Figure 7.6 for cluster simulations at n = 10, 31 and 50. Here, the reaction coordinate was
defined as the difference between the two maximum weights (w1 and w2) in the multi-state framework.
76
For |w1 − w2| = 1, the energy-minimum state is a predominant state in the multi-state framework
and H+ is usually contained in a Zundel structure. For w1 − w2 = 0, there are at least two states
sharing the same contributions into the overall potential and the H∗ carrying ion has more Eigen
character. For MD simulations of n = 31 at ∆E = 10 kcal/mol, the free energy profile suggested
that a Zundel structure is the most stabilized form of a H∗-carrying ion. Then the Eigen structure
region can be reached by overcoming a first barrier of 2.6 kcal/mol. As a comparison, the Eigen
region is less stabilized for n = 31, for which a local minimum (+1.6 kcal/mol to the zero reference)
was found at w1 − w2 = 0. For the process from Eigen to Zundel, the second barrier is found 1.0
kcal/mol for n = 31. Hence, at ∆E = 10 kcal/mol an effective proton transport process should follow
an OA→OB→OC mode with a Zundel to Zundel process via an intermediate Eigen conformational
state. At ∆E = 5 kcal/mol, most of the MD frames were populated in the Zundel region, which results
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in a Zundel to Zundel process without an intermediate state and a barrier height of +6.2 kcal/mol
was given. It needs to note that the wiggling pattern for this FES at the Eigen region is due to the
lacks of configuration samplings (because of the high energy). At ∆E = 15 kcal/mol, the Eigen region
becomes more energy favorable. The PT process, in the contrary, follows an Eigen to Eigen path (via
a barely noticeable Zundel intermediate) with a rate determinant reaction barrier of 3.8 kcal/mol.
Figure 7.6 also compares among MD simulations of water clusters with n = 10, 31 and 50 at the
∆E = 12 kcal/mol which maximizes the hopping rates for larger water clusters. For n = 31, the
Eigen and Zundel regions are almost equally distributed, for which the free energy difference is 0.3
kcal/mol. For n = 50, the FES is almost the same to that of n = 31, which substantiates the finding
that the hopping activities get converged as the cluster grows. For n = 10, the determinant barrier
height is determined by the Eigen region (Eb = 2.5 kcal/mol). That agrees with the fact that to obtain
a fastest proton hop in n = 10, ∆E should be reduced (to 11 kcal/mol). And once the Eigen and
Zundel region are roughly the same stable to each other, the overall reaction barrier reaches its minimum.
Nevertheless, w1 and w2 are variables which provide energetic information of how states are mixed
but do not give a direct indication on whether the conformations are Eigen or Zundel. And it was
found difficult to illustrate an Eigen to Eigen process from Figure 7.6 for the study case with ∆E = 15
kcal/mol. Hence, it becomes necessary to further provide geometric coordinate to supplement one-
dimensional FES. Then, a second reaction coordinate, δ, was introduced. Proposed by Marx et al.,203
|δ| is defined as the minimum value among |δ1|, |δ2| and |δ3|, each of which is the bond length difference
between the Ohyd −Hhyd bond of a hydronium ion and its closest hydrogen bond which connects as
Hhyd · · ·Owat. Geometrically, an Eigen structure is identified if |δ| > 0.3 while with δ = 0 a Zundel
structure is formed. Combined with w1−w2, two-dimensioned free energy surfaces (FES) were thereby
built for proton transports of the water cluster with.
Enhanced from Figure 7.7 shows such FESs from MD simulations with n = 31 using both MS-MMPT
force fields with different ∆E. In panel a, MD simulations were run with ∆E = 5 kcal/mol and
two global minima were found at the edges of this 2D plot. That means most of the conformational
population was around {|w1, w2|, δ}=(1.0,0). Unlike the one-dimensional FES, at the transition state
(around w1 − w2 = 0) MD samplings were further diluted with the addition of the new dimension.
Therefore, it is not easy to determine the barrier height from the two-dimensional surface but the
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effective proton transport process should follow with a Zundel to Zundel process. For panel b and c,
the 2D FES appears with a total of four local minima for each panel, for which two Zundel regions
(left-right) and two Eigen regions (top-bottom) were identified. Whether the proton transports proceed
with an Eigen-to-Eigen or Zundel-to-Zundel process depends on whether the global minimum is found
in their respective regions. For panel b from MD simulations with ∆E = 10 kcal/mol, the global
minima were found in the Zundel regions, whereas for panel c (∆E = 12 kcal/mol) the minimum
energies for Zundel and Eigen are relatively equal to each other. That leads to a lowest barrier which
maximizes the hopping rate. With ∆E = 15 kcal/mol, panel d shows that the proton transport process
follows a Eigen to Eigen mechanism. With a further increase of ∆E, the disappearance of the Zundel
minima should be expected.
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Figure 7.7.: Two-dimensioned free energy surface for PT reaction at n = 31. The coordinates are δ
and w1 − w2, which were collected from 10 ns MS-MMPT simulations for n = 31 with
a) ∆E = 5, b) 10 c) 12 and d) 15 kcal/mol. For the example of panel c, the top-bottom
minima stand for a region where most of the conformations are Eigen while the left-right
minima correspond to the Zundel region.
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7.3. Results II: MD Simulations of Water Bulks with One Excess Proton
In the previous section, the reaction dynamics of water clusters (or droplets) were investigated using
MS-MMPT method. The water cluster is simple to model but nevertheless an interesting system, which
helps understand proton activities especially for liquid-vapor79,81 and liquid-hydrophobic interfaces.80,82
In this section, the condensed phase simulations were carried out for water bulk systems which are
equally important (compared to water clusters) but more challenging in the standpoint of method
development. Using the MS-MMPT force field, MD simulations were run for a bulk system with the
size of 25.0 × 25.0 × 25.0 A˚3 (which contains 523 water molecule and one H+ ion and is labeled as
bulk-25 A˚) at ∆E = 5, 10, 12 and 15 kcal/mol. The MD time-steps were chosen for 0.25 fs and 0.5
fs. MDs were also run for a bulk system with the size of 31.0× 31.0× 31.0 A˚3 (bulk-31 A˚, 997 water
molecules and one H+) at ∆E = 12 kcal/mol with an MD time-step of 0.5 fs. For simulations of
bulk-25 A˚, the cutoff for non-bonded interactions was set 10 A˚ while for bulk-31 A˚ different cutoffs were
chosen, which are 10, 12 and 14 A˚. All simulations were performed with periodic boundary conditions
(PBC) and the NVE ensemble.
7.3.1. Energy conservation
Similar to what were found for cluster simulations, the energy conservations were seen in both sim-
ulations for bulk-25 A˚ and bulk-31 A˚, as shown in Figure 7.8. Unlike the cluster simulations in
the gas phase, for bulk simulations it requires additional modifications to the CHARMM code (incl.
”./source/energy/eintern.src”, ”./source/energy/enbonda.src” and ”./source/ltm/number ltm.src”) to
adapt with PBC applied, especially for modeling charge transfers. For running a CHARMM simulation
with PBC,30,204 using a standard keyword ”IMAGE BYREsidue” is usually specified for non-reactive
bulk simulations, which means if a molecule reaches and is about to cross the boundary the entire
residue will move to the image space as a whole. For MS-MMPT simulations, however, it is mandatory
to specify the key ”IMAGE BYATom”, which means, the boundary crosses apply to individual atoms
because all OH bonds have possibilities to dissociate and hydrogen atoms can diffuse from their host
oxygens.
For MS-MMPT simulations with bulk-25 A˚, moreover, averagely 17 candidate states was identi-
fied as first-shell motifs and finally a total of 110 states were obtained by considering water molecules
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Figure 7.8.: Energy fluctuations from example MD trajectories of MS-MMPT bulk simulations for
bulk-25 A˚ (left) and bulk-31 A˚ (right) with ∆E = 12.
in the second shell. As the same to cluster simulations, the criterion w ≤ 10−11 was set, which leads to
8 and 13 effective states from first- and second-shell mode motif searches (Figure 7.9), respectively.
7.3.2. Self-diffusion Coefficient of Proton Transport from MS-MMPT Simulations
A typical measurement of the mobility (or diffusivity) of a molecule or a particle in the liquid or the
gas phase is the diffusion coefficient. The diffusion coefficient is a physical constant dependent on many
factors, i.e. the size of molecules, temperature, pressure etc.1 Without external forces (e.g. electric
field), molecules diffuse spontaneously and isotropically in a bulk system and such diffusivity is called
as self-diffusion coefficient, which is in unit of A˚2/ps and stands for a spatial propagation per unit
time.205 Experimentally, the self-diffusion coefficient for a water molecule was determined, which gives
0.23 A˚2/ps113 in pure water while the lighter H+ diffuses four-fold as fast as that of water molecules
and the self-diffusion coefficient was 0.94 A˚2/ps.111,112,118
For calculating the self-diffusion coefficient for the excess proton, the concept of the center of excess
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Figure 7.9.: The number of states that were selected in the MS-MMPT-ARMD framework (top) and
the number of effective states for 4000 MD frames. Data were analyzed using first- (black)
and second-shell (blue) modes. The average numbers of selected states are 16.7 and 110.0
for first- and second-shell modes, respectively. The average numbers of effective states are
8.3 and 13.0, correspondingly.
charge (CEC) was first introduced.75,76 Here, the position of the CEC is
rCEC =
N∑
j=1
wj · r j (7.3)
where wj is the weight of the j-th state and r j is the coordinate of weighted center of excess charge
(water charges were removed from calculating r j).
Figure 7.10 shows one trajectory following the CEC from a 100 ps simulation. Quantitatively, the
self-diffusion coefficient is obtained by calculating the mean square displacement (MSD) of the CEC,
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Table 7.3.: Self-diffusion coefficients (A˚2·ps−1) from MS-MMPT bulk simulations with different input
values.
size
of bulk
∆E
kcal/mol
∆t
fs
Rcutoff
A˚
rhop
ns−1
DCEC DH2O
25.0 A˚
5 0.5 10 2 ± 1 0.11 ± 0.02
0.333 ± 0.008
8 0.5 10 4 ± 2 0.12 ± 0.02
10 0.5 10 15 ± 5 0.13 ± 0.02
10 0.25 10 20 ± 6 0.13 ± 0.03
12 0.5 10 61 ± 9 0.17 ± 0.03
12 0.25 10 53 ± 9 0.17 ± 0.03
15 0.5 10 35 ± 9 0.16 ± 0.02
15 0.25 10 31 ± 10 0.14 ± 0.03
31.0 A˚
12 0.5 10 58 ± 13 0.19 ± 0.05 0.337 ± 0.010
12 0.5 12 74 ± 11 0.24 ± 0.06 0.400 ± 0.007
12 0.5 14 99 ± 13 0.28 ± 0.05 0.444 ± 0.011
Method
rhop
ns−1
DH3O+ DH2O
MS-EVB 376 108 ± 9 0.29 ± 0.03 0.232 ± 0.005146
MS-EVB 3 (CMD)76 (n.a.) 0.50 ± 0.05 0.24 ± 0.01206
MS-EVB 3.278 (n.a.) 0.37 ± 0.01 0.232 ± 0.005146
MS-EVB 3.2 (CMD)78 (n.a.) 0.55 ± 0.06 (n.a.)
aMS-EVB 3.278 (n.a.) 0.36 ± 0.01 0.233 ± 0.00177
aMS-EVB 3.2 (CMD)78 (n.a.) 0.51 ± 0.06 (n.a.)
DFTB356 (n.a.) 0.66 ± 0.02 0.38 ± 0.03
CPMD (HCTH)58 (4 ± 2)×102 0.33 0.1
experiment 0.94 ± 0.01111 0.23
113
(298.15 K)
i.e.
D(t) =< |rCEC(t)− rCEC(0)|2 > / 6t (7.4)
Figure 7.11 shows the MSD from MS-MMPT simulations with ∆E = 12 kcal/mol. From 16 500-ps
independent MD trajectories, the PT activities differed by more than a factor of 2 from the slowest
(0.10 A˚2/ps) to the fastest (0.23 A˚2/ps) proton diffusions. Averagely, the diffusion coefficient of CEC
from these simulations was 0.17 ± 0.03 A˚2/ps for bulk-25 A˚. More simulation results were reported in
Table 7.3. For bulk-25 A˚, the diffusion constants were found at lower values of 0.13∼0.14 A˚2/ps with
∆E = 10 and 15 kcal/mol. With ∆E = 5 kcal/mol, only few hop events were found (2 ns−1) and
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the diffusion constant came to the lowest: 0.11 ± 0.02 A˚2/ps. At ∆E = 10, 12 and 15 kcal/mol,
results were compared between MDs using different sizes of MD time-step and no significant differences
were found, considering the statistical error up to ±20%. That suggests the MD time-step can be
further increased to 0.5 fs which was used for MD simulations (especially for a larger bulk size) in
the following discussion. For bulk-31 A˚, MS-MMPT simulations were compared using different cutoff
ranges for non-bonded interactions. With Rcutoff = 10 A˚, the similar result (0.19 ± 0.02 A˚2/ps) was
given compared to simulations using the same cutoff in bulk-25 A˚. With Rcutoff = 12 and 14 A˚, the
diffusion constants were further increased to 0.24 and 0.28 A˚2/ps, respectively. That is attributed to
faster water diffusion rates with the increase of Rcutoff . Similar to the discussion for cluster simulations,
Figure 7.12 reports the two-dimensioned free energy surfaces for bulk simulations using the MS-MMPT
force fields. In general, for all investigated ∆E except ∆E = 5 kcal/mol FESs show with similar
topologies with but with four local energy minima. What differs, however, are the barriers between
Eigen and Zundel regions. With ∆E = 5 kcal/mol, the H∗-carrying ion structures have localized
conformations which are mostly Zundel (panel a). Similar to what were found in cluster simulations,
lacks of MD samplings lead to the difficulties in determining the reaction barrier. For FES with
the reduced dimension (using w1 − w2 as the only progression coordinate), the barrier height is 7.7
kcal/mol. With ∆E = 10 kcal/mol, the barriers are 3.8 kcal/mol for Zundel to Eigen process and 0.7
kcal/mol for a cross from Eigen to Zundel. And thus, the 3.8 kcal/mol barrier determines the reaction
process which is Zundel to Zundel via Eigen intermediate states. The barriers decreased with ∆E = 12
kcal/mol for Zundel to Eigen pathway (Eb = 2.4 kcal/mol) but increased to Eb = 1.4 kcal/mol for
Eigen to Zundel, which leads the fastest proton diffusion but still in a form of Zundel to Zundel process.
At ∆E = 15 kcal/mol, the Eigen regions become more stable and the PT process undergoes with an
Eigen to Eigen path via a metastable Zundel intermediate state in Zundel region. The determinant
barrier height this process is 3.3 kcal/mol. For the current MS-MMPT simulations, the solvation
structures of water-water and hydronium-water were reported in the radial distribution functions
(RDFs). Figure 7.13 shows the RDFs of Ow −Ow (water oxygen – water oxygen), Ow −Hw (water
oxygen – water hydrogen) and Hw −Hw (water hydrogen – water hydrogen) from test simulations of
pure water bulks in which the excess proton was removed. The MS-MMPT force fields were employed
but only the water force field was applied. Results were compared with the experimental data207. For
RDF of Ow −Ow, the first density peak appears at r = 2.80 A˚ compared with r = 2.75 A˚ from the
experiment. The experimental data shows a second peak at ∼4.5 A˚, which was not found from the
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bulk simulations. For technical reasons, simulations also recorded O−H bond lengths in the RDF of
Ow −Hw while it was not shown in the experiment. Nevertheless, the inter-molecular distance yields
with a first peak at r = 1.85 A˚ from MD simulations, compared with 1.75 A˚ from the experiments.
However, the simulations predicts well for the second solvation structures to the experiment (which
peaks at 3.30 A˚). The similar agreement was also found in the RDF of Hw −Hw (the internal distance
of Hw −Hw was not reported in the experiment).
Calculations of RDFs were further carried out for the solvation structure over the hydronium ion,
see Figure 7.14. Simulations were run with ∆E = 12 and 15 kcal/mol. The experimental data was
from Ref. 208. For this, RDFs of O∗ −Ow (hydronium oxygen – water oxygen), O∗ −Hw (hydronium
oxygen – water hydrogen), H∗ −Hw (hydronium hydrogen – water hydrogen) and H∗ −Ow (hydronium
hydrogen – water oxygen) were reported for both simulations. For RDFs of O∗ −Ow and O∗ −Hw,
focusing MDs with ∆E = 15 kcal/mol (blue) the first solvation shell was well predicted from MDs
using MS-MMPT force field, compared to the experiment. Though, at the long range the simulated
RDFs were not well described. For RDFs of H∗ −Hw and H∗ −Ow, similarly, the simulated g(r)
predicts well in the first peaks which give rH∗−Hw = 2.20 A˚ and rH∗−Ow = 1.55 A˚ were found in good
agreement with the experimental data. As the same to results for g(r)O∗−Ow and g(r)O∗−Hw , in RDFs
of H∗ −Hw and H∗ −Ow simulations failed to give good agreement on the second solvation shell with
the experiment. Moreover, the intensities of the first distribution peaks in all panels were found higher
than those from the experiments. That implies the non-bonded interactions between H3O
+ ion and
water solvents are too strong. Compared to MS-MMPT simulations with ∆E = 15 kcal/mol, with
∆E = 12 kcal/mol the RDF comparisons with the experiments were no better as a result. Even for the
first solvation shell, the simulations led to double peaks which can be obviously seen in panel b-d. That
is because for MS-MMPT simulations with ∆E = 12 kcal/mol Zundel and Eigen structures are more
or less equally distributed, according to the free energy analysis. If a Zundel structure is modeled for
an H3O
+ ion, one of the O∗ −H∗ · · ·Ow motifs is treated by MMPT potential and the rest are treated
by the classical force field. That leads to the differentiation of equilibrium values of certain coordinates
due to the different treatments. For the simulations of RDFs, it is worth a note that our MMPT force
field was not in particular parametrized for such agreement with both experimental RDFs (water-water
and hydronium-water). Nevertheless, these computed RDFs were qualitatively comparable with the
experiments. That should justify with a reasonable solvation structure over either a H∗-carrying ion or
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a neutral water molecule.
7.3.3. Discussion
The previous section discussed the self-diffusion coefficient of the center of excess charge which represent
for the diffusion of a proton. For bulk-25 A˚, the maximal self-diffusion coefficient is 0.17 A˚2/ps based
on the background diffusion of water solvents which gives 0.333 ± 0.008 A˚2/ps (see Figure 7.16a). The
ratio of DCEC/DH2O is equal to 0.51. For bulk-31 A˚, the maximal diffusion constant rises up to 0.28
A˚2/ps but the DCEC/DH2O ratios range from 0.56 to 0.63, which was not considered as a significant
improvement to that given in bulk-25 A˚. That is because experimentally the diffusions of water and
active protons differ, approximately, by a factor of 4. From the experiment, the fast proton hopping
mobility is based on water diffusion of 0.23 A˚2/ps, compared to which the water diffusion constants
were overestimated from MS-MMPT simulation (e.g. by ∼50% for bulk-25 A˚). For a Grotthuss picture
for proton transports, the proton diffusion can be decomposed with the mass diffusion (vehicular
contribution) and Grotthuss hops.76,112,116 In the other word, the self-diffusion coefficient is the sum of
both contributions. The mass diffusion refers to the diffusion of an ion carrier, such as a hydronium ion.
And experimentally, it was postulated that the diffusivity of a hydronium ion is that of a potassium
ion (0.20 A˚2/ps) since they have similar ionic radius.76,112 The Grotthuss contribution, in fact, can be
calculated by subtracting the mass contribution from the experimentally measured proton diffusion.
From the simulation standpoint, alternatively, this component can be estimated from the hopping rate
(rhop)
57,76 but such calculations were not carried out in the current work because the overall proton
diffusion was explicitly calculated from the charge diffusion.
It needs to note that for the current MS-MMPT method it is however impossible to simulate a
free diffusion of a hydronium ion. That is because the for each PT state a Zundel structure is in fact
modulated with MMPT potential. That leads to the simulations of the hydronium ion always with its
partnering water associated. Thus, (if one-state MMPT simulation is performed) to calculate the mass
contribution the H+ carrier is at the smallest a Zundel ion instead of a hydronium molecule. As a
consequence, the mass diffusion in MS-MMPT simulation is slower by a factor of 2 compared to the
experimental approximation. Figure 7.16b shows such test runs of one-state MMPT simulations, which
led to an average of 0.11 A˚2/ps as the diffusion constant for a Zundel ion.
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Table 7.3 also lists MD simulations using other methods. For MS-EVB76–78, the classical MD
simulations resulted in the self-diffusion coefficients of 0.29 for MS-EVB 3 and further improved to
0.37 A˚2/ps in later MS-EVB 3.2 with the water diffusion constants all close to that of the experiment.
Focusing on the mass contribution (a hydronium is modeled), for MS-EVB simulations the data were
not shown and discussed but could have been done by doing MD simulations with only one valence bond
state considered. Luckily, in the early development of MS-EVB 275 such test simulations were performed
and the resulting self-diffusion coefficient is 0.21 A˚2/ps for a hydronium ion. Using this value, the ratio
of proton diffusion to its vehicular contribution was up to 1.7 for classical MS-EVB simulations, similar
to what was obtained for MS-MMPT (1.6). For the MS-EVB method, simulations were also carried out
including the nuclear quantum effects (NQE) by running centroid molecular dynamics (CMD), for which
the proton diffusions were boosted by 50 ∼ 70%. From these literature works, it remained however
unclear how this PT acceleration is contributed from. Using the same force field (i.e. the water model),
introducing the quantum effects may lead to a faster diffusion of water by a factor of 1.5∼2.206 In the
earlier literature work,206 a factor of 1.4 was obtained. That remains a suspect that for MS-EVB 3.2,
the accelerated proton diffusion could be partially contributed by faster water diffusion or even because
the hydronium ion was accelerated. For MS-EVB 3, the qSPC/fw water model206 was introduced to
stabilize the water solvent from accelerated diffusion. However, it remains questionable of whether
the classical and quantum simulations were comparable since different force fields were used, respectively.
Nevertheless, for the current MS-MMPT method it is a bit unrealistic that the proton diffusion
(lighter) is slower than that of a water molecule (heavier). Therefore, in the next section attempts of
some improvement to the self-diffusion coefficient of the proton are committed and discussed.
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(a) full bulk
(b) zoomed in
Figure 7.10.: Diffusion of the center of excess charge in bulk-25 A˚ simulation. Data were collected
from a 250-ps MD trajectory. The diffusion trace is colored in gray and the green and
blue dots are the starting and end points, respectively.
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Figure 7.11.: Mean square displacement of CEC for 16 500-ps MD trajectories from MS-MMPT
simulations for bulk-25 A˚ with ∆E = 12 kcal/mol. The maximum diffusion constant is
0.23 A˚2/ps while the minimum value is 0.10 A˚2/ps.
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Figure 7.12.: Tow-dimensional free energy surface of proton transport moves from MS-MMPT bulk
simulations with a) ∆E = 10, b) 10, c) 12 and d) 15 kcal/mol. For each panel, MDs were
run for 8 ns.
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Figure 7.13.: Radial distribution functions of bulk water (bulk-25 A˚) for (from top to bottom) oxygen-
oxygen, oxygen-hydrogen and hydrogen-hydrogen. Each plot contains experimental data
(black, Ref. 207) and data from MS-MMPT simulations (blue).
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Figure 7.14.: Radial distribution functions of H3O
+ ion, including (from top-left to bottom-right)
O∗ −Owat, O∗ −Hwat, H∗ −Hwat and H∗ −Owat. Each plot contains experimental data
(Ref. 208) and data from MS-MMPT simulations with ∆E = 12 (red) and 15 kcal/mol
(blue).
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Figure 7.15.: Radial distribution functions of H3O
+ ion, including (from top-left to bottom-right)
O∗ −Owat, O∗ −Hwat, H∗ −Hwat and H∗ −Owat. Each plot contains experimental data
(Ref. 208) and data from MS-MMPT simulations with ∆E = 12 (red) and 15 kcal/mol
(blue).
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a) water
b) Zundel
Figure 7.16.: Mean square displacement of a) water diffusions from 16 500-ps MD trajectories from pure-
water bulk simulations (25× 25× 25 A˚3) and b) diffusions of H5O+2 ions from 16 500-ps
one-state MMPT simulations (namely the multi-state framework was deactivated). The
non-bonded cutoff for CHARMM simulations is 10 A˚. For one-state MMPT simulation,
the mass diffusion of a Zundel structure is 0.11 ± 0.02 A˚2/ps in average.
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7.4.1. Attempt I: Infrared Spectroscopy Based MS-MMPT Parametrization
Figure 7.17.: From top to bottom: IR spectra from a) MS-MMPT simulations at 50 K using MP2-
parametrized MMPT force field (MS-MMPT-MP2) with ∆E = 10 kcal/mol, b) the
experiment from Ref. 209 and MS-MMPT simulations using IR-parametrized MMPT
force field (MS-MMPT-IR) with ∆E = c) 5 (red), d) 10 (orange) and e) 15 kcal/mol
(blue). For panel d, simulations were also run at 600 K (with ∆E = 10 kcal/mol, green).
In general, there are two directions for force field parametrization: to be experimentally accurate210,211
or (/and) fitted to ab initio data.67,68,212 The current MS-MMPT force field is parametrized to the
ab initio calculations at the level of MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p). The quality of fits and parametrization
is discussed in Sec. 4.1 and shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 7.2. Besides the proton transport, it
is also of interests in validating the force field to the spectroscopies,14,209 especially of the proton
transferring spectral signatures. Simulations of the infrared spectra were carried out using MS-EVB78
and many-body PES methods.108
Figure 7.17 shows the infrared spectra from MS-MMPT simulations, compared to the experimental
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data (black dashed lines with labels). For panel a, simulations at 50 K (with ∆E = 10 kcal/mol)
were run using MP2-parametrized MS-MMPT force field (labeled as MS-MMPT-MP2), of which the
proton diffusion is extensively discussed in this chapter for water clusters and bulks. This yields stable
Eigen structures during the entire simulation time. In the high frequency region, the doublet pattern
with 3800 cm−1 and 3880 cm−1 peaks are the symmetric and asymmetric water-OH stretch modes,
compared with 3620 cm−1 and 3700 cm−1 from experiment (panel b). The water O−H−O bending
mode is between 1800 cm−1 and 1830 cm−1 while experimentally it is near 1600 cm−1. For the H3O+
ion, the asymmetric OH stretching band is at 3440 cm−1 whereas the H3O+ bending modes appear as
a doublet at 1480 cm−1 and 1680 cm−1. For both experimental spectra14,209 (Ar-tagged, also shown in
Figure 7.17), the asymmetric hydronium OH stretches are broad and centered at 2660 cm−1, some
∼ 800 cm−1 red shifted compared to the band from the simulations. For the H3O+ bending mode, the
assignment were not given and specifically discussed from the experiments. Hence, the IR spectrum for
n = 4 from the MS-MMPT-MP2 force field does not compare well with the experimental data.
Table 7.4.: A modification to force field parameters of bonded interactions in H3O
+ and H2O represen-
tations in IR refined MS-MMPT force field (MS-MMPT-IR). Unchanged parameters are
the same to and listed in Table 4.2.
H3O
+ H2O
kb, kcal/mol·A˚−2 250 550
leq, A˚ 0.973 0.966
ka, kcal/mol·rad−2 31.1 45
φeq 112.7
◦ 106.6◦
Vibrational spectroscopy is in fact sensitive to the motion around minimum energy equilibriums.
Based on this comparison, the empirical energy function was refined (labeled as MS-MMPT-IR).
In particular, the OH stretching force constants were changed to kb = 250 kcal/mol · A˚−2 and 550
kcal/mol · A˚−2 for H3O+ and H2O, respectively, and the water HOH bending force constant was
decreased to ka = 45 kcal/mol · A˚−2 (Table 7.4). A comparison of the computed spectra before and after
optimization and compared with experiment is provided in Figure 7.17. It is found that specifically the
modes involving the H3O
+ moiety are improved upon fitting to the IR spectra. Overall, the readjusted
parameters yield a softer H3O
+ ion and water molecules compared to the MS-MMPT-MP2 force
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field. Using the MS-MMPT-IR force field (with ∆E = 10 kcal/mol, panel c) the water-OH doublet
agrees well with the experimental data (3640 ∼ 3720 cm−1 compared with 3644 ∼ 3730 cm−1).14 The
largest differences between simulations with the MS-MMPT-MP2 and MS-MMPT-IR parametrization,
however, concern the position for the asymmetric OH band of H3O
+ ion which is red shifted by 660
cm−1 using MS-MMPT-IR. The water bending mode is located at 1580 cm−1 whereas the H3O+
bending vibrations are not affected. Similar simulations using the MS-MMPT-IR force field were also
run with ∆E = 5 and 15 kcal/mol (see Figure 7.17 b and d) for which the H3O
+ asymmetric stretch
OH band shifts to the blue with increasing ∆E.
MD simulations for water clusters (n=10, 31 and 50)
Table 7.5.: Hopping rates from MS-MMPT-IR simulations with ∆E = 5, 7, 10 and 15 kcal/mol, com-
pared to the corresponding results for simulations using the MS-MMPT-MP2 force field.
Results were averaged from 10 1-ns MD simulations for each data.
MS-MMPT-IR MS-MMPT-MP2
∆E,
kcal/mol
rhop,
ns−1
∆E,
kcal/mol
rhop,
ns−1
n = 10
5 43 ± 7 5 3 ± 1
7 69 ± 7 10 38 ± 8
10 22 ± 4 12 42 ± 6
15 1 ± 1 15 4 ± 2
n = 31
5 52 ± 10 5 2 ± 1
7 130 ± 12 10 43 ± 8
10 52 ± 7 12 101 ± 6
15 3 ± 5 15 18 ± 5
n = 50
5 55 ± 9 5 3 ± 2
7 132 ± 12 10 44 ± 6
10 49 ± 9 12 97 ± 10
15 3 ± 2 15 21 ± 5
With IR refined MS-MMPT force field, simulations were first carried for the water cluster with n = 10,
31 and 50 and the proton hopping rates were reported in Table 7.5. For n = 10, the hopping rate
peaks at 69 ns−1 for ∆E = 7 kcal/mol and slowed down to 43 and 22 hops/ns with ∆E = 5 and 10
kcal/mol, respectively. With ∆E = 15 kcal/mol, Eigen structures are too stable to transmit a proton
out of such moieties and the hopping rate is not statistically countable (though the number given).
In addition to n = 10, MD simulations were also carried out for water clusters with n = 31 and 50
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For n = 31, hopping rates increase compared to those for n = 10 with the same values of ∆E and
similarly the maximal hopping rate was found at 130 ± 12 ns−1 with ∆E = 7 kcal/mol. For n = 50,
the hopping rates do not further increase compared to those for n = 31 for all values of ∆E. Finally,
Figure 7.18 reported more hopping counts with the dependence of ∆E.
Like the cluster simulations using the MS-MMPT-MP2 force field, the energetics of proton transport in
Figure 7.18.: The number of hopping occurrences in 10 ns MS-MMPT simulations of water clusters at
the sizes of n = 10 (red), 31 (green) and 50 (orange). MDs simulations were run with the
MS-MMPT-IR force field.
simulation using the MS-MMPT-IR force field were presented by two-dimensional free energy surfaces.
Figure 7.19 shows such FESs from MD simulations for n = 31with different values of ∆E. For ∆E = 5
kcal/mol, the free energy profile suggests that a Zundel structure is the most stabilized form for a
H∗-carrying ion. The barrier height for Zundel to Zundel reaction path is 2.7 kcal/mol. For ∆E = 7
kcal/mol, the FES features two Zundel and two Eigen minima regions, see Figure 7.19b. Overcoming
barriers of 0.5 and 0.6 kcal/mol leads to Zundel to Eigen and Eigen to Zundel PT processes, respectively.
Compared to Figure 7.7c (which maximizes the hopping rate using the MS-MMPT-MP2 force field),
such low barriers explain why the hopping rate is maximal for ∆E = 7 kcal/mol and greater than
the maximum from MD simulations using MS-MMPT-MP2. For both ∆E = 10 and 15 kcal/mol, the
PT process follows an Eigen to Eigen path (Figure 7.19c and d). When ∆E increases to 10 kcal/mol,
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the Zundel minima region starts being diminished which yields to a determinant barrier height of 3.1
kcal/mol. For simulations with ∆E = 15 kcal/mol, the Eigen regions are even more stable in energy
and no enough MD samplings covered on the transition states.
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Figure 7.19.: Two-dimensioned free energy surface for PT reaction at n = 31. Simulations were run by
using MS-MMPT-IR force field. The coordinates are δ and w1−w2, which were collected
from 10 ns MS-MMPT simulations for n = 31 with a) ∆E = 5, b) 10, c) 12 and d) 15
kcal/mol. For the example of panel b, the top-bottom minima stand for a region where
most of the conformations are Eigen while the left-right minima correspond to the Zundel
region.
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Table 7.6.: Self-diffusion coefficients (A˚2·ps−1) from bulk simulations using MS-MMPT-IR force field.
Selected data from Table 7.3 are listed for comparisons (hence the corresponding references
are not specifically given in this table).
Method
∆E
kcal/mol
ensemble
rhop
ns−1
DCEC DH2O
MS-MMPT-IR
5 NVE 21 ± 7 0.17 ± 0.03
0.316 ± 0.009
7 NVE 64 ± 9 0.21 ± 0.03
8 NVE 80 ± 13 0.22 ± 0.03
10 NVE 52 ± 10 0.20 ± 0.03
7 NVT 66 ± 14 0.22 ± 0.04
8 NVT 84 ± 18 0.22 ± 0.05
MS-MMPT-MP2 12 NVE 61 ± 9 0.17 ± 0.03 0.333 ± 0.008
MS-EVB 3 NVE 108 ± 9 0.29 ± 0.03 0.233 ± 0.005
MS-EVB 3 (CMD) NVE (n.a.) 0.50 ± 0.05 0.24 ± 0.01
experiment 0.94 ± 0.01 0.23
MD simulations in bulk-25 A˚
For MD simulations using the MS-MMPT-IR force field for bulk-25 A˚, the fastest diffusion was 0.22
± 0.3 A˚2/ps with ∆E = 8 kcal/mol whereas ∆E = 7 kcal/mol maximized the proton hopping rate
for water clusters. For solving the energy drift issue (discussed further below), NVT simulations
were carried out using the same input values. As a result, 0.22 ± 0.05 A˚2/ps was obtained for this
simulation. The hopping rates for all MS-MMPT-IR simulations were also recorded in Table 7.6.
From MS-MMPT-IR simulations, the two-dimensional FESs has a similar topology to that from
MS-MMPT-MP2 simulations. What differs, however, are the barriers between the E and Z states.
For bulk simulations using MS-MMPT IR force field, The determinant process is Eigen to Eigen and
the barrier is 0.9 kcal/mol, compared to 3.3 kcal/mol for MS-MMPT-MP2 simulations with ∆E = 12
kcal/mol.
Discussion: Issues of energy non-conservation
Compared to MS-MMPT-MP2 simulations, the maximal self-diffusion coefficient from MS-MMPT-
IR simulations increased by ∼30%. The main difference between the two force fields is the softened
OH bond for an H3O
+ representation with a reduced force constant by a factor of 2.2. However
that leads to the energy non-conservation problems using the MS-MMPT-IR force field. Figure 7.21
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Figure 7.20.: Tow-dimensional free energy surface from a) MS-MMPT-IR simulations for bulk-25
A˚ with ∆E = 8 kcal/mol, compared to b) that from MS-MMPT simulations using
MS-MMPT-MP2 force field (also see Figure 7.12c). For each panel, MDs were run for 8
ns.
shows such result and it was found that for simulations with n = 31 the energy drifts at a rate of -1.4
kcal/mol·ns−1. If the force constant of this OH bond is further weakened to kH3O+b = 100 kcal/mol·A˚−2,
the drift increased to -3 kcal/mol·ns−1. If the force constant is restored to 550 kcal/mol·A˚−2, the
energy conservation was seen as the same to simulations using the MS-MMPT-MP2 force field. For
bulk simulations, using the MS-MMPT-IR force field leads to the energy drift at -3 kcal/mol·ns−1.
Then, a question could be raised why a softer OH bond lead to the energy non-conservation. In fact, it
is not easy to answer. However, during the development of MS-MMPT, various implementations to
the weighting function (Eq. 4.15) had been tried and tested. For more details, the PT potential and
the square of O–O distance of a Zundel molecule were used as the scoring function S(x), which gives
S(x) = V (R, ρ, d) (Eq. 4.1) and S(x) = (RO−O −Re)2 respectively. Rather than Eq. 4.16 which de-
scribes a full degrees of freedom of the Zundel molecule, using the PT potential only 3 DOFs participate
in the determination of the weights (namely how states are mixed). For S(x) = (RO−O −Re)2 (where
Re is the O–O distance at the energy-minimum structure), it was further reduced to a one-dimensional
problem to decide whether a PT moiety more likely performs a PT reaction. With these two scoring
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Figure 7.21.: Energy fluctuations from MS-MMPT-IR simulations for a) water clusters with n = 31
(with ∆E = 7 kcal/mol) and b) bulk-25 A˚ (with ∆E = 8 kcal/mol). In panel a,
besides using MS-MMPT-IR (red) test simulations were also run with different force
constant for H3O
+ OH bonds. For cluster simulations, the energy drifts are -3, -1.4 and
-0.4 kcal/mol·ns−1 (orange, red and brown) and no energy drift were found for using
kH3O
+
b = 550 kcal/mol·A˚−2. For bulk simulations, the energy drift was -3 kcal/mol·ns−1.
functions, test simulations were run but quickly failed due to the exceed of the energy jumping tolerance
a next MD step (here, the default value was used given by CHARMM). Therefore, using the test
scoring functions was considered with the lacks of essential DOFs (i.e. OH bonds) which leads to
energy drift during the simulations. For MS-MMPT-IR, such lacks of DOFs took into effects due to
the softened OH bonds. That also leads to the energy non-conservation.
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7.4.2. Attempt II: MS-MMPT-BETA – A New Format of Weighting Function
The IR-parametrized MS-MMPT force field leads to a shortcoming of the energy non-conservation,
which is one of the key issues and technical aim that the current work has been pursuing. Weakened
force constants on OH bond of the H3O
+ ion is one of the key reason for the energy drifts which has been
discussed in the previous section. Aiming to obtaining a higher PT performance in the bulk simulations
with one excess proton, the second solution is hereby introduced. The origin of the MS-MMPT method
is multi-state adiabatic reactive MD (MS-ARMD), which is to couple multiple reaction pathway and
describe an adiabatic potential energy surface for performing a classical but reactive dynamics.147,213,214
Focusing on the weighting function (Eq. 4.15) of the MS-MMPT framework, the difference of the
contribute to the MS-MMPT global potential energies depends on both the energy difference between
two states and ∆E. In the MS-ARMD works, such determination of state contribution was found
accurately reproducing the reactive potentials to the ab initio calculations. However, it does not
necessarily mean that such mathematical formulation is unchangeable. In this attempt, a simple
modification was introduced into the weighting function. To Eq. 4.15, an index is added to the energy
component, which gives the unnormalized weight with
w0j (x) = exp
(
− (V[H5O+2 ]j(x)− V0
∆E
)β) (7.5)
where β is given with a constant which is not necessarily an integer. If β = 1, it is no different to the
standard MS-MMPT scheme. And V0 can be an arbitrary value and is in practice assigned to the
minimum energy of the states because the normalized weights are independent of this term (see Eq.
4.15). If β 6= 1, however, the choice of V0 does influence on the surface cross and it may bring out with
a discontinuity to the force field it is still state-dependent, especially when the minimum energy state
changes. Therefore, to this point V0 is given with a constant value in this scheme. If the potential
energy of an H5O
+
2 structure is used as the scoring function, in the current work V0 is assigned with
the minimum energy of an MMPT Zundel ion in the gas phase. That assures (V[H5O+2 ]j
(x)− V0)/∆E
never turns negative during the simulations.
In the current work, this trial approach (named as MS-MMPT-BETA) has been applied to bulk
simulations. From test simulations (data not shown), it gives β = 0.7 (which is why (V[H5O+2 ]j
(x)−
V0)/∆E should not be negative) for maximizing the diffusivity of the excess proton. Table 2 reports
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Table 7.7.: Self-diffusion coefficients from bulk simulations using the MS-MMPT-BETA scheme. Simu-
lations were run in the NVE ensemble with a time-step of ∆t = 0.5 fs. Selected data from
Table 7.3 and Table 7.6 are listed for comparisons (references are not specifically given in
this table).
Method
∆E
kcal/mol
rhop
ns−1
DCEC
A˚2/ps
DH2O
A˚2/ps
DCEC
DH2O
DCEC
Dv
MS-MMPT-BETA
(qO∗ = −0.98 e ,
qH∗ = 0.66 e)
4.5 76 ± 20 0.20 ± 0.05
0.333 ± 0.008
0.60 ± 0.16 1.8 ± 0.8
5.0 103 ± 21 0.20 ± 0.05 0.60 ± 0.16 1.8 ± 0.8
5.5 110 ± 17 0.21 ± 0.05 0.63 ± 0.17 1.9 ± 0.8
6.0 79 ± 20 0.19 ± 0.08 0.60 ± 0.27 1.7 ± 1.0
6.5 52 ± 13 0.17 ± 0.05 0.51 ± 0.16 1.5 ± 0.7
MS-MMPT-BETA
(qO∗ = −0.5 e ,
qH∗ = 0.5 e)
4.0 126 ± 23 0.24 ± 0.05
0.333 ± 0.008
0.72 ± 0.17 1.8 ± 0.7
4.5 135 ± 26 0.29 ± 0.10 0.87 ± 0.32 2.2 ± 1.1
5.0 108 ± 17 0.23 ± 0.04 0.59 ± 0.14 1.8 ± 0.6
5.5 74 ± 17 0.03 ± 0.04 0.09 ± 0.12 0.2 ± 0.3
MS-MMPT-IR 8 82 ± 9 0.22 ± 0.03 0.316 ± 0.009 0.70 ± 0.11 2.0 ± 0.8
MS-MMPT-MP2 12 61 ± 9 0.17 ± 0.03 0.333 ± 0.008 0.51 ± 0.10 1.5 ± 0.6
MS-EVB 3 108 ± 9 0.29 ± 0.03 0.232 ± 0.005 1.3 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.1
MS-EVB 3 (CMD) (n.a.) 0.50 ± 0.05 0.24 ± 0.01 2.1 ± 0.3 2.4 ± 0.2
experiment 0.94 ± 0.01 0.23 4.1 4.7
the MD simulations using the MS-MMPT-BETA scheme. It needs to note that with one-state
MMPT simulation, MS-MMPT-BETA is the same to MS-MMPT-MP2 since they use the same
parameters of force fields. For the simulations, the maximum self-diffusion coefficient was obtained
with ∆E = 5.5 kcal/mol, which gives 0.21 ± 0.05 A˚2/ps in rate. Compared to the standard MS-
MMPT-MP2 simulations, the self-diffusion coefficient increased by ∼ 20% and is roughly equal to
that from energy non-conserved MS-MMPT-IR simulations. Given with the fact that MS-MMPT
is not capable of simulating a free diffusion of an hydronium ion, which is always confined within a
Zundel moiety. The diffusion constant for the H∗-carry ion from one-state MMPT simulation is 0.11
± 0.02 A˚2/ps. And MS-MMPT simulations give maximal ratios of DCEC/Dmass which are equal to
2.0 and 1.5 for using MS-MMPT-MP2 and MS-MMPT-IR force fields, respectively. Seeking for the
possibility of further accelerated proton diffusion, in the current simulations a modified partial point
charges was given to the H3O
+ ion (qO∗ = −0.5e and qH∗ = 0.5e). Figure 7.22 shows the MSD traces
from one-state MMPT simulations and the diffusion constant for the ion was increased by 20% and
to 0.13 ± 0.02 A˚2/ps which is relatively closer to the postulated mass contribution (0.20 A˚2/ps) of
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proton diffusion (in the water system). Using this partial point charge model, MS-MMPT simulations
were run using the MS-MMPT-BETA scheme. Results found that the maximal diffusion for CEC
increased to 0.29 ± 0.10 A˚2/ps with ∆E = 4.5 kcal/mol. That is a 70% improvement compared to
the first MS-MMPT simulation using the MS-MMPT-MP2 force field (with ∆E = 12 kcal/mol) and
the hopping rates increased by more than 100%. Last but not least, within the current MS-MMPT
frame the maximal self-diffusion coefficient of the excess proton has been reached with the energy
conservation satisfied during the simulation. However, the potential of such improvement remains
plausible and requires careful parametrization of the force field but such works can be expected in
the future and would be helpful for simulating a more realistic proton transport with experimentally
accurate mass diffusion of water and ion molecules.
Figure 7.22.: Mean square displacement of the Zundel ion for 32 500-ps MD trajectories from one-
state MMPT simulations for bulk-25 A˚. The charges for the H3O
+ ion were given as
qO∗ = −0.5e and qH∗ = 0.5e . The average self-diffusion coefficient for the Zundel ion is
0.13 ± 0.02 A˚2/ps.
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To sum up, Grotthuss proton transport reactions were investigated from MD simulations using the new
developmental MS-MMPT approach. The reactivity of proton transport was determined by calculating
proton hopping rates (h(t)) and self-diffusion coefficients for both water clusters and bulk systems. For
MS-MMPT-MP2 simulations in water clusters, the hopping rates were found dependent of the value
of ∆E. That leads to a finding that the maximal hopping rate can be reached from simulation with
∆E = 12 kcal/mol for n > 10 which gives ∼100 hopping event per nanosecond. Such dependence of
∆E was explained by building two-dimensional free energy surfaces, which suggest mainly two PT
pathways: one is the Zundel to Zundel process and the other is the Eigen to Eigen process. Choosing
which PT process depends on the energy stability of the local minima regions of Zundel and Eigen.
With ∆E = 12 kcal/mol for n = 31, MS-MMPT simulations should overcome a barrier height of
2.6 kcal/mol which maximized the hopping rates. For bulk simulations, with ∆E = 12 kcal/mol the
maximal self-diffusion coefficient of 0.17 ± 0.03 A˚2/ps was given which was not comparable to the
experimental value of 0.94 A˚2/ps. For the current MS-MMPT scheme, only a Zundel structure can
be modeled which effectively leads to a low mass diffusion of a hydronium particle and the charge
diffusion was thereby limited. The realistic proton diffusion also relies on whether the nuclear quantum
effects are introduced or not. That would be expected in the future work.
Seeking for the solution to accelerate proton diffusion, two alternative schemes for MS-MMPT
parametrization were proposed and simulations were carried out. The first scheme is to refine
the MS-MMPT-MP2 force field by referencing to the infrared spectroscopy experiments. For the IR
refined force field, the main change is the softened OH bond for a hydronium molecule in the resonance
picture. For both simulations of clusters and bulks, the ∼30% acceleration was seen using both hopping
rates and self-diffusion coefficients. However, due to the softer bonds, the energy conservations can
not be retained compared to the simulations using the MS-MMPT-MP2 force field in which energies
were well conservation under the NVE ensemble. The second scheme introduced an index – β into the
weighting function (Eq. 7.5). Then, the fastest ever (in the current thesis) proton diffusion was given
among all MS-MMPT simulations for bulk-25 A˚ and the energy conservation was reached in those
simulations.
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8. Conclusion and Outlook
The methodology, new implementation and applications of the MMPT force field are presented and dis-
cussed in the current thesis. MMPT provides a reactive potential energy landscape to a triatomic motif
which includes a transferring proton (or hydrogen) and the donor and acceptor atoms of this proton.
Such reactive potentials are described in a three-dimensional potential energy surface and parametrized
to ab initio calculations at high level of theory such as MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p). The new implementa-
tion to the MMPT force field includes a new potential energy surface for performing double proton
transfer reactions in a concerted pathway, for which a multi-dimensional switch factor is introduced to
provide coupling effects and association between two formerly independent proton transfer motifs. Fur-
thermore, the modeling of resonance structures has been introduced to control the variance of bonding
characters (e.g. a single bond to a double bond), depending on whether a proton transfer move is
complete. And it is now possible to include charge transfer along with the proton transfer reaction path.
In addition to these refinements of force field description to a PT-contained molecule or complex, a
completely new development is accomplished in the current thesis and greatly improve the usability
and capability of the current MMPT force field. The new MS-MMPT method enables a simulation
of continuous proton transport processes such Grotthuss mechanism.3 Utilizing the MS-ARMD ap-
proach,147 for each state in a MS-MMPT framework a unique PT motif is specifically defined with the
corresponding bond topology. The total potential energy of the system is given as a weighted sum of
potential energies for each state and the minimum energy state usually includes a active proton. With
the thermodynamic fluctuation, such minimum energy state will finally change to the other and by
that a proton transport move is simulated. This method bring new possibilities in studying proton
transport reactions in complex chemical and biological systems with reasonable computing costs.
In this thesis, three application of MMPT and MS-MMPT have been presented. The first one
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is to predict infrared spectra of formic acid dimer and protonated oxalate from MD simulations in the
gas phase using the MMPT force field. MMPT parameters are generated for both systems. For formic
acid dimer, the special double proton transfer is modeled by MMPT with the coupling factor applied;
For p−Oxa, the resonance structures are introduced to transform CO bonds among single-, double-
and partial double-bond characters. For both studies, it was found that changing the curvature of the
PES around minimum energy regions leads to shifts of proton transfer band. And such a change can
be approached by morphing the potential surface. With the given experimental data which indicates a
realistic position of PT spectral bands, the aim of MMPT simulation is to find out how much a PES
should be morphed in order to predict a PT band in good agreement with the experiments. Morphing
such a PES leads to an effective potential surface. That greatly helps predict the effective reaction
barrier for systems in which the barrier height is difficult to be determined experimentally.
The second application focuses on the kinetic isotope effects of intramolecular PT reactions of malondi-
aldehyde and acetylacetone. Classical MD simulations are carried out with the MMPT force field with
specific parametrization including zero point vibrational effects. Effectively, the barrier heights are
decreased compared to the original MMPT parametrization with reference to ab initio calculations.
The reduction of reaction barriers is different for hydrogen and deuterium transfers, which leads to the
chemical contribution to the KIEs for both molecules. In order to explicitly include nuclear quantum
effects, path-integral simulations are carried out (only for Mal) based on the UM trajectories. Thereby,
quantum corrections to the free energies of activation are computed for both HT and DT. And KIE
values can be also computed by directly calculating the ratio of quantum corrections to the partition
functions and that leads to much lower statistical errors. Both classical and quantum simulations agree
with that the KIE values (in a logarithmic form) follow a linear relationship to 1/T and results were
compared to previous studies.18
In the last application, Grotthuss proton diffusion is investigated by preforming MD simulations
using the MS-MMPT method. The great improvement of the MS-MMPT development compared
to other multi state approaches, such as MS-EVB22,75,76,78 and TS-EVB24,215, is that the energy is
conserved during the simulations with a reasonable number of states took into account. Simulations
are run for water clusters and water bulks with one excess proton. Using different values of ∆E leads
to different reactivity of proton diffusion. The analysis of free energy surface suggests two different
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pathways for proton hops. One is the Zundel to Zundel process when ∆E is low, and the other is
the Eigen to Eigen process when ∆E is high. If the Zundel and Eigen regions are equally stable in
the two-dimensional free energy landscape, it leads the lowest determinant barrier height for proton
transport and the diffusivity of proton is maximized. The force field parameters for MS-MMPT are first
parametrized to ab initio calculations at the MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory. In the bulk phase
(bulk-25 A˚), the maximal self-diffusion coefficient is 0.17 ± 0.03 A˚2/ps. Then the MS-MMPT force
field is refined and parametrized to IR spectra with n = 4. As a result, the self-diffusion coefficient of
the excess proton is increased by ∼25% albeit the simulations lead to energy non-conservation. For
the other attempt to accelerate the diffusivity of proton, the weighting function is modified. And the
maximal self-diffusion coefficient of 0.29 ± 0.10 A˚2/ps is reached with the water solvent with the same
background diffusion rate.
To outlook, the following improvement and research works can be expected in the future. For
the standard MMPT method, anharmonicity can be introduced into the classical part of a molecule or
ion which contains the PT motif. That should improve the spectroscopy compared to the experiments.
In addition, more accurate fluctuating charge model or the multipole model216,217 can be implemented
especially to provide more accurate dipole moment surface which should provide a more comparable
spectral patterns (e.g. intensity) to the experiments.
For the MS-MMPT method, the development in this thesis is considered a milestone that the simulation
of complicated proton diffusion processes is now accomplished with energy conservation. Nevertheless,
there are many things which have yet to be worked out or improved. The first one is to adapt
MS-MMPT into a situation with multiple excess protons, which is important for a more complicated
application in real biomolecular systems or concentrated solutions. Technically it is implemented in
code but it has yet to be tested and validated. One of the most important challenges is to avoid conflicts
of PT states that shared by different excess proton. The current charge transfer model is only correctly
coded for a two-atom pair which includes one atom with fluctuating charge and the other with fixed
point charge. With multiple protons, interactions between two fluctuating charges are inevitable and
that requires careful works on such correction. In the current thesis work, the diffusion of the current
water model (SPC with MP2 bond equilibriums) is too fast, increased by a factor of 1.5 compared
to water diffusion measured in the experiment. That is because the CHARMM non-bonded cutoff is
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applied all through the current simulations (that is the only model compatible with MS-MMPT). For
water models such as SPC145 or SPC/fw,146 usually simulations were carried out with particle mesh
Ewald (PME) summation applied.76–78 For this, a possible solution could be a differential treatment to
water- water and H5O
+
2 -water interactions so that the water-water interactions are modeled with PME
while the H5O
+
2 -water interactions are modeled using the standard non-bonded cutoff. Once the water
diffusion rate is reset to an experimental value, it can be expected that it may likely result in slower
proton diffusion even MS-MMPT-BETA is used. In fact, the slow proton diffusion is one of the major
deficiencies of the current development of MS-MMPT. More recent AIMD simulations218 suggested
that the proton may hop in a concerted fashion (so called correlated proton transfer). With the current
MS-MMPT simulations, only stepwise proton transfer (or a single jump) was found. In fact, from these
AIMD simulations double- to quadruple- jumps have occurrence frequencies combinedly higher than
that of single jump by a factor of 7. That challenges the validity of the current MS-MMPT method
but points out the direction for future development. A possible solution is to extend PT motif search
to outer (third-, fourth- etc.) solvation shells but may require specific parametrization to reduce the
barriers of correlated proton transfer.
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Abbreviation and Units
B3LYP Becke-3-parameter-Lee-Yang-Parr
CCSD(T) Coupled-Cluster with single, double and perturbative triple excitations
CHARMM Chemistry at HARvard Molecular Mechanics
CM Classical Mechanics
CMMD Classical Mechanics Molecular Dynamics
DFT Density Functional Theory
DFTB Density-Functional Tight-Binding
DPT Double proton transfer
FF Force Field
FPC Fixed Point Charge
HMFW Half Maximum Full Width
IR infrared
KIE Kinetic Isotope Effect
LJ Lennard-Jones
MD Molecular Dynamics
MEP Minimum Energy Path
MM Molecular Mechanics
MMPT Molecular Mechanics with Proton Transfer
MP2 Møller-Plesset second order
MS-EVB Multi-state empirical valence bond
MS-MMPT Multi-state Molecular Mechanics with Proton Transfer
n.a. not available
NVE microcanonical ensemble
NVT canonical ensemble
PI Path Integral
PT Proton Transfer
QM Quantum Mechanics
TS-EVB Two-state empirical valence bond
vdW van der Waals
ZPVE Zero Energy Vibrational Effect
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A˚ A˚ngstro¨m
cm−1 Wavenumber
e Elementary charge
rad Radian
K Kelvin
kcal Kilo-calorie
mol Mole
nm Nanometer
fs Femtosecond
ps Picosecond
ns Nanosecond
L Liter
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Deduction to the gradient of MS-MMPT total potential energy (Eq.
4.17)
a) Vtotal(x) =
m∑
i=1
wi(x) · Vi(x)
b)
∇w0j (x) = ∇
[
e
−
(V H5O+2j (x)− V H5O+2min (x)
∆E
)]
= −
(∇V H5O+2j (x)−∇V H5O+2min (x)
∆E
)
· w0j (x)
c)
∇Vtotal(x) = ∇
[ m∑
j=1
wj(x) · Vj(x)
]
=
m∑
j=1
wj(x) · ∇Vj(x) +
m∑
j=1
∇wj(x) · Vj(x)
=
m∑
j=1
wj(x) · ∇Vj(x) +
m∑
j=1
∇
[
w0j (x) ·
1
m∑
i=1
w0i (x)
]
· Vj(x)
=
m∑
j=1
wj(x) · ∇Vj(x) +
m∑
j=1
∇w0j (x)
m∑
i=1
w0i (x)
· Vj(x)−
m∑
j=1
∇
[ m∑
i=1
w0i (x)
]
· w
0
j (x)[ m∑
i=1
w0i (x)
]2 · Vj(x)
=
m∑
i=1
wj(x)∇Vj(x)− 1
∆E
m∑
j=1
[∇V H5O+2j (x)−∇V H5O+2min (x)] · wj(x) · Vj(x)
+
m∑
i=1
wi(x) · Vi(x)
m∑
i=1
w0i (x)
· 1
∆E
m∑
j=1
w0j (x) ·
[∇V H5O+2j (x)−∇V H5O+2min (x)]
=
1
∆E
·
m∑
j=1
{
wj(x)∇Vj(x) ·∆E −
[∇V H5O+2j (x)−∇V H5O+2min (x)] · wj(x) · Vj(x)
+
[∇V H5O+2j (x)−∇V H5O+2min (x)] · wj(x) · m∑
i=1
[
wi(x) · Vi(x)
]}
=
1
∆E
·
m∑
j=1
{
wj(x)∇Vj(x) ·∆E +
[∇V H5O+2j (x)−∇V H5O+2min (x)] · wj(x) · (Vtotal(x)− Vj(x))}
=
1
∆E
·
m∑
j=1
{
wj(x)∇Vj(x) ·∆E + wj(x) ·
[
Vtotal(x)− Vj(x)
]
· ∇V H5O
+
2
j (x)− wj(x) ·
[
Vtotal(x)− Vj(x)
] · ∇V H5O+2min (x)}
=
m∑
j=1
wj(x) ·
(∇Vj(x) + V TOT(x)− Vj(x)
∆E
· ∇V H5O
+
2
j (x)
)
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